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f s the Coriolis parameter defined as /  = 2cot sin <P;
G s the barotropic pressure gradient defined as G  = -g V r j ;
g s the gravitational acceleration;
H s total depth;
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hp s the porous medium thickness;
I s a function of the sediment and fluid characteristics;
i s the unit vector in the x- direction;
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U s the maximum error norm;
/ s the time step index;
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N  is the kinematic eddy viscosity, i.e., N  =  — ;
P
n is the Manning’s roughness coefficient;
n, is Strickler’s roughness coefficient;
P  is pressure;
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q is the area transport vector;
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R is the hydraulic radius;
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s the amplitude of the M6 current; 
s the frictional (shear) velocity; 
s the mean transport velocity of a bed-load particle; 
s the maximum horizontal velocity magnitude;
s the horizontal velocity vector, i.e., U = ui + v j; 
s the vertically averaged velocity vector, 
s the complex horizontal velocity vector;
s the complex wind velocity vector;
s the velocity component in the x- direction;
s the tidal velocity component amplitude in the x- direction;
s the complex amplitude of the x component of the horizontal velocity;
s the average horizontal velocity magnitude;
s the critical mean velocity (for the sediment movement initiation);
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V. is the open channel velocity vector,
V, is the porous medium velocity vector;
VR is the M2 residual velocity vector;
V is the velocity component in the y- direction;
Vm is the tidal velocity component amplitude in the y- direction;
Vmc is the complex amplitude of the y component of the horizontal velocity;
Wu> is the wind speed measured 1 0  meters above the water surface;
We is the element width perpendicular to the flow;
w are horizontal triangular bases;
W is the velocity component in the z- direction;
W f is the fall velocity o f a sediment particle;
X is the horizontal coordinate ion the east-west direction;
y is the horizontal coordinate in the north-south direction;
z is the vertical coordinate, positive upwards;
a is the time step implicity weighting factor;
04-2 is the phase of the M4 tidal current relative to the M2 tidal current;
06-2 is the phase of the Mg tidal current relative to the M2 tidal current;
02-2 is the phase of the S2 tidal current relative to the M2 tidal current;
y is the specific weight o f the fluid;
ys is the specific weight o f the sediment;
5 is the vertical coordinate in a mapped coordinate system;
E is the porosity o f the porous medium;
is the Meyer-Peter and Muller’s bed-load discharge coefficient;
* are the basis functions;
C M is the complex amplitude of the surface elevation defined as C ( x >y) =  l me
n is the surface elevation;
7c is the complex surface elevation;
7m is the real tidal amplitude;
9 is a general phase lag in degrees;
Oe is the tidal elevation phase lag in degrees;
e v is the phase lag of the tidal velocity in degrees;
On is the phase lag o f the x- component o f the tidal velocity in degrees;
9vy is the phase lag o f the y- component o f the tidal velocity in degrees;
P is the dynamic eddy viscosity of sea water;
V is the kinematic viscosity of sea water,
p is the fluid density;
p ' is the density o f the sediment relative to the fluid;
Pa is the density o f air;
Ps is the density of sediment;
psp is the sediment density including porosity,
a is the Engelund and Fredsoe’s sediment constant (9.3 for sand);
f is a general stress vector,
•
T is the Garde-Albertson parameter (or the dimensionless shear stress);
T'* is the dimensionless skin friction stress;
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Tb is the bottom stress vector amplitude;
tbc is the critical shear stress;
xs is the skin friction stress;
x g is the bottom stress vector;
t w is the wind stress vector;
<p is the non-dimensional tractive stress (or the Garde-Albertson parameter in terms
o f frictional velocity);
<pc is the non-dimensional critical shear stress (Shield’s parameter);
X is the dynamic friction angle;
co is the tidal frequency;
m2 is the beat frequency o f M2  and Si;
cos2 is the S2 frequency;
com is the M2 frequency;
coe is the angular velocity of earth;
0  is the latitude;
r  is the wind stress linearization factor;
<&b e  is Einstein’s intensity o f bed-load transport parameter;
4V is Einstein’s intensity o f flow parameter,
¥  is the complex wind (atmospheric) forcing vector,
n  is the Coriolis vector, i.e., i \  = p j k ;
V2 is the Lapladan operator;
V is the gradient operator; and
(overbar) indicates a vertically averaged quantity.
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ABSTRACT
FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF 
TIDAL FLOW AND BED-LOAD TRANSPORT IN THE 
GREAT BAY ESTUARINE SYSTEM, NEW HAMPSHIRE.
by
Ata Biigili
University o f New Hampshire, September 2000
Current, sea level and bed-load transport are investigated in the Great Bay Estuary, 
New Hampshire, - a  shallow, well-mixed system with low freshwater input. Main channel 
tidal currents are over 2 m/sec, and its dynamic balance is dominated by the pressure 
gradient and bottom friction. Current and sea level forced by the M2, M», M6 tides at the 
estuary mouth are simulated by two numerical models: - a three-dimensional, harmonic 
model that solves the linearized shallow water equations (FUNDY5); and a vertically 
averaged, time stepping, non-linear model (ADAM). ADAM makes use of a kinematic 
assumption (that is, the local and advective accelerations are neglected) and accounts for 
flooding and dewatering over tidal flats by employing a groundwater component. FUNDY5 
is used as a preliminary diagnostic tool to identify the general properties of the estuarine 
flow and to identify grid problems. ADAM is used as a prognostic model to simulate the 
tidal hydrodynamics o f the estuarine system. The accuracy o f the hydrodynamic 
predictions is evaluated by comparison with ten tidal elevation and four cross-section 
averaged current measurements. The results show that the kinematic assumption holds for 
the lower and middle sections of the estuary but fails in the upper sections, due in part to the 
increased importance of accelerations in these sections. Residuals (time averages) of
xxiii
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currents are also investigated and yielded flood directed pathways over the shallow flats and 
ebb directed pathways in the deep channels.
Currents simulated by ADAM are then used to model bed-load transport in the 
vicinity o f a rapidly growing shoal located in the main channel of the lower system. 
Consisting of coarse sediments, the shoal must be dredged every 5 - 9  years. Two 
approaches are taken - an Eulerian parametric method in which elemental bed-load flux 
vectors are calculated at each time step; and a Lagrangian particle tracking approach in 
which a finite number of sediment particles are released at different times in the M2 cycle 
and tracked. Both methods yield pathways and accumulations in agreement with the 
observed shoal formation and the long-term rate of sediment accumulation in the shoal area.
xxiv




Tidal estuaries are relatively shallow, small-scale embayments, which are of 
prime importance to larger scale coastal ecosystems. They usually have very complex 
geometries and strongly non-linear hydrodynamics with a tidal range comparable to their 
average depths. The Great Bay Estuarine System in New Hampshire, USA, shown in 
Figure 1.1, is a typical example of these estuaries. It has a tidal amplitude to mean depth 
ratio of about 0.18. The inner estuary has several river tributaries and extensive tidal flats 
that consist of fine sediments, causing more than 50% of the entire system’s surface to be 
exposed as mud flats at low tide (Turgeon, 1976). It is well-mixed and main channel 
current speeds are high (up to 3.1 m/sec in Piscataqua River under extreme conditions 
(Short, 1992) and up to 2.1 m/sec under normal conditions). The freshwater input to the 
estuary is low, representing only 1% or less o f the tidal prism (Reichard and Qelikkol, 
1978), making it a tidally dominated system. The principal force balance is known to be 
between the pressure gradient and the frictional stress (Swift and Brown, 1983) and most 
of the dissipation occurs in the lower Piscataqua River region. Due to high currents that it 
experiences, this region has coarser bottom sediments that range from sand to gravel.
As a result o f its geographical, geometrical and hydrodynamical characteristics 
and its heavy commercial and recreational use, Great Bay Estuary is subject to:
1
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Figure 1.1 The Great Bay Estuarine System location map (after Short, 1992).
2
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• A high bed-load transport rate and resulting shoaling because of high speed 
currents, especially in the Piscataqua River region;
• A high rate of fine grain sediment suspension and transport due to wave action 
and medium to high currents, especially in the Great Bay region;
• Point and non-point source pollution both in the tributaries and the main 
channel because of the residential and industrial community that it hosts along 
its shoreline;
• Oil spills because of oil terminals located along the New Hampshire shoreline; 
and
• Freshwater runoff because o f various creeks and rivers that flow into it.
Being a high-risk zone, it requires an advance knowledge of its flow fields for any 
environmental emergency planning and also for a better understanding of the natural 
processes occurring every day. However, these processes are difficult to predict because 
of the distortions introduced by hydrodynamic non-linearities and complex interactions 
between the flow parameters. This necessitates fast and reliable tools able to approximate 
the real world conditions in a close manner. Numerical hydrodynamical modeling 
appears as a relatively fast and effective method in the analysis and forecasting of 
different scenarios arising form a combination of any of the situations mentioned above.
The purpose of the present study is to develop hydrodynamic numerical modeling 
of the Great Bay Estuarine System in order to investigate the possibility of numerical 
model use as a fast, cheap and effective tool for future environmental simulations and 
investigations. Emphasis will also be given to semi-theoretical bed-load transport 
modeling of coarse sediments using the simulated hydrodynamic data as a first test case.
3
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1.2 Research Outline
1.2.1 Objectives
Based on previous modeling applications summarized in Chapter 2, we can 
conclude that no models have realistically simulated the estuarine tidal flow in the Great 
Bay Estuary at the beginning of the present modeling effort. Although tidal heights could 
be predicted with a reasonable degree o f accuracy, tidal velocities were very hard to 
match with field data because some essential characteristics o f estuarine physics were 
ignored and grids were not refined enough to resolve the effects of bottom topography. 
We can hypothesize that a time-stepping non-linear numerical model simplified by 
considering some essential physical characteristics of the Great Bay Estuary can be used 
to obtain a better approximation of the tidal flow if simulated on a high-resolution grid. 
These essential characteristics include, but are not limited to a principal balance between 
bottom friction and pressure gradient and a realistic simulation of tidal flat flooding and 
de-watering. The boundary conditions for the non-linear time stepping model can be 
generated and preliminary diagnostic runs can be performed by the use of a linear three- 
dimensional diagnostic model, which can also provide clues about the possible 
weaknesses of the computational grid for later correction. Based on these hypotheses, the 
present research has the following objectives:
•  To create a bathymetry database for the Great Bay Estuary through a field 
program with special interest in the lower Piscataqua River region where 
reliable bathymetric data lacked at the beginning o f this research;
•  To investigate the use of a harmonic linear three-dimensional finite element 
model (FUNDY5) as a preliminary diagnostic utility for estuarine situations;
4
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•  To investigate the effectiveness o f a depth averaged, non-linear, time 
stepping, kinematic finite element model (ADAM) in describing the 
frictionally dominated estuarine situations, including flooding and drying of 
tidal flats;
•  To investigate the shoaling problem in the Piscataqua River (see Bilgili et al., 
1996 and Clere, 1993) using ADAM and do qualitative and quantitative 
comparisons between model results and field data.
The two computer models, FUNDY5 and ADAM, which are going to be used in this 
study, were both developed at the Numerical Methods Laboratory of the Dartmouth 
College, Hanover, New Hampshire, USA.
1.2.2 Method of Approach
A field program will be carried out to acquire topographic data of the Great Bay 
Estuary, with special interest in the lower Piscataqua River. This will allow gaps in the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association (NOAA) navigational charts to be filled 
with up-to-date information. This program consists of acquiring depth soundings, 
corrected for tidal differences and fixed at high tide, taken at locations along a ship track 
recorded using Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS). These will then be 
incorporated into high-resolution computational finite element grids.
Throughout the numerical part of the study, the approach will be an iterative one. 
Each iterative loop will include criteria for different field comparisons. Depending on the 
success of the match, the loop will be repeated or the following stage will begin. 
Depending on which stage of the process we are, bathymetry, computational grid,
5
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boundary conditions, bottom stress coefficients, time step and viscosity coefficients are 
among the parameters that will be corrected in these iterative loops. The approach will be 
based on the following main stages:
• FUNDY5 will be used to generate boundary conditions and identify problem 
areas in the preliminary meshes before these are input into the time stepping 
model ADAM. Bathymetry anomalies, grid weaknesses and bottom stress 
coefficients are among the parameters that will be tuned and/or corrected at 
this stage. Bottom stress coefficient analyses will be based on a Manning’s 
friction coefficient approach. This will allow the estuary’s natural channel and 
bottom characteristics to be taken into account in the parameterization of 
bottom resistance. The Manning coefficients will be derived for isolated 
sections of the estuary and their dependence on water depth will be 
investigated. This will involve the generation of a Manning’s coefficient 
formula, which will be a function of the depth and bottom properties. 
Bathymetry anomalies, like the NOAA chart data flaws or interpolation errors, 
will be minimized by the introduction o f the data set acquired through the 
field program designed for this study. This data will then be incorporated into 
the finite element grid o f the domain, which will be refined to resolve the 
bathymetric changes.
• ADAM will be run using the bottom friction and boundary condition values 
tested by FUNDY5 as initial program input and results will be compared with 
amplitudes and phases o f the field tidal elevation and velocity data. The field 
data will be based on the paper by Swift and Brown (1983). A cross-sectional
6
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average of ADAM tidal velocities analyzed for the M2  tidal constituent will be 
calculated to allow this comparison to be made at stations along the estuary, 
chosen according to Swift and Brown (1983). Fine tuning of parameters 
mentioned in the previous stage will continue at this stage until a satisfactory 
match with field data is obtained;
• A numerical space and time convergence check will be performed on ADAM 
runs. Model time step and the grid resolution are the parameters that will be 
analyzed in this process. A highly resolved mesh will be generated for this 
purpose, without introducing any new bathymetric features. The space 
convergence analysis o f the grid will concentrate on a section of the 
Piscataqua River where sand waves were observed (see Bilgili el al., 1996) to 
make sure that the flow will be resolved at the scale defined by the 
characteristic sand wave length (around 49 meters). Maximum flood and ebb 
velocities are going to be saved at selected grid nodes on both the low 
resolution and high resolution meshes and an error analysis will be performed 
to check the convergence. Although ADAM uses implicit schemes and 
unstable numerical behavior is not expected, a time step convergence analysis 
will also be performed for completeness and for the purpose of decreasing 
computer run-time. The optimal grid and time step resulting from this analysis 
will be used for sediment transport studies.
• Studies of Eulerian and Lagrangian bed-load transport of coarse bottom 
sediment, defined in this study as the potential o f the flow to carry coarse 
particles, will be performed using velocities and stresses output by ADAM.
7
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This work will concentrate in the section o f the Piscataqua River which is 
subject to shoaling in the form of flood oriented large sand waves which need 
periodical dredging to keep the channel open to navigation (see Bilgili et al.y 
1996). Eulerian analyses will use parametric bed load sediment transport 
models. Sediment fluxes, defined as the rate o f dry sediment mass transport 
per distance across the channel and calculated real-time at each time step 
using these theories, will be averaged over an M2 tidal cycle, both at 
individual nodes in the computational domain and across transects located 
right upriver and downriver o f the shoaling and adjacent erosional areas. A 
qualitative comparison of the residual pathways will be performed to check 
the consistency of the results with local geological features throughout the 
mesh. Transect averaged bed sediment fluxes will then be used to predict 
short-term (M2 tidal cycle) and long-term (one year) sediment budgets and 
deposition-erosion rates for the shoaling and erosional areas. These will be 
compared with historical sediment removal data from Bilgili et al. (1996). 
Lagrangian transport studies will be performed real-time by using the flow 
fields generated by ADAM at each time step. Sediment particles released 
upriver and downriver o f the shoaling and neighboring erosional areas will be 
tracked over an M2 tidal cycle and their final location will be analyzed and 
compared with the geological features o f the area. Bottom stress coefficients 
and sediment properties like sediment movement initiation threshold 
velocities and stresses are among the parameters that will be analyzed at this 
stage.
8




2.1.1 Great Bav Estuarv
Reichard and (^elikkol (1978) adapted Connor and Wang’s (1973) two- 
dimensional finite element model to the estuarine system with tidal flats excluded. The 
model was calibrated using an extensive set of tidal sea level and current data collected 
by the University of New Hampshire (UNH) and National Ocean Survey (NOS) in 1975 
(Swenson et al., 1977). A procedure for quantitative selection of the bottom friction 
coefficient was also developed as a part of the calibration process. The results showed 
good agreement between tidal elevation measurements and model predictions. However, 
although they appeared promising, predicted tidal currents did not show good agreement 
with measurements because of grid resolution problems.
Brown and Arellano (1979) adapted Dyer and Taylor’s (1973) analytical 
segmented tidal prism model to the Great Bay in order to predict high and low water 
salinity distribution for variable river inflow. A mixing parameter, which is related to the 
tidal excursion of water in the estuary, was determined for different segments in the 
estuary on the basis of a comparison between predictions and a data set obtained for a 
low river flow period. This analysis yielded mixing parameters o f 0.9 for the lower 
Piscataqua River and 0.6-0.7 elsewhere. These were then used to predict the salinity 
distribution for high fresh water input. The predicted distribution compared favorably
9
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with observed values for most o f the estuary. The flushing time for a water parcel 
entering the estuary at the head was calculated to be 67 M2 tidal cycles for low river 
inflow (summer) and 36 M2 tidal cycles during high river inflow (spring).
Garrison (1979) applied Muir’s (197S) one-dimensional, implicit, finite difference 
model o f the non-linear Saint-Venant equations (shallow water equations). The entire 
estuary was reduced to a linear main channel with no junctions or branching. The model 
was calibrated for a spring tide and applied to a neap tide. Predicted tidal heights were 
within 10% of observed heights. The phase of the predicted heights led the phase of the 
observed with a maximum lead of 0.4 hour. A one-dimensional diffusion model for a 
conservative substance was also developed and coupled with the hydrodynamic model. 
The test results compared well with the analytical solution for an infinite channel with 
uniform cross sectional area, as given by Ippen (1966).
McDonald (1992) improved the oil spill trajectory model, SLICK, written solely 
for Great Bay in 1981 by the University of New Hampshire researchers and Normandeau 
Associates, Inc. NH (Normandeau Associates, Inc, 1981). The improved program was 
called PROSTAR (Piscataqua River Oil Spill Trajectory and Response). The program 
used a two-dimensional current field created by generating time series of currents using a 
tidal prediction program (Tidhar, 1998) as input. The tidal current constituents calculated 
by Swift and Brown (1983) were used to generate the predicted current time series. 
Simulated trajectories of oil spillets were then compared with the observed trajectories of 
drift cards and drogues launched in 1981 as a part o f this study. The agreement between 
the predicted and field results showed a random character for different sections of the
10
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estuary, ranging from very good to bad. The errors were mostly due to approximations 
used in the creation of the input velocity field (Swift, M.R., personal communication).
Clere (1993) applied the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' (USACOE) finite 
element computer model system TABS-2 (Thomas and McAnally, 1985) to a shoaling 
problem in the lower Piscataqua River’s navigation channel, between Frankfort Island 
and Boiling Rock (see Figure 2.2). The vertically averaged, two-dimensional model had 
different modules for hydrodynamic and suspended sediment transport modeling. The 
flooding and drying was modeled by turning on and off elements, which caused 
instabilities with large elements. For this reason, a time step o f 6  minutes was used to 
lessen the number o f elements, which must be removed from the domain at any time step. 
A field program was conducted to collect sediment data that the model required to run. 
The model was driven by predicted surface elevation boundary conditions at two open 
boundaries and calibrated by matching surface elevations at two stations along the river. 
A Manning’s approach was used to model the bottom friction loss. Manning’s n values 
were estimated separately for flood and ebb and for three different regimes (navigation 
channel, off-channel and shore). The simulation was run for one tidal cycle due to 
computer system limitations. The results showed underpredicted velocities and provided 
only a general qualitative overview of the processes occurring in the area with sediment 
transport being directed upriver. The study site was found to be depositional as far as the 
suspended sediment transport is concerned. The present study will use the sediment data 
collected during the field program of this study.
In an attempt to reproduce measured flow rates, Chadwick (1993) applied the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) DYNHYD3 model to the entire Great
11
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Bay Estuary. DYNHYD3 (Ambrose et al., 1986) is a box (finite difference) model with 
branched one-dimensional links between nodes. The calibration of the model was based 
upon the cross-sectionally averaged mass flow rates as measured by a vessel-mounted 
Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) at four different transects along the estuary. A 
depth reduction ranging from 50% to 70% was also applied to different cross sections of 
the estuary to reduce the tidal volume as a part o f the calibration. The results showed the 
general trends but it proved impossible to replicate measured values.
Pavlos (1994) used the hydrodynamic flow field created by Chadwick (1993) as 
input to EPA’s one-dimensional compartmentalized pollutant transport model, TOXI3 
(Ambrose et al., 1986), to predict the fate of lead seeping into the estuary from landfills 
on Seavey Island, located in the lower part of the estuary (see Figure 2.2). The model was 
calibrated using salinity as a conservative tracer. The predicted salinity distribution was 
within 2% of the measured values. The fate o f a constant load of lead in the estuary was 
simulated over a seven-day period. Although the model lacked the spatial grid resolution 
to simulate small-scale phenomena, it was able to predict the large-scale pollutant 
pathways.
Swift et al. (1996) applied EPA’s DYNHYD3 to Oyster River, which they 
considered to be representative of the six tidal rivers that enter the Great Bay Estuarine 
System. Tidal currents and elevations calculated using DYNHYD3 served as input to the 
EPA's water quality model, TOXI3. Salinity distribution, bacteria and dissolved oxygen 
were modeled to simulate three different scenarios: - to predict the impact o f a point 
source release from a wastewater treatment plant, - to simulate a once-a-year rainfall 
event, and - to predict steady-state conditions under average freshwater tributary
12
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discharge. In general, the trends and processes were reproduced well. However, the field 
data exhibited scatter and differences between point measurements and volume-averaged 
predictions became apparent.
Ip et al. (1998) developed a finite element model for simulating tidal flooding and 
dewatering of shallow estuaries and applied it to the upper section of the Great Bay 
Estuary. The model incorporated two-dimensional kinematic (that is, without advective 
and local accelerations) wave physics, with a porous medium bottom to incorporate 
realistic drainage o f dry elements on a fixed, high-resolution mesh. The Galerkin method 
was used with simple linear finite elements and solved implicitly with iteration in time. 
The model was forced with a M2 surface elevation boundary condition. The results were 
very promising, with residual transport heading downriver in the main channel and 
upriver on tidal flats, a characteristic o f shallow estuaries also documented by other 
researchers (Pritchard (1955), Kjervfe (1978), Friedrichs et al., (1992), Bowers and Al- 
Barakati (1997) and Li and O’Donnell (1997)). This residual trend is thought to be due to 
the partially progressive nature of the tidal wave, which causes faster and longer duration 
flood currents versus weaker and shorter duration ebb currents on the drying tidal flats. 
The computer model, described and tested to some extent in this paper, will be the 
backbone of the present study.
Ertiirk (2000) applied the kinematic model developed by Ip et al. (1998) to part of 
Little Bay and Great Bay in an attempt to quantify the effect o f  eelgrass beds on the tidal 
flow over the mud flats. At the time of this study, this research was in progress.
13
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2.1.2 Related Work
Leendertse (1970) developed a two-dimensional depth integrated finite difference 
model for the simulation of water quality in well-mixed estuaries. The model 
incorporated a drying and flooding scheme where grid cells were either removed from or 
reintroduced to the computational domain depending on the results of the drying and 
flooding checks. The model was applied to Jamaica Bay, New York (Leendertse and 
Gritton, 1971 and Leendertse, 1972). Results showed good agreement between computed 
and observed tidal data. However, long simulations of areas with extensive tidal flats 
caused generation of spurious model waves, which propagated from their points of origin 
and created stability problems in large simulations. This approach was improved later by 
Leendertse (1987), where the wave generation problem was reduced through the local use 
o f high bottom stress and through the choice o f a flat assessment time step larger than the 
model time step.
Parker (1984) investigated the effects of friction on the tidal dynamics of shallow 
estuaries, with special emphasis on the Delaware River. His methods included scaling 
analysis of the hydrodynamic equations, a Fourier analysis of the nonlinear terms, a 
linear analytical model investigation of first order effects and a non-linear, one­
dimensional, finite difference numerical model investigation. His results showed that 
friction plays an important role in the tidal dynamics of a shallow estuary, primarily 
because of the low frequencies (and thus long wavelengths) involved. Frictional effects 
were found to increase with decreased depth, increased tidal amplitude and/or decreased 
frequency.
14
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In his investigation o f  the tidal distortion in shallow estuaries, Speer (1984) used a 
one-dimensional, finite difference model to simulate the M2 tidal propagation. The model 
assumed that momentum is mainly transported in the main channel, and tidal flats were 
modeled as water reservoirs, neglecting their capacity to carry momentum. This was done 
by including them only in the continuity equation, with a procedure that allowed lateral 
inflow o f tidal flat water into the main channel. The results showed that shallow, 
frictionally dominated channels with moderate tidal flat area develop a flood-dominant 
asymmetry while deeper channels with extensive tidal flats develop an ebb-dominant 
asymmetry. The flood-dominant estuaries were found to have a tendency to import 
sediment, as opposed to ebb-dominant estuaries, which can flush entering sediment 
effectively.
Wallis and Knight (1984) studied intra-tidal variations o f resistance (Manning's) 
coefficients in the Conwy Estuary, North Wales, and used the results to calibrate a one­
dimensional finite difference tidal model. The resistance coefficients were found to 
exhibit three basic trends - a strong time dependence, a flow directional dependence due 
to flood or ebb dominated bedforms and a high variability with location along the 
estuary, especially where tidal flats exist. The model tidal elevation errors were on the 
order o f 16cm in the case o f constant resistance coefficients and Scm for the calibrated 
friction coefficient case.
Park (1985) applied the one-dimensional, cross-sectionally averaged numerical 
model developed by Seelig et al. (1977) to Stony Brook Harbor, New York, in order to 
predict tidal hydraulics and sediment transport patterns. The model neglected effects of 
density gradients, Coriolis force and wind stress. Four empirical bed-load sediment
15
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transport equations were coupled to the numerical model for two locations inside the 
harbor in order to compare the predicted range of sediment transport rates. Sea levels 
were observed at four locations over a time of 30 days and currents were measured at the 
inlet and at six cross-sections o f the shallow channels. The model was forced by observed 
sea levels at the harbor entrance and calibrated by adjusting Manning's n and turbulent 
loss coefficients. The model results were within 98% of the observed values at the head 
o f the harbor for both sea level elevations and M2 currents. Further investigation showed 
that pressure gradient was balanced by bottom friction, and flood currents were 1 .1 to 2  
times stronger than ebb currents with shorter duration. The predicted sediment transport 
residuals, integrated over two spring-neap cycles from four different sediment transport 
equations, were all flood oriented. Various sediment transport formulae predicted various 
instantaneous fluxes but integrations over two spring-neap cycles gave consistent results 
that differ by only an order o f magnitude. The net sediment transport pattern generally 
coincided with observed conditions showing convergence of net sediment transport in 
shoaling areas and divergence in erosional areas.
Giese and Jay (1989) used a one-dimensional harmonic model to examine tidal 
characteristics o f the Columbia River estuary, a shallow system characterized by a strong 
tidal forcing and a moderate ratio of tidal amplitude to mean depth. Analysis o f the 
results revealed two regions o f  high energy dissipation - a lower section where salinity 
intrusion is present and an upriver section beyond the intrusion. In the upriver section, 
which was well mixed, the pressure gradient was primarily balanced by friction at the bed 
and tidal propagation had a diffusive character.
16
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Kjerfve et al. (1991) used a two-dimensional implicit finite difference model to 
simulate water circulation in North Inlet, a well-mixed estuarine system consisting of 
extensive salt marshes covered with cord grass in South Carolina. The model allowed for 
grid elements to become flooded as the tide rises. A spatially varying Manning's friction 
coefficient approach was used to calibrate the model. The results showed that tidal 
currents in the creeks were highly sensitive to the choice of Manning's coefficient in the 
salt marsh areas. The model results also suggested that tidal diffusion is likely to be the 
dominant factor controlling flushing of the upper reaches.
O'Connor and Nicholson (1992) presented an estuarine sand transport model that 
used a two-dimensional, depth averaged flow field generated by a hydrodynamic model 
as input. The model treated the suspended and bed-load components of the transport 
separately. The algorithm used a bed roughness based method originally proposed by 
Einstein (1950) and modified later by Bijker (1968). Bed roughness was calculated from 
a relation proposed by Van Rijn (1982). The model was applied to a man-made 
rectangular trench in Denmark and represented bed load transport adequately but lacked 
resolution to incorporate the effect of bed forms fully and experienced instabilities due to 
excessive sediment deposition at some areas.
Van De Kreeke and Robaczewska (1993) investigated residual bed-load transport 
of coarse sediments in the tidally dominated Ems Estuary, situated along the Dutch- 
German border. Assuming the transport of coarse sediment to be proportional to some 
power o f the depth-averaged local current speed and M2 to be the dominant tidal current 
constituent, an analytical expression for the tidally averaged bed-load transport was 
derived and applied to the main channels of the estuary. The Eulerian mean current and
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amplitudes required by the bed-load transport model were determined using a two- 
dimensional vertically integrated non-linear barotropic finite difference model. The 
model was forced by M2, M4 and M6 tides at the mouth and calibrated by adjusting the 
bottom stress through Manning's friction factor. The models showed that the bed-load 
transport is dominated by the interaction of the M2 tidal current and the Eulerian mean 
current. The results showed good agreement with field data.
Lin and Falconer (1995) used a boundary fitted two-dimensional vertically 
averaged finite difference model to simulate tidal flow and sediment fluxes in the 
Humber Estuary, UK. Besides suspended sediment transport, the model also incorporated 
a bed-load transport scheme based on the work of Van Rijn (1984). The bed resistance 
stress was represented in the form of Manning's equation. Comparisons of results with 
available field data showed encouraging agreement, particularly since no tuning was 
necessary.
Lin and Falconer (1997) developed a three-dimensional layer integrated finite 
difference model, which included a flooding and drying scheme for the simulation of 
tidal flats. The flooding-drying scheme was a modified version of an earlier formulation 
developed by Falconer and Chen (1991) and it used a scheme similar to the one that 
Leendertse (1970) used where grid cells were either removed from or reintroduced to the 
computational domain. The application of the model to the Humber Estuary showed good 
results, although the areas affected by flooding and drying were quite substantial in 
spring tide simulations.
Bowers and Al-Barakati (1997) hypothesized that tidal rectification (The process 
of extracting energy from an oscillating tidal current to produce a non-zero mean
18
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unidirectional flow) leads to flood directed residual currents over drying sandbanks. This 
hypothesis was tested by observation and a two-dimensional depth integrated numerical 
model, which incorporated sandbank drying, for the case of the vertically well-mixed 
Conwy Estuary in North Wales. The model, which included advection of momentum and 
quadratic friction, was forced by a M2 tide on the open boundary and river input at the 
landward boundary. Both field data and the model showed weak flood-directed residual 
currents over drying sandbanks and much stronger ebb-directed residuals in the channels.
In their attempt to estimate numerical model parameters from data assimilation, 
Ullman and Wilson (1998) investigated the temporal and spatial variability of the bottom 
drag coefficient. A depth-integrated finite difference tidal model, described by Valle- 
Levinson and Wilson (1994), was calibrated using estimated bottom friction coefficients 
and applied to the Hudson River Estuary. The model was forced with time-varying 
surface elevations at landward and seaward open boundaries. The results showed that the 
drag coefficients inferred from the field data exhibit a large variability in space, with 
higher values found over the shallow areas o f the estuary and lower values in the deeper 
channel. One of the parameters causing this kind of behavior was found to be the ratio o f 
water depth to bottom roughness. A roughly inverse relationship, similar to Manning's 
formulation, was derived.
2.2 Field and Analytical Studies
2.2.1 Great Bav Estuarv
Armstrong et al. (1976) collected grab samples from various locations throughout 
the Great Bay system and analyzed the bottom sediments. Their results showed that finer
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sediments occur in the tidal rivers and in the tidal flat areas o f the bays while the coarser 
sediments (sand and gravel) were confined to deeper tidal channels throughout the 
system.
Swenson et al. (1977) summarized the current and sea level results o f a 1975 
cooperative field program between Sea Grant at the University of New Hampshire 
(UNH) and the National Ocean Survey (NOS). The UNH program was oriented towards 
describing the vertical and horizontal variability o f currents at several locations along the 
Great Bay Estuarine System while the NOS program had a goal of obtaining tidal sea 
level and current measurements throughout the estuary. The results were presented in the 
form of contour plots and vertical profile plots of currents and elevations. Results show 
that the strongest currents were confined to a central core following the main channel at 
all stations. Maximum current speeds were on the order of 1.80 m/sec in the Piscataqua 
River and 0.60 cm/sec in Great Bay.
Silver and Brown (1979) summarized the temperature, salinity and density results 
of the 1975 cooperative field program between UNH and NOS. The results showed that 
the Great Bay Estuary is well mixed during summer months, with small-scale salinity 
fronts occurring only in regions where rivers enter the estuary. This is due to the 
combined effects of strong tidal currents and relatively low freshwater input. Partial 
stratification may occur during periods o f intense freshwater runoff, particularly at the 
upper tidal reaches o f the estuary, but the tidal component dominates the freshwater 
influence and the river stays well-mixed most of the time since freshwater input typically 
represents only 2% or less of the tidal prism (Short, 1992).
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In an attempt to determine the bottom shear stress distribution from velocity 
profile data in a well-mixed tidal channel, Swift et al. (1979) developed a theoretical 
eddy viscosity model, which uses a lower boundary condition on stress instead of a no­
slip condition. The accuracy of the procedure was evaluated in an experiment in which 
current profile data were taken at a station in the main channel of Little Bay and used 
with theory to calculate stress. Independent Reynolds stress measurements were also 
made using a current meter fixed within the bottom boundary layer. The predicted stress 
from the theory using a parabolic eddy viscosity representation showed reasonable 
agreement with the direct measurement o f  the stress.
Brown and Trask (1980) estimated bottom stress in the section of the Piscataqua 
River between the Frankfort Island and Boiling Rock (see Figure 2.2) using two 
independent methods: energy dissipation (estimates of rates of tidal energy dissipation 
interpreted in terms o f an area averaged bottom stress) and dynamic inference (using the 
long wave momentum and continuity equations and estimates of sea surface slope and 
current acceleration). They found that the greatest confidence lies in the bottom stress 
values obtained using the dynamic inference method, due to the highly sensitive character 
of the energy dissipation method to volume transport estimates. Results showed that 
1 2 .6 % of the energy dissipated in the entire estuary occurs within this particular region of 
the Piscataqua River, which constitutes only 2% of the whole estuarine area. The 
dynamic inference method showed that sea level slope induced pressure gradient has a 
greater effect on the bottom stress than does the current acceleration.
Schmidt (1980) used the results o f  a field dye tracer study in the lower Piscataqua 
River to calibrate a two-dimensional finite element dispersion model developed by
21
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Leimkuler, et al. (1975). The computer runs made use o f tidal current input calculated by 
Reichard and £elikkol (1978) for the study area to simulate the dye plume release and 
subsequent concentrations on a grid consisting of 385 nodes. Plume size and maximum 
dye concentrations reasonably approximated observed data the first 2  hours of real time. 
However, average advective velocity of the plume was not properly simulated due to an 
inadequate representation of across channel velocity variations in the input velocity data 
set. Results showed that the main tidal flow was confined to the deeper main channel. 
Vertical mixing of dye occurred relatively quickly in the main channel while lateral 
mixing to tidal flats was minimal.
In their study o f the distribution of the bottom stress and tidal energy dissipation 
throughout the Great Bay Estuarine System, Swift and Brown (1983) used current and 
sea level measurements to characterize the tidal kinematics and dynamics o f the estuary. 
Acceleration and pressure gradient terms in the volume-integrated equation of motion 
were inferred from National Oceanic Survey (NOS) current and surface elevation 
observations. The dynamic results showed that the primary force balance is between the 
pressure gradient and bottom stress (Figure 2.1), which was consistent with the findings 
of Brown and Trask (1980). Both stresses and energy dissipation were found to be largest 
in the seaward portion of the estuary with an order of magnitude decrease in inland areas. 
In addition, harmonic tidal analysis was applied to the NOS current and surface elevation 
time series used. The dynamic analysis results were found to be consistent with co-tidal 
charts of the principal semi-diurnal tidal constituent (M2), which indicate that the estuary 
is composed of a highly dissipative more progressive tidal wave regime seaward and a 
less dissipative standing wave regime landward, with Dover Point acting as a separating
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Figure 2.1 Summary o f dynamic analysis time series at four current measurement cross- 
sections in the estuary. The terms are local acceleration (LA), advective 
acceleration (AA), pressure gradient (PG) and stress (after Swift & Brown, 
1983).
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point between regimes. Maximum current speeds were in the order of O.S m/sec in Little 
Bay and Great Bay and ranged from O.S to 2.0 m/sec in the Piscataqua River. The results 
o f the analyses were summarized in tables of seven tidal constituents for sea levels at ten 
stations along the length of the estuary (Table 2.1) and for vertically and cross-section 
averaged tidal currents at four cross-sections throughout the estuary (Table 2.2). The M2 
constituents o f the along-channel components of the vertically averaged only tidal 
currents are also given in Table 2.3. The locations of these current cross-sections and 
elevation stations are shown in Figure 2.2. This very detailed work will provide the tidal 
field data that the model results will be compared with throughout the proposed study. 
Brown and Fleming (1989) discussed the United States Army Corps o f Engineers’ 1979 
and 1987 field survey findings in which grab samplers were used to obtain top layer 
bottom sediments from a shoal area in the Piscataqua River. The results showed that the 
sediments consisted of gravel and sand, which is consistent with the results of Armstrong 
etal. (1976).
Allen et al. (1993) used chirp sonar to obtain bathymetric and seismic records of 
the Piscataqua River from Dover Point out through Portsmouth Harbor (see Figure 2.2). 
Acquired data was compared with field core samples and distribution of sediment types 
was plotted along the ship track. Gravel was determined to be the main component in the 
bottom surface layer structure. The study also revealed that the shoal area consisting of 
large sand waves studied by Clere (1993) and Bilgili et al. (1996) was mostly formed of 
gravel and sand with less than 1% of fine material.
Bilgili et al. (1996) investigated the formation of a shoal characterized by large 
upriver directed sand waves, which have a height o f about 2.9 meters and a wavelength
24
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STATION ID M2 Constituent M4  Constituent Mg Constituent
T-5 A = 1.29 ± 0.02 m P = 106 ± 1 °G
A = 0.02 m 
P = 335 °G
A = 0.01 m 
P =148 °G
T-Seavey A = 1.20 ± 0.02 m P = 114 ± 1 °G
A = 0.02 m 
P = 22 °G
A = 0.01 m 
P = 1 8 1 °G
T-ll A = 1.12 ± 0.03 m P = 1 1 8 ± 1 ° G
A = 0.03 m 
P = 352 °G
A = 0.01 m 
P =  126 °G
T-12 A = 1.00 ± 0.03 m P = 1 2 8 ± 2 ° G
A = 0.03 m 
P = 24 °G
A = 0.01 m 
P = 165 °G
T-13 A = 0.95 ± 0.03 m G =  134±2°G
A = 0.04 m 
G = 32 °G
A = 0.01 m 
G = 82 °G
T-14A A = 0.93 ± 0.03 m P = 1 4 0 ± 2 ° G
A = 0.04 m 
P = 21 °G
A = 0.01 m 
P =  113 °G
T-14 A = 0.94 ± 0.03 m P =  145 ± 2  °G
A = 0.03 m 
P = 76 °G
A = 0.02 m 
P = 113°G
T-16 A = 0.83 ± 0.04 m P = 166 ± 2 °G
A = 0.01 m 
P=  175 °G
A = 0.03 m 
P = 144 °G
T-UNH A = 0.87 ± 0.04 m P =  171 ±2°G
A = 0.03 m 
P = 81 °G
A = 0.02 m 
P = 115°G
T-19 A = 0.92 ± 0.04 m P =  176±2°G
A = 0.03 m 
P = 249 °G
A = 0.04 m 
P = 1 7 1 °G
Table 2.1 Summary of M2, M4 and M6 sea level harmonic constituents for locations in 
the Great Bay Estuary. The amplitudes (A) are in meters and the phases (P) 
are in degrees relative to Greenwich. Note that Greenwich phase for the M4 
and Mg constituents that appear here were corrected by the co-author.
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STATION ID M2 Constituent M4  Constituent M* Constituent
C-104 A = 0.47 ± 0.02 m/s P = 248 ± 3 °G
A = 0.04 m 
P = 30 °G
A = 0.03 m 
P = 240 °G
C-1J9 A = 0.70 ±0.03 m/s P = 251 ±3°G
A = 0.02 m 
P = 12 °G
A = 0.07 m 
P = 245 °G
C-124 A = 1.48 ±0.08 m/s P = 262 ± 3 °G
A = 0.04 m 
P = 301 °G
A = 0.04 m 
P = 254 °G
C-131 A = 0.31 ±0.01 m/s P = 262 ± 2 °G
A = 0.03 m 
P = 190 °G
A = 0.05 m 
P = 247 °G
Table 2.2 Summary of M2, M4 and M6 vertically and cross-sectionally averaged tidal 
current harmonic constituents for locations in the Great Bay Estuary. The 
amplitudes (A) are in meters and the phases (P) are in degrees relative to 
Greenwich. Note that Greenwich phase for the M4 and M6 constituents that 
appear here were corrected by the co-author.
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C-104 77 0.53 248
C-119 143 0.90 250
C-124 101 1.54 262
C-131 7 0.39 261
C-133 30 0.57 273
Table 2.3 M2 constituent o f the along-channel component o f the tidal current for 
locations in the Great Bay Estuary. Note that these are only vertically and not 
cross-sectionally averaged.
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MAINE
South
Figure 2.2 Tidal elevation stations (magenta, T-) and current cross-sections (blue, C-) 
used in the field study by Swift &  Brown (1983). Note that C-133 is a point 
current measurement station only. The axial scale in kilometers, shown in 
red, coincides with the main channel. State-town names and important 
geographical locations are also shown in black and green respectively.
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of about 49 meters in the navigational channel of the Piscataqua River. A field survey 
was organized so that it would coincide with a dredging operation planned to remove the 
shoal in the December o f 1991. This enabled measurements to be made before, after and 
subsequent to removal o f  the shoal material. Observations of sediment characteristics, 
bathymetry and bottom currents were made and theory was used to predict bed-load 
transport of coarse sediment and shoaling rates. Sediment sampling showed the bottom 
material to be coarse sand and gravel. Bottom current measurements were made along 
transects upriver and downriver of the shoal and downriver of the adjacent deep-water 
area that was also studied for comparison. These showed near bottom flow being 
asymmetric over a tidal cycle, resulting in upriver directed residuals at most stations. 
Bed-load flux inferred using the Einstein-Brown theory indicated that transport is 
generally directed upriver, with cross-channel averaged transport into the shoal area 
occurring from both upriver and downriver directions. Sediment budget calculations 
showed the shoal area to be a depositional bed-load flux convergence zone. Deposition 
rates were consistent with the historical record of removal by dredging at the shoal, with 
0.36 m .yr1, 1.06 m .yr1 and 0.35 m .yr1 for before, immediately after and subsequent to 
dredging respectively. This study will provide the key data that the bed-load sediment 
transport part of the present modeling study will be compared with.
2.2.2 Related Work
LeBlond (1978) hypothesized that the frictional forces greatly exceed 
accelerations in well-mixed and shallow rivers over most of the tidal cycle and re­
examined the momentum balance in the cases o f Saint Lawrence and the Fraser rivers to
29
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prove this. The results justified his hypothesis and showed that the tidal propagation in 
shallow rivers is more properly handled as a kinematic diffusion process than as wave 
propagation. This approximation was found to be not appropriate near high slack water 
when the current, thus the frictional force, vanishes but most useful over most o f the tidal 
cycle, especially near full ebb when the water column experiences the greatest friction 
because of the decreased depth. This finding is directly related to the Great Bay Estuary 
since its tidal range to depth ratio is relatively large (approximately 0.18).
In his attempt to relate bathymetry to the net circulation in well-mixed estuaries, 
Kjervfe (1978) investigated the case o f the North Inlet, South Carolina. North Inlet is a 
well-mixed, shallow, Type C (Pritchard, 1955) estuary characterized by a mean tidal 
range of 1.7 meters, high salinity and negligible fresh water runoff. The cross sections 
that he investigated consisted of a deeper channel with depths in the order of 5-7 meters, 
and a shallower channel with depths in the order of 2 to 4 meters. He found that the 
deeper channel experienced ebb directed net flow while the shallower channel, with 
depths closer to the tidal range, was subject to a flood directed net flow. The deeper 
channel had a bedform predominantly consisting of ebb oriented sand waves. These 
findings were also confirmed by a later study by Kjerfve and Proehl (1979).
Dronkers (1986) studied the relationship between estuarine morphology, tidal 
asymmetry and the residual sediment transport patterns. He concluded that since the 
velocity of coarse sediments is much smaller than the current speed, the local dominance 
of ebb or flood currents, rather than the ebb-flood asymmetry o f the tidal wave, would be 
the main factor determining the residual bed-load flux. He also added that basins with 
large tidal flat areas above mean sea level lead to an important water level inclination
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towards the deeper channel, due to the faster propagation of the tidal wave in the 
channels. This may generate currents strong enough to initiate bed-load transport from 
tidal flats towards the main channel during the last stage o f the ebb period.
Friedrichs et al. (1992) examined the physics which cause different peak tidal 
velocities during ebb and flood and related these patterns of velocity dominance to 
geomorphologies common to shallow tidal embayments. Based on the findings of 
previous researchers, they adopted the idea that friction is one or two orders of magnitude 
larger than the acceleration in the cross sectionally integrated momentum equation for 
shallow tidal estuaries. Following this idea, they formulated a zero-inertia diffusive 
model that captures the most important physics that contribute to asymmetric peak tidal 
velocities, while greatly simplifying the solution procedure. The results o f the model re­
created the patterns of velocity distortion observed in the field: shallower areas tend to be 
flood-dominant and enhance landward near-bed transport; deeper areas tend to be ebb- 
dominant and enhance seaward near-bed transport. This idea was then extended in 
Friedrichs and Madsen (1992) where a scale analysis of the cross sectionally integrated, 
one-dimensional equations o f motion was performed for well-mixed, channelized flow in 
tidal embayments with intertidal flats. Results indicated that the friction term is one to 
two orders o f magnitude larger than the inertial terms. Neglecting these inertial terms 
(kinematic approximation), they developed a single governing equation for tidal 
elevation, which has the form of a non-linear diffusion equation. This isolated the 
fundamental physics typical of well-mixed and shallow tidal embayments, while 
retaining non-linearity sources like quadratic bottom friction, time-dependent channel 
depth and time-dependent channel width. Comparisons to field observations and to
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numerical solutions of the full equations including inertia terms indicated that the 
kinematic equation reproduces the results of the more general equations to within the 
accuracy predicted by scaling arguments and that main features of the non-linear tidal 
signal observed in many shallow tidal embayments are also produced.
In their detailed study of tidally driven residual circulation in shallow estuaries 
with lateral depth variation. Li and O'Donnell (1997) used a two-dimensional, depth 
averaged analytic model and applied it to a rectangular model estuary with only lateral V- 
shaped depth variation. The model neglected the Coriolis accelerations, used a spatially 
constant, quadratic bottom friction model and was forced by a M2 tide at the mouth. Both 
amplitude and phase of surface elevation were assumed to be uniform across the cross- 
section. The model predicted a flood directed net flow on the shoal balanced by ebb 
directed net flow in the channel. The magnitudes of these residual velocities were found 
to be correlated with the bottom topography, depending also on the following four ratios:
•  the ratio o f the minimum depth on the shoal to the maximum depth in the
channel;
•  the ratio of the tidal amplitude at the mouth to the mean depth o f the estuary;
•  the ratio of the length of the estuary to the tidal wave length; and
•  the ratio of the tidal time scale to the decay time scale due to friction.
The along channel component of the residual velocity changed almost linearly across the 
estuary, with decreasing values towards upriver. The general residual velocity trend was 
then related to an inward flux, caused by local non-linearities. This flux was larger on the 
shoals and smaller in the channel, owing to larger non-linearity in shallow water. Its 
magnitude was found to be strong enough to create a surface elevation (pressure gradient)
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large enough to drive an outward flow. This outward flow was found to be larger in the 
channels than on the tidal flats.
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CHAPTER 3
FINITE ELEMENT GRID GENERATION FOR THE GREAT BAY ESTUARY
3.1 Element and Grid Types
All usual numerical discretization methods require a grid, or a mesh, defined by a 
calculation domain divided into a  finite number o f subdomains, called elements. This grid 
defines the discrete locations at which the variables are calculated in the numerical 
process, while neighboring points are used to calculate derivatives. The elements can be 
one, two or three dimensional. In the case of one, two and three dimensional calculations, 
the elements are lines, areas and volumes respectively. Although there is a large range of 
possible geometrical shapes to be used as elements, the area elements are mostly chosen 
as triangles and the volume elements as tetrahedrons since these can be generated fully 
automatically (Filipiak, 1996). Also these shapes can approximate complex boundaries 
fairly accurately and allow progressive change of element size without excessive shape 
distortion.
Depending on the type o f the discretization and the complexity of the domain 
geometry, the grids can be constructed to have certain properties. Overall, there are two 
types o f numerical grids, characterized by the node connectivity: structured and 
unstructured. The structured grids are defined by a regular connectivity, that is, each node 
has the same number of neighboring points. This property makes structured grids the 
choice for finite difference schemes, which approximate the derivatives using 
neighboring points. Structured grids are also used in the finite element discretization of
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simple domains to a certain extent. However, for complex domains, this method requires 
the domain to be subdivided into simpler sections, which are then regularly meshed and 
connected together to recreate the whole domain. This process can be long and time 
consuming since the subdivision operation requires user input. In the case o f the 
unstructured grids, the node connectivity is irregular, which means that each node can 
have a different number o f neighbors. This requires node locations and neighbor 
connectivity to be described explicitly. Ordering, or numbering, of the nodes can have a 
big positive or negative effect on the computational efficiency through the bandwidth 
(The width of the band of non-zero numbers which lie about the diagonal of the stiffness 
matrix). The unstructured grids are the preferred choice for the finite element 
discretization of complex domains since the grid generation is fast and can be made fully 
automatic. A third type o f grid, called a block-structured grid, can be generated by a 
combination of structured and unstructured grids. In this case, a domain is first divided 
into large segments on a coarse level using an irregular structure, which in turn is divided 
into smaller segments on a fine level using a regular structure (Ferziger and Peric, 1996). 
In the case of three-dimensional calculations, a fourth type of grid, called a layered mesh, 
can be generated. This consists o f a domain discretized using a regular or irregular grid 
horizontally. For the discretization in the third dimension, this horizontal mesh is 
projected using vertical lines, with each line discretized into the same number of vertical 
elements. Since the finite element method is the choice o f discretization in this study, the 
rest o f  this section will mostly deal with unstructured and layered meshes with triangular 
elements.
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3.2 Finite Element Mesh Requirements
Since the grid is actually the base on which the discretization takes place, its 
quality has a very important effect on the overall quality o f the numerical results (as 
discussed in the 1996, 1997 and 1998 QUODDY Users Group Meetings organized by the 
Numerical Methods Laboratory, Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire). This 
leads to the following requirements expected from the mesh by the finite element 
method:
- The mesh must conform to the boundary of the domain and no element should 
cross it;
- The mesh must be valid and continuous with no missing or unconnected elements;
- The number o f nodes (node density) should be high enough to resolve the overall 
shape of the computational domain but low enough to decrease computational 
time;
- If variable node density is used to resolve different sections of the domain, the 
transition between high and low density areas should be smooth with no excessive 
shape distortion to prevent creation of numerical problems;
- The triangular elements should be as close to equilateral as possible. The 
existence of highly distorted elements like long and thin triangles in the domain 
may lead to numerical instabilities through round-off errors (Filipiak, 1996).
The first two requirements mentioned above are easily checked during the mesh 
generation process through the use of boundary segments defined for a domain. The third 
requirement is generally harder to meet and several model test runs and mesh 
convergence analyses in space and time may be needed to produce an optimized grid
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resolution. The last two requirements, although achievable to some extent in the 
generation process through the use of element area and angle constraints, may also 
require a controlled mesh refinement process to be performed before the model can be 
run successfully.
3.3 Mesh Generation Techniques
There are several methods used in the generation of unstructured meshes. A 
detailed review of these can be found in Filipiak (1996), Ho-Le (1988), Frey and George 
(1999) and George (1991). Only the three most popular methods, namely the grid-based, 
advancing front and Delaunay triangulation will be discussed here. Special emphasis will 
be given to Delaunay triangulation since this is the method adopted in this study.
In grid-based methods, an already generated mesh, which is larger than the 
computational domain itself is laid on the domain and cropped to its size. The edges are 
then fit to the boundary by moving or warping them and elements, especially the ones on 
the boundary, are split into smaller ones if necessary. Although fast to implement, this 
method has the disadvantage o f creating unsatisfactory boundary elements, thus limiting 
its use. The advancing front method, however, takes care of this problem by taking the 
closed domain boundary as the starting point in the grid generation. This boundary is then 
discretized in two-dimensions by fitting a polygon, creating an initial front. Triangles are 
then added to the domain with at least one edge on the front and this process is repeated 
on updated fronts until there are no polygon segments left. Since the initial data to start 
the process consists of the domain boundary and some mesh parameters, this method is 
boundary conforming and it generates satisfactory boundary elements. However, it is
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relatively slow since a closest node-edge search should be performed at each step. Also, it 
can fail in areas where the node density gradient is large. Eliminating or decreasing the 
disadvantages of the previous two methods is the Delaunay triangulation, which is widely 
used in the finite element studies today because of its relatively fast, boundary 
conforming capability and easy to implement character.
The Delaunay triangulation of a point set in a plane consists of the triangulation of 
the set with the property that no point in the set falls in the interior of the circumcircle 
(circle that passes through all three comers) of any triangle in the triangulation (Figure 
3.1). A characteristic of this method is that, in two-dimensions, it maximizes the 
minimum angle for all triangular elements, which contradicts with the fifth finite element 
grid requirement mentioned in the previous section. However, since grid generation also 
involves generation of new nodes, the final elements can still be made close to 
equilateral. Another drawback is that the initial input to the Delaunay method only 
consists of a set of points and it does not necessarily conform to the boundary of the 
domain. However, it is possible to force it to be boundary conforming by the introduction 
of boundary edge information. There are two ways of accomplishing this: constrained 
Delaunay triangulation and conforming Delaunay triangulation.
In a constrained Delaunay triangulation, all boundary segments are present in the 
triangulation as one piece. The empty circumcircle property is relaxed on points close to 
the boundary and applied only to nodes whose endpoints are not located on or do not 
cross a segment. In other words, the edges are treated as opaque. This causes the resulting 
triangulation to be non-Delaunay and elements with unsatisfactory shapes may be 
generated along the boundary. The workaround to this problem is to generate a
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Figure 3.1 Delaunay triangulation and element circumcircles of a rectangular domain 
with a triangular island.
Figure 3.2 Illustration of Triangle mesh generator use with a PSLG containing a 
rectangular domain o f 10x10 m with a triangular island. From left to right, 
the original domain, its constrained Delaunay triangulation, its conforming 
triangulation with a minimum inside angle constraint o f 33° and its refined
conforming Delaunay triangulation with a maximum element area constraint 
of 0.23 m . Note unsatisfactory elements going from one boundary to the
other on die comers o f the third and fourth meshes.
R
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conforming Delaunay triangulation in which boundary segments are not kept as one piece 
but subdivided into several edges by the introduction of new points, called Steiner points. 
Steiner points are necessary to keep the Delaunay property along the domain boundary. 
One disadvantage of this is the additional number of nodes introduced to the domain and 
resulting boundary elements that may be much smaller than necessary. Overall, the 
Delaunay method is the fastest method for unstructured mesh generation but boundary 
conformity needs to be maintained and checked during the process. It is also relatively 
easier to implement and has been chosen as the preferred method for unstructured 
triangular mesh generation in most of the packages available in public domain.
3.4 Triangle Mesh Generator and Delaunay Trianeulator
A public domain finite element mesh generation program, called Triangle, was 
chosen as the default software to generate the Great Bay Estuarine System meshes. 
Triangle is a C program for two-dimensional mesh generation and construction of 
Delaunay triangulations, constrained Delaunay triangulations and conforming Delaunay 
triangulations (Shewchuk, 1996a). The conforming triangulations can be generated with 
no small angles, thus making Triangle suitable for finite element analysis mesh 
generation. Guaranteed highly refined meshes can be generated using Ruppert’s 
Delaunay refinement algorithm (Ruppert, 199S). Its features include user-specified angle 
and element area constraints, capability o f  being called from Fortran programs, island 
capabilities and optimized use of floating-point exact arithmetic. It is also very well 
documented and user friendly. Triangle was developed by the researchers o f the School 
of Computer Science of the Carnegie Mellon University, as a part of the Archimedes
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finite element tool generation project. At the time of this study, it was freely available on 
the web at http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~ouake/triangle.html and from Netlib at 
http://www.netlib.org.
Triangle can generate new meshes in two different ways. The first one is by 
reading a node (.node) file, consisting of points with known attributes. In this case, since 
there is no boundary information given to the program, the triangulation will create a 
mesh with the convex hull as the boundary and will output an element incidence list file 
(.ele). Although this can be used to mesh basic shapes (triangular, rectangular or circular 
basins), it fails for complex shaped natural basins. The second way is to use a PSLG, or 
Planar Straight-Line Graph (.poly), which is nothing more than a collection of nodes and 
boundary segments, including any hole (island) boundaries. Segments are defined as 
edges whose endpoints are points in the PSLG set and whose presence is enforced during 
the operation. The output will be a constrained mesh defined by .node and .ele files. A 
PSLG file, containing the boundary segment information, can also be output if  further 
refinements are necessary. If element area and inside angle restrictions are also 
implemented (using -q  and -a  switches) while using a PSLG as input, the result will be a 
conforming quality mesh. The final mesh should always be checked for boundary 
conformity and unacceptable elements should be corrected, especially on the comers. 
Figure 3.2 illustrates this process for a rectangular domain with a triangular island. The 
reader is referred to Shewchuk (1996b) for a detailed explanation of file formats, run­
time switches and various uses of Triangle.
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3.S Great Bav Mesh Generation
3.5.1 Shoreline Generation
The first step in creating a finite element mesh for the Great Bay Estuarine 
System was to define the open boundary and the shoreline. The ocean boundary opening 
to the Gulf of Maine, where the model forcing was going to be applied, was chosen to be 
a straight line that extends from Gerrish Island, Maine, to Odiomes Point, New 
Hampshire (see Fig 2.2). This later allowed extrapolation of the surface elevation 
boundary conditions fairly accurately from stations inside the estuary during the initial 
model runs. Since both models need the estuary to be filled with water at the start o f the 
simulations, the shoreline boundary was chosen as the mean high water line as it appears 
on the United States Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5 minute-1:25,000 scale topographical 
charts o f the area (USGS map numbers 43070-B7-TF-024,43070-B8-TF-024,43070-A8- 
TF-024, 43070-A6-TF-024, 43070-A7-TF-024 and 42070-H7-TM-025). All the 
tributaries flowing into the Great Bay were cut at dammed locations and treated as 
shoreline boundaries. The shoreline identification also included the 62 islands that exist 
in the entire Great Bay system. The elimination of very small islands that were not 
expected to interfere with the main estuarine flow and careful regrouping of some o f the 
very close ones decreased this number to 21. This reduction has no significant effect on 
the overall estuarine circulation since many o f  those islands were too small for their 
effects to be resolved at the grid resolution scale used in this study.
After the identification of the domain boundaries, the digitized data that already 
existed in the University o f New Hampshire (UNH), Jere A. Chase Ocean Engineering 
Laboratory archives in Arc/Info geographical information system (GIS) format was used
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to extract the coordinates. These were then converted from latitude-longitude couples to 
meters using New Hampshire State Plane Coordinate System (NHSPC), which is a 
Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection. The North American 1983 Datum 
(NAD83) was used for all coordinate transformations. The resulting boundary consisted 
of 14602 nodes. Since this resolution was much higher than necessary and would have a 
very significant negative impact on system resources during the model run, it was 
decreased using an angle-checking algorithm. This short algorithm uses an angle 
comparison loop to eliminate excessive nodes. It reads the coordinates o f  nodes that form 
the nth boundary segment and the (n+l)lh boundary segment and calculates the angle in- 
between. If  this angle is smaller than a user-preset threshold, it joins the n* and (n+l)lh 
segments and renumbers it as n and jumps to the segment numbered (n+2). The same 
comparison is then made between the segment number n and the segment number (n+2) 
and so on. If the angle between segments n and (n+1) is larger than the threshold, the 
algorithm saves the segment n and proceeds to the next comparison between the 
segments (n+1) and (n+2) and so on. The threshold angle was set to 5°, 10°, 15° and 20° 
and the 20° run resulted in a boundary of about 3308 nodes with no detectable shoreline 
deformation and a minimum x-direction resolution of 2 meters and a minimum y- 
direction resolution of 9 centimeters. This corresponds to a boundary node elimination of 
almost 75%.
3.5.2 Grid Bathymetry
Grid bathymetry is a very essential part o f any finite element mesh that will be 
used in hydrodynamic simulations. Due to lack o f accessible digital bathymetric data for 
the entire Great Bay Estuary at the beginning o f the present study, a special survey was
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conducted. This work is detailed in a dedicated Chapter 4, because of its importance in 
the finite element simulations.
3.5J Horizontal Mesh Generation
A horizontal mesh is required by both models for the discretization of the domain 
in the x-y plane. This process had the following essential steps:
- Generation o f smaller local meshes for various sections o f the estuary 
(Squamscott River (SQ3), Lamprey River (LAMPS), Winnicut River (WINCUT5), 
Great Bay proper (GBAYNORIV5), Oyster River (YR5), Bellamy River (BPS), 
Little Bay (LBAY5), Piscataqua River (PR6) and Portsmouth Harbor (PORT3) 
(see Figure 3.3)) using the boundary data, known bathymetry nodes and Triangle. 
This process added Steiner points (Honsberger, 1995) to meshes to keep the 
Delaunay property;
- Interpolation of the nodal bathymetries o f the newly added Steiner points, using 
the digitized-acquired bathymetry set;
- First step identification of local mesh problems through visual bathymetry- 
element inspection and diagnostic FUNDY5 runs;
- Correction and regrouping of the grids to form a preliminary grid of the entire 
Great Bay System (GBEST1);
- Second step identification of mesh problems through visual bathymetry-element 
inspection and diagnostic FUNDY5 runs. This step also included an estimation of 
the effect o f the tributaries (SQ3, WINCUT5 and LAMPS) to the overall estuarine 
flow in an attempt to eliminate the major amount of elements added to the mesh 
by these tributaries;
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Figure 3.3 Finite element sub-domain grids and entire domain bathymetry as digitized
from the USGS and NOAA charts. The GBES4 domain, which differs from 
GBEST1 by the absence of SQ3, LAMPS and WINCUT5 grids, is not shown 
here for clarity. Horizontal and vertical axes show distances in the x- and y- 
directions in meters. Depths are in meters.
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- Final editing of the GBEST1 mesh to create a horizontal grid structure for the 
entire estuarine system (GBES4).
- Creating variations of the GBES4 grid (GBES10; GBES11) for various purposes 
like grid convergence and initial surface elevation analyses. The generation and 
properties of these variations will be discussed in chapters reserved for these 
analyses.
As seen in Figure 3.3, the estuary is divided into 9 sections, according to their 
geological and hydrodynamical properties. The generation o f local grids for these 
sections was performed with Triangle, using triangular elements with a minimum inside 
angle constraint of 33° and a maximum element area constraint that ranges between 500 
m2 for smaller tributaries and 4500 m2 for larger areas. This distribution allowed enough 
elements to be created along the boundaries and in the narrower channels to resolve the 
flow. A mesh convergence analysis performed using ADAM at a later stage (see Chapter 
6) showed that this refinement was also enough to resolve the important bathymetric 
features of the study areas. The bathymetries of added Steiner nodes were interpolated 
from the digitized-acquired data set (see Chapter 4) using a linear algorithm. The 
complete local meshes are shown in Figures 3.4 through 3.9 and their numerical 
properties are given in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. These were then checked for inconsistencies 
and errors like missing elements, improper comer elements and bathymetry anomalies 
both visually and through diagnostic linear model runs (Chapter 5). The meshes corrected 
after the diagnostic runs were then regrouped, bandwidth reduced and consistency 
checked to create the entire Great Bay system grid, called GBESTL This grid was later 
changed to exclude tributaries (SQ3, WINCUT5 and LAMP5) and renamed GBES4
46
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Figure 3.4 The finite element mesh o f Great Bay proper with tributaries (GBAYJUV5). 
The dashed line shows the domain open boundary.








Figure 3.5 The finite element mesh of the Oyster River (YR5). The dashed line shows the 
domain boundary.
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Figure 3.6 The finite element mesh of the Bellamy River (BR5). The dashed line shows 
the open boundary.
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Figure 3.7 The finite element mesh o f the Little Bay (LBAY5). The three dashed lines 
show the open boundaries.
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Figure 3.8 The finite element mesh of the upper and lower Piscataqua River (PR6). The 
two dashed lines show open boundaries.
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Figure 3.9 The finite element mesh o f the Portsmouth Harbor (PORT3). The two dashed 
lines show the open boundaries, with the southeast one being the Gulf of 
Maine open ocean boundary o f the entire domain.
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SQ3 2579 4204 50 500 33
LAMP5 606 970 38 500 33
WINCUT5 795 1221 34 500 33
GBAY NORIV5 5834 10770 187 4500 33
GBAY RIV5 10542 18704 211 4500 33
YR5 1409 2415 63 2000 33
BR5 1054 1828 79 2000 33
LBAYS 1511 2798 83 2800 33
PR6 3417 6043 79 2000 33
PORT3 8577 14974 243 2800 33
GBEST1 26455 46740 289 4500 33
GBES4 22140 39617 289 4500 33
GBES10 22140 39617 289 4500 33
GBESU 35506 65686 273 250 33
Table 3.1 Numerical properties o f the study grids.
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Mesh Code Dimensions (m) High Tide Bathymetry Range (m)
SQ3 3 5 8 3 3 9  5 x 5 3 6 1 7 9 6  
5 3 7 0 4 J  5  y  5 6 1 5 7 5 .5
0 .1 2  5  h 5 7 .1 0
LAMP5 3 5 9 5 6 9  5 x 5 3 3 6 1 2 6 9  
6 2 9 3 0 .0  5  y  5  6 4 8 6 4 .4
0 .2 7  5  h  5  5 .39
WINCUT5 3 6 6 6 6 2  5  x  5  3 6 7723  
5 9 5 2 6 .6  5  y  5 6 1 2 5 3 .5
0 .2 2  5  h 5 2 .0 0
GBAY_NORIV5 3 6 1 2 0 1  5  x  5 3 6 8 0 1 4  
6 0 9 1 8 .8  5 y  5  6 9 310 .1
0 .1 0  5 h  5 2 0 .6 0
GBAYJUV5 3 6 0 9 0 5  5 x 5  365071  
6 9 1 2 8 .7  5 y  5 7 1 1 1 4 .7
0 .1 0  5  h  5 2 0 .6 0
YR5 3 6 0 9 0 5  5 x 5 3 6 5 0 7 1  
6 9 1 2 8 .7  5  y  5 7 1 1 1 4 .7
0 .1 3  5 h 5 8 .7 9
BR5 3 6 5 1 0 6  5  x  5 3 6 7 1 2 8  
7 0 2 0 2 .4  5  y  5  75121
0 .1 0  5  h 5 7 .0 1
LBAYS 3 6 5 0 0 1  5  X 5 3 6 8 7 9 4  
6 8 3 0 8 .3  5  V 5 7 0 2 8 5 .5
0 .4 2  5  h  5  2 3 .0 0
PR6 3 6 5 9 5 5  5  x  5 3 7 2 2 4 4  
6 6 8 3 5 .2  5  y  5  7 9 5 1 6 .0
0 .1 3  5 h 5  18.93
PORT3 3 7 2 0 3 6  5  x  5 3 8 0 8 2 7  
6 0 7 1 1 .9  5  y  5 6 8 5 6 2 .7
0 .1 2  5 h 5 2 5 . 4 0
GBEST1 3 5 8 3 3 9  5 x 5 3 8 0 8 2 7  
5 3 7 0 4 .3  S y  5 7 9 5 1 6 .0
0 .1 0  5  h 5  2 5 .4 0
GBES4 3 6 0 9 0 5  5 x 5 3 8 0 8 2 7  
6 0 7 1 2 .0  5  V 5 7 9 5 1 6 .0
0 .1 0  5 h 5 2 5 . 4 0
GBESIO 3 6 0 9 0 5  5  x  5  3 8 0 8 2 7  
6 0 7 1 2 .0  5 V  5  7 9 5 1 6 .0
-1 .1 7  5 h  5  2 4 .5 9
GBES1I 3 6 0 9 0 5  5  x  5 3 8 0 8 2 7  
6 0 7 1 2 .0  5 y  5  7 9 5 1 6 .0
-1 .1 7  5 h  5  2 4 .5 9
Table 3.2 Geographical properties o f the study grids. All horizontal dimensions are 
New Hampshire State Plane Coordinate System in meters (NAD83 datum).
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(Figure 3.10), when diagnostic runs showed that the effect o f the tributaries to the overall 
estuarine flow was small and negligible (see Chapter S for details). The final meshes to 
be used in prognostic ADAM runs are the GBES10 and GBESJ1. The first one has a 
mean water level bathymetry datum (unlike GBES4 that has a high water bathymetry 
datum) and the second one has a highly resolved lower Piscataqua region and a mean 
water level bathymetry datum. The datum changes are explained in Chapter 4.
3.5.4 Vertical Mesh Generation
The generation of a vertical mesh is required by the three-dimensional model, 
FUNDY5, for the discretization of the domain in the z- direction. This process uses the 
already generated horizontal mesh as its starting point and is automatically completed 
within FUNDY5. This is done by projecting the horizontal mesh downward to the bottom 
in perfectly vertical lines, with each line discretized into the same number of vertical 
elements. This allows variable spacing between vertical nodes and resolution of surface 
and bottom boundary layers as well internal ones (Naimie & Lynch, 1993). These nodes 
in the native (x, y, z) system are then connected horizontally, using the exact same 
structure as the horizontal mesh and mapped into a local (x, y, 6) coordinate system, 
where interpolation o f the dependent variables will be performed according to:
z(x, 0  = £  2 , (/¥ , (x, y, 6) . (3.1)
t
Here, z  is the vertical coordinate (positive upward), t is time, z,(t) is the time-dependent 
vertical location o f node / and #  are basis functions. As shown in Figure 3.11, the 
mapping leaves the horizontal coordinates unchanged while in the vertical it creates an 
isoparametric structure. The result is linear elements having the shape of a  triangular 
prism, filling the volume of the three dimensional domain. If we rewrite with the
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Figure 3.10 The finite element mesh of the entire Great Bay system (GBES4). The 
dashed line shows the Gulf o f Maine open ocean boundary. Note the 
absence of the Great Bay fresh water tributaries (SQ3, LAMPS and 
WINCUT5). The inset shows a detailed view o f a part of the lower 
Piscataqua River, which will be studied later for bed-load sediment 
transport of coarse sediments.
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Figure 3.11 Vertical layered grid structure constructed by FUNDY5. Note uniform mesh 
spacing in mapped coordinates on the right (Naimie & Lynch, 1993).
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horizontal and vertical coordinates separated, we get
* )* ,(* )  . (3-2)
where i and j  are horizontal and vertical indices corresponding to positions on the grid 
respectively, Wt are the linear horizontal triangular bases and E} are the chapeau functions 
in the vertical, defined as:
0 if  t < a 
t - a
b - a  
c - t  
c -b  
0 if / > c
if a < t < b 
x i b ^ t ^ c
(3.3)
This formulation allows a large number o f horizontal gradient operations in the 
transformed equations to be invariant with depth and time, helping in the equation 
assembly. Also, the nodes are allowed to move vertically in order to follow the free 
surface motion. The number of vertical nodes is user specified. In the diagnostic runs of 
this study, 11 vertical nodes were used. A detailed discussion of the three-dimensional 
mesh generation can be found in Lynch and Werner (1991).
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CHAPTER 4
GREAT BAY BATHYMETRY SURVEY
Domain bathymetry is an essential input of finite element models. The 
calculations are very sensitive to it and a wrong or slightly distorted bathymetry can 
cause the results to be off by a large margin. Getting the correct nodal depths, however, 
has always been one of the major problems in the numerical modeling of natural basins 
and although there are quite a bit of databases for the open oceans o f the world, the data 
for coastal seas and especially estuaries is scarce and hard to find. This chapter 
summarizes a special survey that was conducted for the purpose o f getting up to date 
bathymetric data for the entire Great Bay Estuary.
4.1 Bathymetry Survey
4.1.1 Chart Survey
The grid nodal depths for this study were initially digitized from National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) navigational charts o f  the area (NOAA 
charts No: 13283 and No: 13285) because of their easy availability. These charts are 
mainly prepared for navigational purposes and give the depths in feet at mean low water. 
This required the digitized depths to be corrected for tides to bring them to the same 
mean high water datum as the boundary nodes. This was accomplished by adding twice 
the local M2 tidal amplitude to digitized nodal depths. The local M2 amplitudes were 
interpolated along the length o f  the estuary from the values given by Swift & Brown
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(1983). All digitized depths were later converted to meters to be compatible with the 
models. There are 2941 points in this data set. The geographic locations are converted 
from latitude and longitude to New Hampshire State Plane Coordinates (NHSPC), 
NAD83, in meters using the U.S. Army Corps o f Engineers’ Corpscon software.
One important problem that was faced at his stage was that the NOAA chart of 
the lower Piscataqua River area had a big bathymetry gap between just upriver of 
Frankfort Island and the Portsmouth Railroad Bridge (Figure 4.1). This area, whose main 
channel mean low water depth is given as 31 to 33 feet (9.3 to 9.9 m) for a constant width 
o f 400 feet (120 m), is maintained by the United States Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACOE) to keep it open for navigation at all times. Since the bottom topography is 
subject to change in time, exact depths are not given in this portion o f the NOAA chart. It 
should also be noted that depths greater then 33 feet may exist but are not identified. 
However, since this is a very important, highly dissipative section of the estuary and is 
also the study location for the shoaling problem to be investigated later in this study, the 
knowledge of the exact bathymetry was crucial. This necessitated a field bathymetry 
survey, which is detailed in the next section.
4.1.2 Field Survey
The field bathymetry survey o f the lower Great Bay Estuary was accomplished 
using a Marinetek PCS-200 combined echo sounder -  GPS unit (Figure 4.2), specially 
designed to be connected and operated via an IBM compatible personal computer (Figure 
4.3). Horizontal differential GPS accuracy of about 3-5 meters was obtained by 
connecting the unit to a Micrologic ML-9100 differential beacon receiver through an
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Figure 4.1 Section of the NOAA Chart No: 13285, showing the bathymetry gap in the 
lower Piscataqua River.
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Figure 4.2 Marinetek PCS-200 PC Sounder and GPS unit. (Photo courtesy of Nova 
Marinetek Limited, Richmond, B.C., Canada)
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Figure 4.3 Connection diagram for the Marinetek PCS-200 PC Sounder unit, as it 
appears in the user’s manual. (Diagram courtesy of Nova Marinetek Limited, 
Richmond, B.C., Canada)
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RTCM SC-104 connection. The characteristics of these units can be seen in Table 4.1.
The unit was deployed from a small boat and operated by the author on the 
following survey dates: September 14th, October 2nd, October 20th and November 23rd, 
1998. As shown in Figure 4.4, the boat track consisted o f cross-sectional transects to 
define the boundaries of the channel followed by longitudinal transects to resolve the 
bathymetric features in the main channel in the study area. In areas o f lesser importance, 
the tracks consisted of either longitudinal or cross-sectional transects, depending on the 
weather and sea conditions o f  the survey day. Data was acquired at a sampling rate of 1 
hertz and downloaded real-time to an on-board notebook computer, via the serial and 
parallel connections in ASCII format and saved. Although the unit provides a calibrated 
accuracy o f 1-3 cm under freshwater test conditions, the errors in the data set are thought 
to be larger (on the order o f 10-30 cm in deeper spots) due to environmental conditions 
like small amplitude wave action. These errors are minimized in the data set because of 
smoothing during the interpolation.
The raw bathymetric data acquired during these field dates had to be corrected for 
tides to bring them to the same mean low water datum as the previously digitized data 
from the NOAA charts. This required a time correction to correct for tidal height 
differences that occurred between the start time and the end time of measurements and a 
space correction to account for different tidal ranges that are experienced along the length 
of the estuary. The time correction was made by generating predicted tidal height time 
series between the start and end times o f the measurements in the measurement domain. 
The space correction was made by using the M2 coefficients given by Swift and Brown 
(1983) for various locations along the estuary to generate these time series. These M2
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Sounding Frequency 200 kHz (fixed)
Transmit Power Up to 1000 W RMS
Depth Range Up to 480 meters
Transducer Functions Depth, Speed, Temperature
Transducer Type
Wide Angle, Lexan, Transom-Mount 
(Double transducer configuration 
available for shallow water applications)
Transducer Data Output Binary /  ASCII via Parallel Port
Input Power 10-18 V DC; 3 W Standby / 30 W Maximum Transmit Recovery
Gain Control Automatic or Manual
Calibration Parameters Depth (salinity / temperature / transducer depth), Speed, Temperature
GPS Trimble Multi-Channel, Parallel Tracking GPS Engine
GPS Updates Every Second (1-2 minutes for first fix)
GPS Data Output NMEA Sentences via Serial Port
Differential GPS Micrologic ML-9100 (via RTCM SC-104)
Differential GPS Accuracy 3-5 meters
Table 4.1 Marinetek PCS-200 PC Sounder and Micrologic ML-9100 differential GPS 
unit technical characteristics.
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Figure 4.4 Field bathymetry survey boat tracks. Colors correspond to individual 
measurement sets.
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coefficients were linearly interpolated for locations between the Swift and Brown (1983) 
tidal elevation stations, shown in Figure 2.2. The final height adjustment was then made 
by subtracting from the measured depth the algebraic sum o f the local M2 amplitude and 
predicted local M2  surface elevation (with respect to mean water) for the specific location 
at the same time in the tidal cycle.
The resulting bathymetric data set for the lower sections o f the Great Bay Estuary 
has 25,323 data points, each point consisting o f NHSPC, NAD83, x- and y coordinates in 
meters and a z- coordinate in meters (positive down), which corresponds to the mean low 
water depth at the location given by the x- and y- coordinates. This data set is available at 
the UNH Jere A. Chase Ocean Engineering Laboratory archives on a per request basis. It 
was also submitted to the UNH Granit Geographical Information Systems (GIS) database 
at http://www.granit.sr.unh.edu for permanent archiving.
4.1.3 UNH Granit Database Survey
University o f New Hampshire's Granit GIS database was also queried for a 
bathymetric data set o f the Great Bay Estuary. The query yielded a very detailed 
bathymetric data set (58,852 data points) for Little Bay and Great Bay, containing 
locations in the NHSPC, NAD83, in meters and depths in feet. This data set, which dates 
back from 1991, was acquired through combined field work performed by the Jackson 
Estuarine Laboratory (JEL) at UNH and the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute 
(WHOI). A quick look at the data file, however, revealed that the exact same location 
was attributed 17 to 19 depths, differing from each other for as much as 5 feet in some 
cases. These multiple readings are thought to be due to a resolution problem encountered
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when the latitudes and longitudes were being converted to the NHSPC. Attempts to 
retrieve the original and unedited data from JEL and WHOI also failed for various 
accessibility and technical reasons. Since including this edited data into the finite element 
domain bathymetry set would have introduced uncertainty, it was excluded in its entirety.
The final bathymetric data set for the Great Bay Estuary was obtained by 
combining the NOAA chart set and the field data set. The duplicate data points were 
eliminated by choosing the field values over the ones digitized from the NOAA charts. 
The final data set consists of 28,175 data points. The locations are in NHSPC, NAD83, 
meters and the depths are in meters (positive down) with a mean low water datum.
4.2 Bathymetry -  Grid Incorporation
Finite element grid node bathymetries are linearly interpolated from the entire 
bathymetric data set of the Great Bay for each grid. For FUNDY5 runs {G BEST I and 
GBES4), the mean low water datum was changed to a mean high water datum. This was 
done by adding the local M2 range, given by Swift and Brown (1983), to all the nodal 
bathymetries in the domain. The shoreline nodes are assigned a bathymetry o f 0. For 
ADAM model runs (GBES10 and GBESU), the mean low water bathymetric datum is 
changed to a mean water level datum to create an equal pressure surface throughout the 
domain. This was done by adding the local M2 amplitudes, as given by Swift and Brown 
(1983), to the mean low water bathymetries at each node throughout the domain. This 
created negative depths for points above the local mean water level and of course along 
the shoreline, which causes no problems in ADAM simulations.
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The filled contour map o f the mean high water bathymetry of the Great Bay 
Estuary is given in Figure 4.5 (a larger format bathymetry map is also attached to this 
dissertation as Figure 4.5A), as interpolated for the GBES4 grid from the bathymetric set. 
The map shows a central deep central channel, surrounded by shallow tidal flats. The 
large percentage of tidal flats, shown in dark blue, can easily be seen, especially in Little 
Bay and Great Bay. The calculated mean low water shoreline, which agrees well with the 
low water boundaries given by the NOAA chart No: 13285, is also plotted in Figure 4.6. 
The reader should keep in mind that bathymetry is an ever changing variable. The map 
given here is provided as a general guide only and should never be considered for 
navigational purposes. The same is also true for the bathymetric data set, which should 
only be considered for modeling purposes or as a general guide.
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Figure 4.5 The mean high water bathymetry contour map of the Great Bay Estuary.
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Figure 4.6 Mean low water boundary (red line) for the Great Bay Estuary.
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CHAPTERS
LINEAR DIAGNOSTIC MODELING OF THE GREAT BAY ESTUARY
FUNDY5 is a three-dimensional finite element model that solves the linearized 
shallow water equations. It can be forced by barotropic boundary conditions, wind and 
baroclinic pressure gradients or a combination of any of the above. Its main use is 
preliminary tidal and diagnostic steady-state seasonal computations, as a prelude to more 
complete nonlinear and/or prognostic computations (Naimie and Lynch, 1993). Although 
the model does not incorporate the physics to capture the non-linearities and wetting- 
dewatering processes, which are two very important factors in the Great Bay system, it 
was used as a preliminary tool to identify the general properties of the estuarine flow and 
identify mesh problems, according to the flow chart given by Figure 5.1.
5.1 Model Description
5.1.1 Model Phvsics and Formulation
FUNDY5 solves the three-dimensional shallow water equations with the 
following assumptions:
- Density differences are neglected unless multiplied by gravity (Boussinesq 
approximation);
- Convective terms are neglected:
d , u 2+v2 +w2. d , u 2+v2 +w2. d , u 2+v2 +w2. .
& (-------5-------> > < -------2------- , ;S (-------2------- ) = 0 ’ (51)
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Figure 5.1 FUNDY5 diagnostic stage flow chart. 0 and 1 show bad match and good 
match situations respectively.
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where x  and y  are the horizontal coordinates, z is the vertical coordinate, positive 
upward and u, v and w are the velocity components in x, y  and z directions 
respectively.
• The weight o f the fluid balances the pressure gradient (Hydrostatic assumption), 
i.e.,
dP
gp = ~ —  . (5.2)
oz
Here p is the fluid density, g  is the gravitational acceleration and P is the pressure.
• Changes of horizontal velocity components u and v are much smaller in the 
horizontal than in the vertical. This implies
d2u d2u d 2v d2v
-2 ’ ’ a2 ’ «s2 — ' (5-3)d x o y  o x  d y
- Fluid is isotropic and Stokesian and a general eddy viscosity formulation is used 
to represent the vertical shear stress, with N(x,y,z) being the vertical kinematic 
eddy viscosity;
- The vertical convergence, that is the positive change of w in the z- direction, can 
be equated to the rate of stretching o f a fluid column o f thickness H  (total water 
depth). This leads to:
dw 1 dH
dz H  8t
Under these assumptions, and defining the total water depth, H, as the sum o f the free 
surface elevation, ij and the bathymetric depth, h, with h much larger than tj, the 
continuity and momentum equations can be simplified as follows in vector format: 
Continuity:
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In equations S.S and S.6,
V is the gradient operator;
U is the horizontal velocity vector, i.e., U = u\ + v j ;
11 is the Coriolis vector, i.e., 12 = p fk , where/is the Coriolis parameter defined as
/ =  2cuesin 0 ,  in which Q)t is the angular velocity of the earth and 0  is the latitude;
N  is the kinematic eddy viscosity, i.e., N = — ;
P
G is the barotropic pressure gradient defined as G = -gV rj ; and
The density field, R , in the above momentum equation is presumed known and 
constitutes a baroclinic pressure gradient for the entire system. This, combined with the 
wind and the barotropic forcing at open boundaries, constitutes the forcing, whose 
response is sought on detailed bottom topography throughout the entire domain. The 
response consists o f a three-dimensional velocity field plus the barotropic pressure 
gradient, G , from which the surface elevations are derived.
0
R is the baroclinic pressure gradient defined as R = —— jV p d z .
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5.1.2 Complex Solution Form
FUNDY5 assumes all solutions to be periodic in time with steady responses being 
the limiting case o r 0 where 0) is the tidal frequency. All hydrodynamical variables are 
represented in a complex, space-time separated form:
Surface Elevation:
7c O. y> 0  = (*. y)eJM ] , (5.7)
where T]c(x,y,t) is the complex surface elevation, /  is the imaginary unit, V -7 , and £(x,y)
-jjLg
is the complex amplitude of the surface elevation defined as £(x ,y) = r]me 180' ,  in
which r]m is the real tidal amplitude and 9t is the elevation phase lag in degrees.
Tidal Velocity Vector:
0 .  = J  ]j , (5.8)
where Uc is the complex horizontal velocity vector and umc and vme are the complex 
amplitudes of the horizontal velocity components defined respectively as
umc(x^y) = ume and vmc(x,y) = vme 180 , in which um and vm are tidal velocity 
component amplitudes and dn  and O^y are the velocity phase lags in the x- and y- 
directions respectively. Time series of tidal surface elevation and/or velocities can then 
be generated using
7(0 = 7« cos (at -  ~ G e) (5.9)
for the surface elevation and
f/(0 = (V “m2 + v«2) c o s ( f i # - ^ 0 , )  (5.10)
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for the tidal velocities, where 6V is the phase lag of the tidal velocity in degrees, after the 
real valued amplitudes are extracted from the complex solution.
5.1.3 Vertically Averaged Complex Governing Equations
The FUNDY5 governing equations can be written in complex form by the 
substitution of the complex solution forms of the surface elevation. rjc (equation 5.7), and
the velocity, Uc (equation 5.8), in the cartesian governing equations 5.5 and 5.6. After
some manipulations and vertical averaging, the following equations are obtained: 
Continuity:
/ <  + V-(hOc) = 0  (5.11)
Momentum:





= G + R (5.12)
In equations 5.11 and 5.12, overbar indicates a vertically averaged quantity.
5.1.4 Linear Bottom and Wind Stress Formulation
The bottom stress, f „ , can be written as follows, according to the general form of 
a stress term:
* . = ^ | 0 . | 0 .  . (5.13)
Here Q  is a bottom friction coefficient. It is possible to linearize this bottom stress vector 
by the introduction of a linear bottom stress coefficient, so that,
* = CJUC| , (5.14)
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where k is the linear bottom stress coefficient in the units of velocity. Introducing the 
linear bottom stress coefficient, k, into equation S. 13 yields to the linearized bottom stress 
vector:
A similar expression can be obtained for wind stress using the same procedure. In 
this case, the linearization is done by using a factor T defined as
where is the wind speed measured 10 meters above the water surface.
5.1.5 Bottom and Free Surface Boundary Conditions
As introduced in the momentum equation (equation 5.6), the turbulence in the 
water column can be modeled using an apparent stress approach according to an eddy 
viscosity approximation:
t  B = pkV c . (5.15)
(5.16)
h
where Cs is the wind drag coefficient and Uwc is the complex wind velocity vector. This
yields a wind stress vector in the form
(5. 17)
where pa is the density of air. Defining a complex wind forcing vector as T  = r U wc
yields
(5.18)
In this formulation, the wind drag coefficient, Cs, is usually taken as
C, =(0.8+0065IFlo)x l0 -3 , (5.19)
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(5.20)
The bottom boundary condition (z=-h) can then be written by equating equation 5.20 to 
equation 5.15:
In a similar manner, the free surface boundary condition (z=0) can be obtained by 
equating equation 5.20 to equation 5.18:
given in terms of the local velocity.
5.1.6 Final Governing Equations
The final momentum equation governing the numerical is obtained by 
incorporating the bottom and free surface boundary conditions (equations 5.21 and 5.22 
respectively) into the equation 5.12:
(5.22)
Here hHf is the atmospheric forcing as defined in the previous section. Note that the 
horizontal velocity vector, Uc, is not vertically averaged in any of these equations and is
/fi>Uc +QrUt + | u c = G + R  + V (5-23)
The continuity equation remains the same as equation 5.11.
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5.1.7 Solution Procedure and Numerical Issues
As detailed in Naimie and Lynch (1993), the governing equations S.l 1 and 5.23 
are solved in four steps, using a mesh consisting o f linear triangular elements in the 
horizontal and elements having the shape of a triangular prism in the vertical. The 
procedure allows the horizontal and vertical portions o f the problem to be uncoupled and 
solved separately from each other. This permits the computations to be performed 
sequentially and not iteratively, thus saving resources.
The model is written in ANSI FORTRAN 77 and compiled using a third degree 
optimization. On a 167 MHz Sun Ultra 1 running under Solaris 2.5.1 with a SPECint_95 
mark o f 6.6 and a SPECfp_95 mark of 9.4, the model takes about 3 minutes and 25 
seconds to complete on a mesh with 26,455 nodes, 46,741 elements, 21 vertical nodes 
and a bandwidth of 303. A very detailed presentation of the numerical procedure can be 
found in Lynch and Werner (1987) and Naimie and Lynch (1993).
5.1.8 Model Output Considerations
Although the tidal elevation results are straightforward to output as amplitude and 
phase couples written out at each horizontal node, the velocity results need more 
planning. This is mostly due to storage issues, especially on large domains with a large 
number of vertical nodes. Although it is possible to dump all the velocity results to a 
single file, this requires a lot of hard drive space and creates a large file (around 65 Mb 
for the mesh mentioned in the previous section), which is hard to manipulate. Throughout 
this study, the standard approach was to calculate the vertically averaged horizontal 
velocities during the model run and output them as a complex valued horizontal velocity
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field (a .v2c file as defined in Garzon and Wakeley (1999)) that consists of velocity 
amplitudes and phaselags. This allowed comparisons with field data that was available 
mostly in an averaged form (Swift and Brown, 1983) and also with the results of the non­
linear, vertically averaged model, ADAM, at a later stage. Similarly, the tidal elevations 
were written out as a complex valued scalar field (a .s2c file as defined in Garzon and 
Wakeley (1999)) that consists o f  the elevation amplitude and phaselag. Time series of 
elevation and current velocities were generated using the equations 5.9 and 5.10 when 
necessary.
S.2 Application to the Great Bav Estuarine System
The application of FUND Y5 to Great Bay served a dual purpose: on a small scale, 
it helped identify local mesh and bathymetry problems while on a large scale (entire 
estuarine system) it prepared the background for the application of a fully non-linear 
model by boundary condition tuning, bottom drag coefficient generation and by 
providing a general idea about the approximate flow conditions. One important thing to 
be noted here is that FUNDY5 does not incorporate any flooding-dewatering schemes, 
which is a very important process, especially at the landward end o f the estuary. This is 
taken care o f automatically in the model by constantly adding water and keeping the 
estuary filled at all times. This is practically accomplished by setting a minimum depth 
under which the sea level never falls.
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5.2.1 Small Scale Diagnostic Runs
5.2.1.1 Procedure and Computational Setup. Small-scale FUNDY5 runs were 
performed separately on WINCUT, SQ, LAMP, GBAY_NORIV, YR, BR, PR and PORT 
series of local meshes. The M2 surface elevation (Dirichlet) boundary condition couples,
i.e. amplitudes and phases, shown in Table 5.1 for each mesh, were linearly interpolated 
using the values given by Swift and Brown (1983). In the case of the PORT series of 
meshes, the boundary condition generation necessitated an extrapolation for the open 
ocean boundary, which is beyond the limits used in the paper by Swift and Brown (1983). 
This extrapolation, combined with other uncertainties and interpolation errors, caused 
boundary condition inconsistencies that created large errors in both elevation and velocity 
fields in this and other meshes with more than one open boundary, i.e. PR. Thus, these 
meshes were only checked for grid errors and false bathymetries that cause velocity 
discontinuities and/or extremely large velocity vectors. Full elevation and velocity field 
comparisons and checks were performed only on grids with one open boundary, namely 
WINCUT, SQ, LAMP, YR, GBAY NORJVand BR, after each run. These diagnostic runs 
were made iteratively until no visible anomalies were seen in the results and until the 
model results matched the available field data the best via amplitude and phase 
comparisons. The numbers after mesh names show these iteration numbers. The behavior 
of FUND Y5 was mainly evaluated using the results of the runs performed on the YR5 and 
GBAY_NORIVS meshes because of the availability of field data for these sections of the 
estuary at the time o f this study. All of the runs were performed using an M2 frequency, 
a, o f 1.4053X10*4 radians/sec, a constant linear bottom friction coefficient, k, o f 0.0025 
and a constant vertical kinematic viscosity coefficient, N, of 0.02. A uniform vertical grid
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SQ3 1 n/a n/a 0.92 176
LAMPS 1 n/a n/a 0.91 175
WINCUT5 1 n/a n/a 0.92 176
GBAY NORIV5 1 n/a n/a 0.83 166
YR5 1 n/a n/a 0.83 166
BR5 1 n/a n/a 0.83 166
PR6 2 0.90 145 1.00 128
PORT3 2 1.00 128 1.40 97
Table 5.1 M2 surface elevation (Dirichlet) boundary conditions used in the diagnostic 
FUNDY5 runs. These values were linearly interpolated or extrapolated from 
the results given in Swift and Brown (1983). The elevation phases are in 
Greenwich degrees.
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of 11 nodes was used. The minimum depth was set to 0.10 meter because of the relative 
shallowness of the estuary and the latitude was chosen as 43 °N for Coriolis calculations. 
The results of the WINCUT5, SQ3 and LAMPS runs are not going to be shown separately 
but rather included in the discussion of the entire estuarine run on the GBESTI grid. The 
importance of these tributaries comes not from their individual characteristics but from 
their contribution to the rest of the system, at least for the purposes o f the present study. 
The results of the BR5 runs are also not going to be shown since field data was not 
available to evaluate them at the time of this study.
5.2.1.2 Results. The surface elevation results for the Oyster River, shown in 
Figures 5.2 and 5.3, reveal a slight increase in both the M2 amplitude and phase towards 
the head. This increase is approximately 9 mm for the amplitude and 5°G for the phase 
between the mouth and the head. The phase difference corresponds to a lag of 20 
minutes. The same trend is also existent in the Great Bay run on the GBAY NORIV5 grid, 
shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5, with an M2 amplitude increasing from 0.83 m at the open 
boundary to 0.87 m at the head. The phase increase is 7°G, which corresponds to a lag of 
about 28 minutes. These slight changes in amplitude and phase are consistent with the 
findings in the paper by Swift and Brown (1983), who observed a surface elevation 
amplitude increase o f about 5 cm and an M2  elevation phase increase of about 8°G 
between the mouth o f the Oyster River and the head of Great Bay.
The M2 velocity results show that the flow follows mainly the deeper channel. 
The velocities increase in the constricted straits and stagnate on tidal flats as expected. 
The highest current in the Oyster River (YXS) is 72.56 cm/sec (Figures 5.6 and 5.7). This 
result is in very good agreement with the findings of Shanley (1972), who measured
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Figure 5.2 M2 tide surface elevation amplitude distribution in the Oyster River ( YR5), as 
predicted by FUNDY5. The amplitudes are in meters.
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Figure 5.3 M2 tide surface elevation phase distribution in the Oyster River (K/?5), as 
predicted by FUNDY5. The phases are in Greenwich degrees.
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Figure 5.4 M2 tide surface elevation amplitude distribution in part of the Little Bay and 
Great Bay (GBAY NORIV5), as predicted by FUNDY5. The amplitudes are 
in meters.
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Figure S.5 M2 tide surface elevation phase distribution in part of the Little Bay and Great 
Bay (GBA Y NORTV5), as predicted by FUNDY5. The phases are in 
Greenwich degrees.
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Figure 5.6 Oyster River (YR5) maximum M2 flood velocity vectors, as predicted by 
FUNDY5. Insets show detailed velocity patterns for some randomly chosen 
locations. The circle in the upper right inset marks the node where the 
highest velocity occurs.
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Figure S.7 Oyster River (YR5) maximum M2  ebb velocity vectors, as predicted by 
FUNDY5. Insets show detailed velocity patterns for some randomly chosen 
locations. The circle in the upper right inset marks the node where the 
highest velocity occurs.
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maximum velocity values slightly greater than 70 cm/sec in the central region of the river 
during ebb tide. In the GBAY_NORIV5 grid, the highest depth averaged velocities occur 
in the Furber Strait with values reaching 1.S9 m/sec (Figures 5.8 and 5.9). The velocities 
decrease to about 40 cm/sec in the channels of Great Bay. These values are consistent 
with the findings summarized in Short (1992).
5.2.2 Large Scale Diagnostic Runs
5.2.2.1 Procedure and Computational Setup. Large-scale FUNDY5 rims were 
performed on the GBEST1 mesh (Figure 3.3), which was created by regrouping the latest 
versions o f the diagnosed small-scale grids, as explained in Chapter 3. The M2 surface 
elevation (Dirichlet) boundary condition to be applied along the Gulf o f Maine boundary 
was extrapolated using the values given by Swift and Brown (1983) using the diagnostic 
results obtained on the PORT3 grid as a guide. The Gulf o f Maine elevation boundary 
condition values used in the PORT3 small-scale run, namely the amplitude and the phase, 
were decreased from 1.40 m to 1.32 m and increased from 97°G to 105°G respectively to 
compensate for the smaller elevation changes experienced in this area where the tidal 
wave is still outside the limits o f the estuary’s main frictional effects. This choice was 
later confirmed by the results obtained from the non-linear model ADAM run using the 
same boundary condition (see Chapter 6).
All o f the runs were performed using an M2 frequency, to, o f 1.4053x1 O'4 
radians/sec. A uniform vertical grid of 11 nodes was used. The minimum depth was set to 
0.10 meter and the latitude was chosen as 43°N for Coriolis calculations. For the linear 
bottom stress coefficient and the vertical kinematic viscosity, two different approaches
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x10*
Figure S.8 Great Bay (GBA Y N0RIV5) maximum M2 flood velocity vectors, as 
predicted by FUNDY5. Insets show detailed velocity patterns for some 
randomly chosen locations. The circle in the upper left inset marks the node 
where the highest velocity occurs.
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Figure 5.9 Great Bay (GBAY_N0R1V5) maximum M2 ebb velocity vectors, as predicted 
by FUNDY5. Insets show detailed velocity patterns for some randomly 
chosen locations. The circle in the upper left inset marks the node where the 
highest velocity occurs.
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were taken, in which these parameters were either given as a constant or a variable value 
throughout the estuary, as explained in corresponding sections. A separate run, with 21 
vertical uniformly distributed nodes, was also made with variable input parameters for a 
quick investigation of the vertical structure, which showed a continuous boundary layer 
profile. The surface elevation results were directly compared with the values given by 
Swift and Brown (1983) while the along channel component o f the velocities had to be 
vertically averaged during the program run for comparisons with measured values given 
by the same authors. The along channel components were extracted by using the channel 
directions given in Table 2.3 and acquired from Prof. M. Robinson Swift through 
personal communication. The velocity result at station Cl 33 was compared with the field 
value given by Widmayer (1982).
5.2.2.2 Constant Parameter Runs. Although it was predicted that a parameter that 
is tightly related to geographical and flow characteristics would be unable to represent the 
physics of a complex estuary if given as a constant, runs with constant bottom friction 
and vertical kinematic viscosity were still made in order to evaluate the sensitivity o f the 
model to these parameters. The linear bottom friction coefficient, k, was assigned the 
following values to cover a range and investigate the effect o f its variability: 0.0025, 
0.025, 0.04, 0.085 and 0.16. A constant vertical kinematic viscosity coefficient, N, of 
0.02 was used in all runs.
5.2.2.2.1 Results. Table 5.2 summarizes the results of the model obtained 
using a constant viscosity coefficient and various constant bottom drag coefficients. 
These results are also plotted against the field values given by Swift and Brown (1983) in 
Figure 5.10,5.11 and 5.12 for elevation amplitude, elevation phase and velocity
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C /3/: 0.49 
C /33:0.32
Table 5.2 M2 surface elevation and velocity results predicted by FUNDY5 at Swift and 
Brown (1983) stations for different values of the linear bottom stress 
coefficient, k.
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Figure 5.10 Distribution of the M2 elevation amplitude along the estuaiy. Distance in 
kilometers corresponds to the axial scale shown in Figure 2.2. The markers 
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Figure 5.11 Distribution o f the M2  elevation phase along the estuaiy. Distance in 
kilometers corresponds to the axial scale shown in Figure 2.2. The markers 
show the locations o f the Swift and Brown (1983) tidal elevation stations.
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amplitude respectively along the length of the Great Bay Estuary. These show that a 
bottom stress coefficient of0.002S appears as a very low damping case in which the tidal 
wave increases in amplitude as it progresses in the estuary. The increase in phase is low, 
also showing that the wave is experiencing low friction. As shown in Figure S. 12, the 
depth-averaged velocities are high compared to the values given by Swift and Brown 
(1983). As the bottom stress is increased, the elevation amplitude starts to decrease as 
expected and the phase starts to increase with distance from the mouth as the tidal wave 
moves towards land. The currents also decrease in amplitude towards the values given by 
Swift and Brown (1983). With a bottom stress coefficient of 0.16, the model produces 
results that are not very different from the ones obtained for the previous case where k 
was equal to 0.085, suggesting that a maximum limit was reached in the bottom stress 
condition. At this stage, the predicted velocities are still higher than the field values.
As these results show, the model is unable to capture the realistic distribution of 
both the elevation and velocities (shown by red lines in Figures 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12) 
using a bottom stress coefficient that is constant throughout the entire estuary. The 
elevation amplitude and phase results show that the model does not capture the standing 
wave behavior o f the tidal wave once it passes through the restriction at Dover Point. 
Furthermore, the elevation amplitudes are also off in the lower parts of the estuary. The 
velocities are also higher than the measured values at all stations, as shown in Figure 
5.12. Since a reasonable increase in the linear bottom stress coefficient would not have 
changed this behavior, a variable bottom stress and vertical viscosity coefficient approach 
was taken in future runs.
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5.2.2.3 Variable Parameter Runs. Variable parameter runs were made in an 
attempt to relate some of the key input parameters used in the FUNDY5 runs to known 
physical characteristics of the Great Bay Estuary. The idea behind this was to use the 
known physical relationships and observed behavior as a guide to minimize the errors 
used in the FUNDYS input deck and thus to improve the output patterns to make them 
capture the physics of the estuary as closely as possible. The parameters, which were 
fine-tuned, are the bottom stress coefficient, Cj, and the vertical kinematic viscosity 
coefficient, N.
5.2.2.3.1 Bottom Stress Parameterization. As opposed to the constant 
bottom friction approach used in the small-scale runs, a depth dependent bottom stress 
coefficient was used in large-scale diagnostic runs to incorporate the effects of local 
water depth changes into the calculations. To obtain the depth dependent formula for the 
bottom stress coefficient, the Manning’s approach was used, which also incorporates the 
effects of bottom topography and type. The formula is as follows in metric units:
c < / = f r  • <5-24>
Here g  is the gravitational acceleration in m/sec2, n is the Manning’s roughness 
coefficient, which is a function of the channel shape and bottom roughness, and R is the 
hydraulic radius in meters, defined as the cross-sectional area normal to the flow divided 
by the wetted perimeter o f the cross-sectional area subject to bottom friction. For flow 
along a channel with rectangular cross section of width b and depth H, R is given by
R =  hH . (5.25)
(2 H +b) v '
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For most estuaries where b is much greater than H, R can be approximated simply by H  
(Officer, 1976). Thus, the equation 5.24 becomes
■ (5 26)
As discussed by Simons and §enttirk (1977) and Roberson et al. (1988), the 
Manning’s coefficient, n , in equation 5.26 is a function of various parameters like the 
Reynolds number, the depth of flow, the geometry of the cross section, the size of bed 
material, the amount and type of vegetation and the type of sediment transport. It is hard 
to specify, especially in natural channels with varying characteristics. Chow (1959), 
Bames (1967) and Roberson et al. (1988) give very detailed and comprehensive lists of 
the Manning’s n for both artificial and natural channels.
In this study, the entire Great Bay system was divided into three sections and a 
different constant Manning’s n was used for each, depending on their geological and flow 
characteristics. This caused the linear bottom stress coefficient to be a function of both 
the flow depth and the location. From the open boundary up to the northeastern tip o f the 
New Castle Island and from Dover Point inland, a Manning’s n o f 0.05 was used. This 
corresponds to a natural, irregular and winding channel, as given in Roberson et al. 
(1988). In between these regions, a Manning’s n o f 0.067 was used to compensate for the 
high friction that the flow experiences in this section of the estuary where most o f the 
dissipation occurs. This n is well between the values of 0.035 and 0.100, given by Chow 
(1959) for major natural streams with irregular and rough sections. Smooth transition 
between sections with different Manning’s coefficients was ensured to prevent sharp 
changes in the bottom stress coefficient that could cause the creation of numerical shocks. 
This was done by writing a routine that linearly interpolated the values of the Manning’s
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coefficients within a user specified transition area between sections. The transition area 
was defined in terms of finite element grid nodes specified as IS in any given direction.
5.2.2.3.2 Vertical Eddv Viscosity Parameterization. An approach similar 
to the one used in the parameterization of the bottom stress was also used for the 
parameterization of the kinematic eddy viscosity, N. For the depth variability, Bowden’s 
(1967) empirical formula was used in the following form:
N  = 2.5xl0"3 - H - U ^  . (5.27)
Here Umax is the maximum horizontal velocity magnitude. This approach was then 
abandoned for a zonally varying eddy viscosity approach to take into account the varying 
characteristics o f the tidal wave as it progresses into the Great Bay Estuary.
In the zonally varying eddy viscosity approach, the estuary was divided into four 
sections where different vertical eddy viscosities were applied, depending on the amount 
of expected mixing. The zones were from the open boundary up to the northeastern tip of 
the New Castle Island, from the northeastern tip o f New Castle Island up to the Boiling 
Rock, from Boiling Rock up to Dover Point and from Dover Point up to the head of the 
estuary. The vertical kinematic eddy viscosities for these zones were set to 0.03, 0.05, 
0.06 and 0.025 m2/sec respectively. In this distribution, the highest values occur in the 
Piscataqua River while the lowest ones in the Little and Great Bays and Portsmouth 
Harbor due to high and low velocities experienced in these regions, respectively. The 
same smooth transition algorithm explained in the previous section was also used here 
because o f  the same concerns.
5.2.2.3.3 Results. Tables 5.3 and 5.4 summarize the model M2  elevation 
and velocity results obtained using a depth varying bottom stress coefficient. These are
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Station ID
M2 Surface Elevation 
Amplitude, 9  
(m)




Seavey 1 .2 0 113
T-U 1 .1 0 121







Table 5.3 M2 surface elevation amplitudes and phases at various Swift and Brown (1983) 
















Table 5.4 M2 tidal velocity amplitudes and phases at various Swift and Brown (1983) 
stations as predicted by the model using the depth dependent bottom stress 
coefficient approach.
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Figure 5.12 Distribution o f the M2 velocity amplitudes and phases along the estuary.
Distance in kilometers corresponds to the axial scale shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 5.13 Time series o f  predicted M2  current velocities at Swift and Brown (1983) 
current stations.
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also plotted in figures S.10,5.11 and 5.12 against the measured values given by Swift and 
Brown (1983). As Figure 5.10 shows, the agreement between the predicted and measured 
elevation amplitudes is remarkable, with a maximum error of 5% at Station T-16. The 
elevation phase agreement is also very good with a maximum error o f 4° at Station T-14 
as shown in Figure 5.11. Combined, these figures show that FUNDY5 is able to capture 
the highly dissipative progressive nature of the tidal wave up to Dover Point (Station T- 
14) and the less dissipative quasi-standing wave nature beyond. The big changes in 
amplitude and phase between Stations T-14 and T-16 reveal that Dover Point acts almost 
as a choke, dissipating a large amount of energy in a very short distance. The M2 
elevation amplitude and phase contours can be seen in Figures 5.14 and 5.15 respectively 
for the entire estuary.
The velocity amplitude results, plotted in Figure 5.11, also show good agreement 
with errors ranging between 1% and 13.6% for Stations C-133 and C-124 respectively. 
The phase profile is very close to the field data and the maximum velocity phase error of 
4° occurs at Station C-119. Time series of M2 velocities are calculated using equation 
5.10 and plotted for each current station in Figure 5.13.
As these results show, the overall performance of the model is largely increased 
compared to the constant bottom friction runs. FUNDY5 is able to simulate the general 
characteristics o f the flow fairly accurately using a depth dependent bottom friction 
coefficient calculated using a Manning’s approach. Results show remarkable agreement 
with the field data, especially if  we consider that we are applying a linear model to a 
system which is known to be highly non-linear and subject to a high level o f flooding and 
dewatering. The depth-averaged velocities reveal that the main tidal flow is constricted to
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Horizontal Distance from West to East, x (km)
Figure 5.14 M2 tide surface elevation amplitude distribution in the Great Bay estuarine 
system (GBESTl), as predicted by FUNDY5. The amplitudes are in meters.
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Figure 5.15 M2 tide surface elevation phase distribution in the Great Bay estuarine 
system (GBEST1), as predicted by FUNDY5. The phases are in Greenwich 
degrees.
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the deeper main channel with highest velocities occurring in this zone. The largest depth 
averaged M2 velocities occur in the constriction right southeast of Boiling Rock and 
reach values of up to 3.97 m/sec. These extreme current speeds are thought to be a result 
o f insufficient grid resolution combined with inadequate representation of the three- 
dimensional flow field, which is known to create a lot o f mixing through turbulence in 
this section of the estuary. A comparison o f the Great Bay and Little Bay maximum depth 
averaged velocities with the ones obtained from the small-scale run on the 
GBAY_NORIV5 grid revealed a difference of up to 5% in the channels o f Great Bay, 
decreasing to about 0.2% in Little Bay, which suggests that the effect of the Great Bay 
tributaries to the overall estuarine circulation is minimal. This later allowed the use of the 
smaller mesh, named GBES4, in the non-linear simulations using the ADAM model, thus 
decreasing run time and computer resource usage.
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CHAPTER 6
NON-LINEAR KINEMATIC MODELING OF THE GREAT BAY ESTUARY
ADAM is a two-dimensional, time-stepping finite element model that solves the 
depth-averaged shallow water equations. These equations are reduced to a kinematic 
form (that is all the accelerations are ignored) with the assumption that the primary 
balance is between the bottom friction and the pressure gradient in shallow and tidally 
dominated estuaries (LeBlond, 1978, Swift and Brown, 1983, Park, 198S, Giese and Jay, 
1989, Friedrichs et al., 1992, Friedrichs and Madsen, 1992). The model incorporates 
flooding and dewatering of the tidal fiats through the use of a ground water component 
coupled to the equations o f motion and can be forced by a combination of barotropic 
pressure gradients and wind. In this study, ADAM is first tested on the various sections 
o f the Great Bay estuarine system and then used as a prognostic model on the entire 
system, according to the flow chart shown in Figure 6.1. It was anticipated that ADAM 
would simulate the flow in Great Bay reasonably well since it includes all the factors 
important in Great Bay and excludes the ones that were shown to be o f smaller order, i.e. 
local, advective and Coriolis accelerations (Swift and Brown, 1983).
6.1 Model Description and Formulation
6.1.1 Model Phvsics and Formulation
ADAM solves the continuity and the momentum equations with the following 
assumptions:
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Mesh. bathymetry, 
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data from FUNDY5 runs.
Update entire estuarine
grid.
Refine mesh, and/or 
Correct bathymetry, and/or 
Correct boundary conditions, and/or 





Do space and time convergence anaJyrij.
Swift ft Brown 
(1983) elevation 
and velocity





Save results, bathymetry, boundary 
conditions, bottom friction 
coefficients;
Fix mesh and time step.
Extract eulerian residual 
sediment transport pathsMatch








inititation threshold. Calculate lagrangian sediment transport 
paths.
Save lagrangian sediment 
transport paths.
Change threshold. End Process.
Figure 6.1 ADAM model test and prognostic stage flow chart. 0 and 1 show bad match 
and good match situations respectively.
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- The fluid is well mixed, thus its dynamics can be approximated by depth averaged 
equations;
- The computational domain is small, thus Coriolis accelerations can be neglected;
- Since the lateral variation o f velocities is small in the main channel, horizontal 
shear stress is neglected.
Under these assumptions, the continuity and momentum equations can be written 
as follows:
Continuity:
^ - + V H V = 0  (6.1)
at
Momentum:
U = 0 (6.2)— +gVn+— v 
dt H
in which
U is the vertically averaged velocity vector, and
—  is the acceleration term defined by: 
dt
= — + U-VU (6.3)
dt dt K 1
where the first term on the right hand side is the local acceleration and the second term is
the advective acceleration.
Equation 6.2 can be reduced to a kinematic form (that is without the local and
advective accelerations) by completely eliminating the acceleration term defined by
equation 6.3. This simplification is justified by the idea that the friction term is typically
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one to two orders o f magnitude larger than either the local or advective acceleration term 
when the ratio o f the tidal amplitude to mean depth is larger than approximately 0.1 and 
the mean tidal velocities are on the order of 0.S m/s as reported by many investigators, 
including LeBlond (1978), Swift and Brown (1983), Friedrichs et al. (1992) and 
Friedrichs and Madsen (1992). Following this assumption, the momentum equation 6.2 
reduces to
which states that the primary force balance is between the bottom friction and the 
pressure gradient. This simplification also eliminates computational difficulties 
introduced by the presence o f the acceleration terms (Ip et al., 1998). Solving equation
6.4 for U and multiplying this by total depth, H , yields
Recognizing the total depth as the sum of the time-independent bathymetric depth, h, and 
the surface elevation, tj, and substituting these into equation 6.6 gives the kinematic 
equation
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gV;7 + %-u|u=0 (6.4)
(6.5)
in which q is the area transport vector in m2/s. Substituting equation 6.5 into continuity, 
equation 6.1, yields
(6 .6)
— - V D V r ;  = 0  ,
dt
(6.7)
where D  is a non-linear diffusion coefficient defined as
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This kinematic diffusion coefficient approach can be generalized to a system that 
consists o f an open channel with a porous layer beneath it. The two-media system, shown 
in Figure 6.2, allows a transition from pure open channel flow to Darcian groundwater 
flow in the porous medium. As the tide goes out, water can remain in the porous bottom 
sediment layer, where it continues to flow according to groundwater physics. In this case, 
the total transport, q , , becomes the sum of the transport in the open channel, q . , and the 
transport in the porous medium, q p. Each transport is modeled using equation 6.S, thus
the sum is equal to a combined diffusion coefficient (that changes with the properties o f 
the medium) multiplied by the gradient of the surface elevation, i.e.,
q , = q . + q P = - ^ V 7 7  (6.9)
Here, Dg is a generalized diffusion coefficient, which changes with depth, according to 
different media properties. The transition between different media is achieved by the 
introduction of a storage coefficient, e, which will be a function of the flow depth. With 
the introduction of the total transport and the storage coefficient, the kinematic equation 
6.7 becomes
£ — - V  D V ri = 0 (6.10)
dt *
This two-media approach results in dry tidal flats that continue to participate
hydraulically in the overall system and the free surface is allowed to fall below the
bathymetric depth in a natural way through a porous sediment layer, similarly to what
1 1 1
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Figure 6.2 Schematic geometry of the two-media system (Ip et al., 1998).
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happens on a beach during an outgoing tide. It is important for the reader to understand 
that the groundwater component of ADAM is not an optimized one. It is only a 
mathematical method for keeping elements active, thereby minimizing stability problems 
under drying/flooding conditions. The open channel hydrodynamic solutions are not 
sensitive to the groundwater solution and sensitivity analyses done by doubling the 
porous medium thickness, porosity and hydraulic conductivity proved this by yielding no 
noticeable difference (on the order of 1%) in the open channel results (Ip, J.T.C., personal 
communication).
6.1.2 Darcian Groundwater Flow
Water can flow through most porous natural materials, however, the flow velocity 
is inversely proportional to the size of the openings through which it moves. If we write 
the energy equation for a system like the one shown in Figure 6.3, where water from 
reservoir 1 is flowing into reservoir 2 through a conduit filled with permeable material, 
we get
V 2 P V 2 P
— + — +z,  = — h---- h z+ EL  (6.11)
2g  r  2 g  r
where Fi, Pi,  and z\  are the average velocity, pressure and fluid depth in reservoir 1, V  
and P  are the average velocity and pressure within the conduit at the point of interest; z  is 
the elevation of the centerline of the conduit at the point o f  interest and EL is the energy 
loss as a result o f the flow between the two points. For most flow through porous media, 
average velocity is small and the squared velocities can be neglected, thus equation 6.11 
becomes
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Figure 6.3 Definition sketch for flow through a conduit filled with a porous material of 
hydraulic conductivity K.
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— +z( = —+Z+EL (6.12)
r  r
The sum o f the first two terms of the right hand side of equation 6.12 is referred to as the 
piezometric head, and it equals the distance above the datum to which the water surface 
would rise if free to do so. Assuming that both reservoir I and 2 are subject to only 
atmospheric pressure, and writing the energy balance between them yields
z]- z 2 = EL (6.13)
For small velocities, the flow is usually laminar and the energy loss, EL, is linearly 
proportional to velocity Kso that
EL = j Y  (6.14)
in which L is the conduit length and K  is the hydraulic conductivity (permeability). The 
conductivity is a function of the size and shape of the voids between the particles making 
up the porous media and the viscosity of the fluid flowing through it. Equating equations 
6.13 and 6.14 and solving for V yields
( 6  15)
or
r . -K ±  (6.16)
since the average velocity, V, is constant throughout the length o f the conduit. Equation
6.16 is called the Darcy’s Law and defines a flow through a porous medium. The area
transport can be found by multiplying equation 6.16 by the thickness o f the porous 
medium, hp:
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f -  (6 17)
In this formulation, it is important to remember that equations 6.16 and 6.17 are only 
valid for laminar flow.
6.1.3 Final Governing Equations in the Saturated and Unsaturated Regions
6.1.3.1 Saturated Region. A region is saturated when the total water depth, H, is 
larger than the porous medium depth, hp. Following the ideas set forth in the Model 
Physics and Formulation section, the transport in this region, which includes both the 
porous medium and the open channel, can be written as the sum of the transports in these 
layers. In the open channel
where hp is the porous medium thickness and H  is the total depth defined as H=h+rj+hp. 
In the porous medium, according to Darcy’s Law (Equation 6.17):
Equating 6.20 to equation 6.9 and solving for Dg yields the generalized diffusion 
coefficient for the saturated region, Dgs:
(6.18)
*f = -K hpV n (6 .19)
Adding equations 6.18 and 6.19 to find the total transport yields
(6.20)
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The vertically averaged velocities in the open channel and in the porous medium are 
found by dividing the respective transports by the layer thicknesses. For the open 
channel, this yields
of the material.
6 .1.3.2 Unsaturated Region. A region is unsaturated when the total water depth, 
H, is smaller than or equal to the porous medium thickness, hp. In this case, since there is 
no water in the open channel, the open channel transport, q , , is equal to zero and the 
total transport is equal to the transport in the porous channel, given by
Analogous to the saturated region, the generalized diffusion coefficient, Dg, becomes
for the unsaturated region. Clearly, the vertically averaged open channel velocity, V„, is 
equal to zero and the porous medium velocity is given by
(6.22)
since the storage coefficient (or porosity) is unity. For the porous medium, the velocity is
defined as
%  1 (6.23)
where e is the porosity defined as the ratio of the volume of the voids to the total volume
q. = q P = - k h v t j (6.24)
D „ = K H (6.25)
(6.26)
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6.1.4 Solution Procedure and Numerical Issues
Using the parameters derived in the previous section, the governing non-linear 
diffusion equation 6 . 1 0  is discretized on a horizontal grid o f triangular finite elements by 
the Galerkin method in space and conventional finite differences in time:
e ‘*a
_ ;+ i _ /
A/
-  V • D l+av]pcTjM + 0  -  a)ril ] = 0 (6.27)
Here, I is the time step index and a is the time step implicity weighting factor ranging
between 1 (fully implicit) and 0 (fully explicit). The solution is obtained iteratively at
each time step, according to the following main steps:
- Initialization o f all the necessary parameters and arrays to be used in the
subsequent time-stepping call. The global matrix and the second term of the
kinematic diffusion equation 6 . 1 0  are initialized at this stage. Before the first time
step, this initialization includes setting the surface elevation to the expected high
water level at each element to wet the entire domain. This is required to saturate 
the porous layer with water so that the initial flooding tidal wave does not 
experience a very high resistance while trying to fill an initially dry porous layer.
Such a behavior would cause the creation of a reflected numerical wave, which in
turn would create instabilities in the calculations. Filling the entire estuary 
initially provides a smooth initial flow ebbing through the porous layer.
- Starting the time step loop;
- Starting the nonlinear iteration loop for the current time step;
- Assembly of the unsymmetrical banded diffusion matrix for the change of 
elevation;
- Application of the Dirichlet boundary condition on elevation;
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- Solving the resulting system for the change in surface elevation. This is 
accomplished by triangularizing the asymmetric banded diffusion matrix by an 
LU (Lower-Upper) factorization, which uses the Doolittle Method that uses l ’s on 
the diagonal o f the lower matrix L (Hannan et al., 1997);
- Calculating the new elevation and total depth at new time step;
- Calculating the transport and velocities in both the open channel and the porous 
medium by differentiating the calculated elevation;
- Proceeding with the next nonlinear iteration or ending the iteration loop, 
depending on the specified number of maximum iterations per time step.
- Proceeding to the next time step until the last time step is reached.
Since the entire computation is performed on a fixed grid, the model is free from 
the additional computational burdens that result from moving boundaries and turning 
elements on and off. As test runs show, it reaches dynamical equilibrium very rapidly and 
mass conservation is maintained during the simulation (Ip et al., 1998). It is written in 
ANSI FORTRAN 77 and compiled using a third level optimization. On a 225 MHz SGI 
Origin 200 running under Irix 6.5 with a SPECint_95 mark o f 13 and a SPECfp_95 mark 
o f 20.4, the model takes about 20.5 hours to complete 2400 time steps ( 6  M2 tidal cycles) 
while doing four non-linear iterations per time step on a mesh with 26,455 nodes, 46,741 
elements and a bandwidth of 303.
6.1.5 Model Output Considerations
ADAM is a non-linear time stepping model, which requires a different output 
approach than what was previously adopted for FUNDY5 runs. Throughout this study,
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the standard procedure was to output the amplitudes o f the node-based surface elevation 
and element-based open channel velocity using a constant interval over the last M2 tidal 
cycle, after the system had reached a steady state. The output format for the surface 
elevation amplitudes is an ,s2r file, as defined in Garzon and Wakeley (1999). The output 
format o f the velocity amplitudes is analogous to the .v2r format as defined in Garzon 
and Wakeley (1999), except the bases of the velocity vectors are at the centroids of the 
elements. This new format is defined by Garzon and Wakeley as an .ev2r file. Note that 
these output formats do not have phase information. The Greenwich phaseiags of the 
elevations and velocities for various tidal constituents were calculated by performing 
appropriate discrete Fourier transform (DFT) analyses on the computed time series after 
the model run. The residuals (time-averages) o f the output variables over the last M2 
cycle were also calculated and output during the model run using the same file formats.
6.2 Model Application to the Great Bav Estuarinc System
The application of ADAM to Great Bay followed a similar approach to that used 
in the FUNDY5 application: the behavior of the model was first investigated qualitatively 
with small scale runs on large scale grids (YR5, BR5 and GBAY_NORIV5)\ then it was 
tested quantitatively and qualitatively on the grid o f the entire estuary (GBES10); and 
finally it was used as a fully prognostic model to solve real-time problems like bottom 
sediment transport accumulation and real-time drogue tracking. This chapter will 
concentrate on the second stage only. The details o f the small-scale investigative runs 
(stage one above) can be found in a parallel study conducted by Erturk (2000).
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6.2.1 Computational Setup
6.2.1.1 Grid Setup and Convergence Study. The quality o f the finite element 
discretization was of prime importance since the ultimate goal was to use the model for 
prognostic runs of the estuarine situations. The grid to be used in these runs should be 
able to resolve the shoreline and bottom topography sufficiently to capture the flow 
characteristics, and the elements should be refined so as not to create numerical 
problems. To make sure that these requirements were fulfilled, a grid convergence study 
was performed on the GBES10 mesh, which is the grid that was intended for prognostic 
ADAM runs. The study concentrated on the middle section of the Piscataqua River 
between current stations C-119 and C-124 (Figure 2.2), which is the center of interest in a 
bed-load sediment transport study detailed in Chapter 7.
The approach followed was to create a new, highly resolved grid with very small 
elements and compare the results (in time and space) obtained from this grid to results 
from the original GBES10 mesh. The new grid, called GBESIJ and whose mid-section is 
shown in Figure 6.4, is derived from the GBESIO by highly resolving the Piscataqua 
River’s middle region using the mesh generation tool Triangle and leaving the rest of the 
domain the same. To allow direct comparison o f the high-resolution area of the GBES1I 
with the same area in GBESIO, the GBESIO nodes were not removed from the domain 
during the refinement process. This way, it was possible to extract the elevation and 
velocity results exactly at the same location without the need of an interpolation in later 
comparisons. The highly resolved section contains triangular elements with areas no 
larger than 2S0 m2, which results in a spatial resolution, r, ranging between 3.74 and
22.36 meters (estimated by r -  ^2  A, , where Ae is the element area). The rest o f  the
121
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Figure 6.4 The high-resolution test mesh, GBES11, o f  the Great Bay estuarine system.
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mesh is similar to GBESIO, whose characteristics are given in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. There 
is also a maximum inside angle constraint o f 33° on the elements of the entire grid. With 
the addition o f new nodes and thus elements, the GBES11 has 35,506 nodes and 65,686 
elements. The bathymetric depths for the new nodes were linearly interpolated from the 
bathymetries of the GBESIO mesh, making sure that no new topographic features were 
introduced into the domain.
The comparisons in time were made by choosing strategically located point 
measurement stations throughout the estuary (see Figure 6.5) and saving the time series 
of elevations and velocities over an Mi tidal cycle. L2 (Root Mean Square or RMS), 
normalized L2 and L« (maximum difference) errors (see Appendix A for detailed 
definitions o f error norms) of these time series were then calculated at these stations, 
using the results of the runs on the GBESIO and GBES11 grids. The comparisons in space 
were made by dividing the entire estuary into two sections: one high-resolution zone and 
one low-resolution zone consisting of the addition of the upriver and downriver low- 
resolution zones, as shown in Figure 6.5. L2, normalized L2 and L® errors were then 
calculated for the high-resolution zone, low-resolution zone and the entire grid, again 
using the results of the runs on the GBESIO and GBESU  grids. For elevations, this was 
done by comparing the results at each node in the domain at times o f high water and low 
water. For velocities, the results at each element centroid in the domain were compared at 
maximum flood and maximum ebb. In all of the error calculations, the results of the runs 
on the GBESIO mesh are chosen as the solution deck since this is the grid that is intended 
to be used in prognostic simulations.
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o '
Figure 6.S Map showing the stations and zones used in the grid convergence study.
Crosses show the stations that are located in the high-resolution zone of the 
GBES11 mesh.
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The runs were made using an M2M4M; boundary condition, explained in detail in 
the Boundary Condition Setup section. A time step increment o f 111.78S4111 seconds 
and a M2 tidal periodicity of 12.42060 hours were used. Four non-linear iterations were 
performed per time step. The simulations were run for 6  tidal cycles and stopped well 
after the state of dynamical equilibrium was reached. All the other parameters were set to 
the same values as the ones used for the main GBESJO test runs (see Table 6.9).
The results of the station time series comparisons are shown in Tables 6 . 1  through
6.3 for surface elevations and velocities. The surface elevation time series comparisons 
show a maximum elevation error (L.) of 0.01774 meters at Station 20. The same station 
is also the source of the highest root mean squared (RMS or L2) error, which is 0.009012 
meters. The maximum percent error (normalized L2) occurs at Station 8 , with a value of 
1. 1 1 %. These small errors show that the surface elevations are basically equivalent 
among the GBESJO and GBESJJ runs. For the tidal velocity time series, the maximum 
error is 0.095387 m/sec at Station 11, which is located at a very narrow and constricted 
channel right southeast of Boiling Rock. The highest RMS error and the maximum 
percent error both occur at Station 12, with values of 0.072274 m/sec and 33.5% 
respectively. The fact that this station is located right at the transition zone between the 
coarser and finer meshes is thought to be the cause of this relatively high error. This 
result is also confirmed by high percent errors, ranging between 16% and 31%, at other 
transition zone stations like 8 , 24, 25 and 13. Within the high resolution study area, the 
percent errors range between 2.9% around Frankfort Island to 11.9% right southeast of 
Boiling Rock, with an error of 4.6% at Station 10 which is located where large sand 
waves are observed. At other stations, the velocity percent errors are on the order o f 3%.
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S T A T I O N  ID
T I D A L  E L E V A T I O N  
L *  E R R O R  (m )
T I D A L  V E L O C I T Y  
L  E R R O R  (m /se c )
1 0 .0 0 8 2 6 0.001025
2 0 .0 0 8 2 4 0 .0 0 1 2 2 2
3 0 .0 0 8 2 2 0 .0 4 2 6 3 2
4 0 .0 0 8 2 3 0 .0 1 2 3 6 8
5 0 .0 0 8 3 2 0 .0 1 6 2 2 6
6 0 .0 0 8 3 4 0 .0 1 2 2 4 4
7 0 .0 0 8 3 3 0 .0 3 3 5 0 5
8 0 .0 0 8 4 0 0 .0 6 8 3 0 9
9 0 .0 0 5 4 0 0 .0 2 4 2 8 8
10 0 .0 0 4 8 2 0 .0 2 1 6 3 3
11 0 .0 0 5 6 7 0 .0 4 3 8 3 9
12 0 .0 0 3 7 3 0 .0 9 5 3 8 7
13 0 .0 0 3 9 9 0 .0 3 8 3 5 9
14 0 .0 0 2 5 4 0 .0 2 1 7 1 1
15 0 .0 0 2 6 4 0 .0 2 1 1 9 3
16 0 .0 0 1 3 6 0 .0 0 9 6 2 1
17 0 .0 0 1 0 3 0 .0 0 6 7 6 2
18 0.00101 0 .0 0 4 4 6 4
19 0 .0 0 8 2 3 0 .0 0 6 6 2 1
2 0 0 .0 1 7 7 4 0 .0 6 6 8 7 3
21 0 .0 0 6 5 2 0 .0 1 6 9 0 0
22 0 .0 0 5 5 6 0 .0 0 6 4 0 5
23 0 .0 0 8 3 3 0 .0 0 2 9 1 6
24 0 .0 0 6 8 7 0 .0 0 8 2 6 1
25 0 .0 0 6 8 3 0 .0 5 1 2 0 4
26 0 .0 0 6 9 8 0 .0 1 0 5 7 3
27 0 .0 0 8 2 0 0 .0 0 9 1 2 6
Table 6.1 Grid convergence study L* norm errors of tidal elevations and velocities at 
control stations. The maximum errors are given in bold numbers and the 
minimum errors are given in bold ita lic  numbers.
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Table 6.2 Grid convergence study L2 and normalized L2 norm errors o f tidal elevation 
time series at control stations. The maximum errors are given in bold numbers 
and the minimum errors are given in bold italic numbers.
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Table 6.3 Grid convergence study Li and normalized L2 norm errors of tidal velocity 
time series at control stations. The maximum errors are given in bold numbers 
and the minimum errors are given in bold italic numbers.
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High Tide: High Tide: High Tide: Flood: Rood: Rood:
Entire 0.4630 0.0460 0.1310 0.7830 0.0370 0.1870
CrM Low Tide: Low Tide: Low Tide: Ebb: Ebb: Ebb:
0.3304 0.0223 0.0398 1.1083 0.0276 0.1287
High Tide: High Tide: High Tide: Flood: Rood: Rood:
High 0.1280 0.0060 0.0360 0.3200 0.0080 0.0290
Rnotation
Zone Low Tide: Low Tide: Low Tide: Ebb: Ebb: Ebb:
0.0039 0.0013 0.0114 0.3422 0.0090 0.0288
High Tide: High Tide: High Tide: Rood: Rood: Rood:
Low 0.4630 0.0470 0.1320 0.7830 0.0360 0.2160
Rreolntlon
Zone Low Tide: Low Tide: Low Tide: Ebb: Ebb: Ebb:
0.3304 0.0231 0.0601 1.1083 0.0260 0.1430
Table 6.4 Grid convergence study zonal errors o f maximum tidal elevations and 
velocities.
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The results o f the zonal error analyses are shown in Table 6.4. For the high- 
resoiution study area, the zonal errors are small and negligible. In this section, the percent 
errors for surface elevation amplitudes are 6 .6 % and 1.14% for high tide and low tide 
respectively. For velocities, the percent errors are respectively 2.9% and 2.8% for 
maximum flood and maximum ebb. For the low-resolution area, however, the errors are 
relatively large, reaching values up to 13.2% in high tide elevations and 21.6% in flood 
velocities. These errors are thought to be introduced to the system by the low-resolution 
to high-resolution transition zones. An interesting result of this analysis is that flood and 
resulting high water have larger percent errors than ebb and resulting low water in all 
cases. More analysis is required to isolate the exact causes of these low-resolution zone 
errors.
Overall, the error analysis results show that space convergence in the area of 
interest is achieved with the GBES10 grid. More refinement does not change the 
simulated elevation and velocity amplitudes much. Thus further refinements of the 
GBESJO mesh are unnecessary for the purpose of this study, which is to simulate the 
conditions before the sand wave formation, especially considering that model runs on 
GBES11 need 34% more CPU time with the same parameters. If, however, details of 
flow over the sand waves were to be investigated, one would have to go with the GBES11 
grid, which has a grid resolution of approximately 14 m at the shoal area, since a mesh 
criterion of at least three grid points per bathymetric length scale is needed for the effect 
of the sand waves to be resolved (Hannah and Wright, 1994). The results also show that 
the finer mesh repeats the flow patterns of the coarser mesh without introducing new 
ones. The transition areas appear as sources o f  high error and great care should be taken
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in building future grids o f  the area that will have variable resolution throughout the 
estuary. Based on these results, all subsequent ADAM runs were made on the GBESJO 
mesh.
6.2.1.2 Model Time Step Setup and Convergence Study. In all o f the ADAM runs 
made in this study, the time step implicit weighting factor, a, was set to 1, which results 
in an implicit scheme. However, a time step convergence analysis was still performed in 
order to check the convergence and sensitivity o f the model to this parameter. The test 
runs were made on the GBESJO grid with two different time step intervals: 111.7854111 
seconds and 27.9463527 seconds. All other parameters were kept the same as the ones 
given in the previous section. As in the grid convergence study, [ 4  (root mean square or 
RMS), normalized Lz and La, (maximum difference) norm errors were calculated both in 
time and in space. Comparisons in time were performed using the time series o f 
elevations and velocities saved at the same stations as the ones used in the grid 
convergence study (Figure 6.5). Comparisons in space used only the entire domain 
(1GBESJO mesh), shown in Figure 6.5, since both runs (normal and short time steps) were 
performed on the same mesh.
The results of the time series error analyses are shown in Tables 6.5 through 6.7. 
The largest La, elevation error is 0.0282 meters and occurs at Station 20, which is located 
in a very narrow constriction on the southwest end of New Castle Island. The largest 
percent elevation error (normalized L2) is at Station 1 and is 2.4%. The highest La, 
velocity error is 0.1313 m/sec and occurs at Station 8 , which is located south of Dover 
Point. The largest percent velocity error (normalized L2) of 8.1% occurs at Station I also.
131
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Table 6.5 Time step convergence study La norm errors of tidal elevations and velocities 
at control stations. The maximum errors are given in bold numbers and the 
minimum errors are given in bold italic numbers.
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Table 6.6 Time step convergence study L2 and normalized L2 norm errors o f tidal 
elevation time series at control stations. The maximum errors are given in 
bold numbers and the minimum errors are given in bold italic numbers.
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Table 6.7 Time step convergence study L2 and normalized Lz norm errors of tidal 
velocity time series at control stations. The maximum errors are given in bold 
numbers and the minimum errors are given in bold italic numbers.
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These relatively higher normalized Li errors at Station I are expected because of its 
location far from the model open ocean boundary. As can be seen from Tables 6 . 6  and 
6.7, the general trend in the normalized RMS (normalized L2) error is to increase with 
increasing distance from the model boundary.
The results of the comparisons in space, given in Table 6 .8 , show that the errors 
calculated over the entire domain are small and negligible. The maximum normalized L2 
errors are 3.45% and 1.07% for high tide elevations and maximum flood velocities 
respectively. Similarly to what was observed in the grid convergence study, high water 
and flooding tide caused larger errors than low water and ebbing tide.
Overall, the errors are small and time convergence is achieved. No further 
decrease in the time step is necessary and viable, especially considering that a time step 
reduction o f  4 times caused a model run time increase of 3 times (approximately 20.5 
hours versus 61.1 hours on the system whose specifications are given in the Solution 
Procedure and Numerical Issues section). Based on these results, all hydrodynamic 
ADAM runs were made using a model time step o f 111.7854111 seconds. One exception 
to this is the drogue tracking runs, which required a time step of 27.9463527 seconds 
because o f  drogue tracking program requirements (see Chapter 7).
6.2.1.3 Boundary Condition Setup. Although it was originally planned to force 
ADAM with an M2 only elevation boundary condition and analyze the results for M2 
overtides (ADAM generates higher harmonics within the program run because of its non- 
linearity, even if it is forced by an M2  only boundary condition), an M2M4M6 boundary 
condition
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High Tide: High Tide: High Tide: Flood: Flood: Rood:
Eatfre 0.0300 0.0120 0.0345 0.0746 0.0021 0.0107
Grid
Low Tide: Low Tide: Low Tide: Ebb: Ebb: Ebb:
0.0138 0.0116 0.0311 0.0635 0.0016 0.0075
Table 6.8 Time step convergence study zonal errors of maximum tidal elevations and 
velocities.
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was finally used because o f the importance o f  the M4 constituent in the tidal asymmetry 
and bed-load sediment transport processes (Aldridge, 1997 and Van de Kreeke and 
Robaczewska, 1993). However, the M2 constituent is the dominant one and is responsible 
for the main action in the estuary. This boundary condition was generated by a tidal 
prediction program, called Tidhar (Dennis and Long, 1971, Tidhar, 1998), using field 
elevation data obtained from two offshore stations, shown in Figure 6 .6 , near Cape 
Porpoise, Maine (43.383°N, 70.432W0) and Hampton Harbor, New Hampshire (42.54°N, 
70.49°W). The time step increment of the boundary condition time series was set to 
111.78S4U1 seconds to synchronize with the time step used during the model run. The 
amplitude and phase of the M2 component o f the open boundary elevation time series 
were 1.3012 m and 102°G respectively. The harmonic constants for the M» and M6 
forcing constituents were 0.0140m/347°G and 0.0046m/149°G respectively. In order to 
make the results comparable with field data, the boundary condition time series were 
synchronized so that the last modeled tidal cycle (6 th M2 cycle) would occur during the 
summer of 197S when the field data was acquired. The boundary condition time series 
was started at 21:54:00 GMT (Greenwich Mean Time) on August 29th, 1976. This is 5 M2 
tidal cycles before 00:00:00 GMT on September 1, 1975, which is the start time of the 6 th 
modeled tidal cycle.
6.2.1.4 Bottom Stress Coefficient Setup. For better approximating a realistic 
bottom, the Manning approach, given by
< «*>
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Figure 6.6 Section o f the NOAA Chart No: 13009, showing the approximate locations of 
the tidal stations used to generate the M2M4M6 boundary condition time 
series. The mouth of the Great Bay Estuary is also shown.
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is adopted for parameterizing the depth dependent bottom friction. Originally, it was 
planned to use the bottom stress coefficient distribution generated and successfully tested 
during the diagnostic FUNDY5 runs. However, it was decided later that to incorporate 
the effect of the changing surface elevation at each time step, n should be made a 
function of the depth and not given as constant as was previously done in FUNDYS runs. 
This was done linearly, according to
n -  A -  BH (6.29)
where A and B are the intercept and slope respectively and H  is the total depth which is 
the sum of the bathymetric depth, h, and the surface elevation, rj. This approach allowed 
the effect o f tidal phase differences to be taken into account in bottom stress calculations 
since there is approximately a 2.5-hour phase lag in surface elevation between the mouth 
and the head of the Great Bay system, which causes different sections of the estuary to 
experience different bottom stresses at a given time. Many test cases have been run to 
find a suitable intercept-slope combination, and model results o f surface elevation and 
cross-sectionally averaged velocities have been compared with Swift & Brown (1983) 
values. These tests showed that an intercept-slope couple o f (0.035, 0.0000656) caused a 
nice match for elevation amplitudes but elevation phases were off and velocity 
amplitudes were very high (Figures 6.7 and 6.8). The other extreme was an intercept- 
slope couple of (0.06, 0.000656) which caused a nice match for velocities and elevation 
phases but considerably smaller elevation amplitudes (Figures 6.9 and 6.10). Finally, the 
following formula, tuned for both elevations and velocities, was adopted for use with the 
prognostic runs:
n = 0.05 -  0.000492H  (6.30)
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Figure 6.7 Surface elevations at Swift & Brown (1983) stations, as calculated with an 
intercept-slope couple o f (0.035, 0.00006S6). Solid line shows the field data 
and the dashed line shows the model output.
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Figure 6.8 Cross-sectionally averaged velocities at Swift & Brown (1983) stations, as 
calculated with an intercept*slope couple of (0.035, 0.0000656). Solid line 
shows the field data and the dashed line shows the model output.
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Figure 6.9 Surface elevations at Swift & Brown (1983) stations, as calculated with an 
intercept-slope couple o f (0.06, 0.000656). Solid line shows the field data 
and the dashed line shows the model output
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Figure 6.10 Cross-sectionally averaged velocities at Swift & Brown (1983) stations, as 
calculated with an intercept-slope couple o f (0.06, 0.000656). Solid line 
shows the field data and the dashed line shows the model output.
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Figure 6.11 Variability of the Manning’s n and the resulting bottom stress coefficient, 
Cj, with flow depth, according to formulas 6.28 and 6.30.
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Figure 6.11 shows the variation of the Manning’s n, given by the equation 6.30, and the 
resulting bottom stress coefficient, Cd, with depth. As one can see from equations 6.28 
and 6.30, this approach fails when the depth is zero or negative, as it is in the GBESJO 
grid bathymetry. This problem was taken care of by the introduction of a minimum depth, 
which replaced the grid depth when the latter was smaller than or equal to zero in the 
calculation of the bottom stress coefficient. In all of the runs in the present study, the 
minimum depth was set to 0.1 meter, which caused a maximum Cj o f approximately 
0.05274. Also note that the Manning’s coefficients used here are much smaller than the 
ones used in FUNDY5 runs because the bottom stress coefficients are not linearized by 
the velocity magnitudes.
6.2.1.5 Other Parameters and Run Setup. The model runs were performed with a 
minimum porosity, e, o f 0.35, which was roughly between sand (e = 0.25) and clay (e = 
0.50). The porous sand layer hydraulic conductivity, K, was set to 3.162x1c4 m/sec. This 
stays well within the limits given by Roberson et al. (1988), who measured the hydraulic 
conductivity of mixed-grain sands with various porosities. Their data gives a hydraulic 
conductivity value of approximately 1.73x1c4 m/sec for a sand porosity of 0.36. For a 
maximum sand porosity of 0.50, they give a K  value of around 6.90x1c4 m/sec. The 
reader should note that these parameters are not optimized and are chosen within a logical 
range to make the groundwater component (which is only there as a numerical method to 
model flooding and diying of tidal flats) work.
The simulation was started with the fluid at rest at high tide according to the 
model requirements detailed in the Solution Procedure and Numerical Issues section.
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This was done by applying an initial elevation condition at the beginning of the 
simulations. The initial elevation condition file was created by adding the mean water 
level grid bathymetries and the local M2 amplitudes together. The local M2 amplitudes 
were interpolated by using the values given by Swift and Brown (1983) for each node. 
No wind was assumed. The simulation was terminated after six M2 cycles, after the state 
of dynamical equilibrium was established. As a preliminary check, the fluid volume is 
tracked and found to be conservative throughout the simulation (Figure 6.12). Time series 
of surface elevations and cross-sectionally averaged velocities and the residuals of tidal 
velocity and sediment transport (see Chapter 7 for the latter) were generated and analyzed 
after the completion of the simulation. The standard result output procedure was to output 
variables every five model time steps. For a typical run consisting o f 6 M2 tidal cycles 
(2400 time steps), this interval corresponds to a data output approximately every 9.3 
minutes. Residuals of these variables were also calculated during the program run during 
the last M2 cycle and stored as s2r and .ev2r files. These and all other simulation 
parameters mentioned in previous sections are summarized in Table 6.9 for convenience.
6.2.2 Results
6.2.2.1 ^  Tidal Sea Levels and Currents. The M2 constituents o f the model tidal 
elevation results are shown in Table 6.10 for various Swift and Brown (1983) elevation 
stations. The M2 sea level amplitudes decrease as one moves landward in the Piscataqua 
River, while amplitudes at locations in Little Bay and Great Bay are relatively uniform, 
as shown in Figure 6.13. The M2 elevation phase distribution, plotted in Figure 6.14, also 
shows a similar pattern, with a rapid phase increase up to Dover Point. Beyond Dover
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Figure 6.12 Time series of the total fluid volume during the Great Bay simulation. The 
high volume in the beginning is because of the elevation initial condition.
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Parameter Description and/or Value
Model Domain GBESIO
Forcing M2-M4-M6 tidal forcing
M2 Amplitude and Phase 
Amplitude and Phase 




Tidal Periodicity 12.420 hours
Model Time Step Increment 111.7854111 sec
Time Steps per Tidal Period 400
Simulation Start Time (Real) 21:54:00 GMT (Greenwich Mean Time) on August 29th, 1976.
Length of Simulation 6  M2 cycles (2400 time steps)
Number of Non-Linear Iterations 
per Time Step 4
Model Output Interval 9.31 sec. (5 time steps)
Numerical Implicity I (implicit)
Porous Layer Thickness 1 m
Hydraulic Conductivity 3.162xl0*4 m/sec
Minimum Porosity 0.35
Bottom Drag Law Manning approach
Manning’s n Formula and Range
n = 0.05 -  0.000492// 
(H is total depth) 
0.0375 < n <0.04995
Bottom Friction Coefficient Range 0.00469 <Cd< 0.05274
Table 6.9 Simulation parameters for M2M4M6 tidal flow simulation on the GBESIO 
mesh.
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Station ID
M] Surface Elevation 
Amplitude, f
(m)













Table 6.10 M2 tide surface elevation amplitudes and phases at various Swift and Brown 
(1983) stations as predicted by ADAM.
Station ID
Along Channel 












Table 6.11 M2 tidal velocity amplitudes and phases at various Swift and Brown (1983) 
stations as predicted by ADAM. All stations, except C l33, are cross- 
sectionally averaged.
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3.6 3.65 3.7 3.75 3.8
Horizontal Distance from West to East, x (km) x 1 q5
Figure 6.13 M2 tide surface elevation amplitude distribution in the Great Bay estuarine 
system (GBESIO), as predicted by ADAM. The amplitudes are in meters.
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3.6 3.65 3.7 3.75 3.8
Horizontal Distance from West to East, x (km) x 1qS
Figure 6.14 M2 tide surface elevation phase distribution in the Great Bay estuarine 
system (GBES10), as predicted by ADAM. The phases are in Greenwich 
degrees.
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Point, this increase slows down and the phases become almost uniform throughout the 
rest of the estuary. Qualitatively, these distributions are in good agreement with the Swift 
& Brown (1983) results given in Table 2.1, with ADAM being able to successfully 
capture the highly dissipative and progressive nature of the tidal wave up to Dover Point 
and the less dissipative character beyond. However, as Figure 6.15 shows, there are 
important quantitative differences. In particular the observed amplitude increase in the 
Little Bay -  Great Bay sections is not modeled correctly, with about 25 cm of amplitude 
difference between the measured and modeled values at distance = 0 (Station T-19). This 
corresponds to an error of 27%.
The Mi constituents of ADAM cross-sectionally averaged tidal currents are 
shown in Table 6.11 for various Swift and Brown (1983) cross sections (except C-133, 
which is a point measurement). These results are also plotted against distance along the 
estuary together with the Swift and Brown values, in Figure 6.16. As these clearly show, 
the agreement between the computed and measured values is remarkable, with M2 
velocity amplitude errors ranging between 0% and 15% and phase errors ranging between 
a minimum of 0.3% and a maximum of 2.3%.
6.2.2.2 Time Series Analysis. The model’s ability to simulate the tidal conditions 
in Great Bay is also evaluated by comparisons with hindcast time series based on the M2, 
M« and Me harmonic constants given by Swift and Brown (1983). As Figure 6.17 shows, 
the surface elevation results at station T-5 show excellent agreement as expected because 
it is very near the model open boundary (see Figure 2.2). In the lower and middle 
Piscataqua River stations, Seavey through T-14A, the agreement in elevation amplitudes
152
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Figure 6.15 Distribution of the M2 elevation amplitude and phase along the estuary.
Distance corresponds to the axial scale shown in Figure 2.2. The markers 
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Figure 6.16 Distribution o f the M2  cross-sectionally averaged velocity amplitudes and 
phases along the estuary. Distance corresponds to the axial scale shown in 
Figure 2.2. The markers show the locations o f the Swift and Brown (1983) 
current stations.
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Figure 6.17 Surface elevation time series at Swift & Brown (1983) stations, as calculated 
by ADAM. Solid line shows the field data and the dashed line shows the 
model output.
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is still good. The model phases appear to lead the hindcast phase slightly, starting with 
station T-II. At station T-J4, which is located at the bend in Dover Point, the amplitude 
difference between the hindcast and simulated time series becomes more evident, with 
the model phase still slightly leading the hindcast phase. In Little Bay and Great Bay, the 
disagreement in amplitudes gets more and more pronounced with distance into the upper 
estuary. Computed elevation phases, however, are in good agreement with the hindcast 
phases in this section, which suggests that the timing of high water and low water is 
modeled correctly. These characteristics are summarized in Table 6.12 in the form of 
various comparison errors. These show that the skills (defined as 1-(Normalized L2)2) 
decrease with distance towards the head of the estuary. The highest error occurs at station 
T-19 with a normalized L2 o f 29%.
The agreement between the cross-sectionally averaged simulated and hindcast 
currents is good, as shown in Figure 6.18. The amplitudes are very slightly overpredicted 
by the model, except at station C-104, and the phases are nicely modeled. As indicated in 
Table 6.13, the highest normalized L2 error o f 28% occurs at station C-I3I. The plots do 
not indicate a consistent pattern of discrepancy and small differences could be due to 
local conditions as well as the model’s ability to resolve flow details.
6.2.2.3 Residual Velocities. Real estuaries are non-linear; thus non-tidal residuals 
of flow parameters exist. Since ADAM is a fully non-linear model, residual currents are 
























Figure 6.18 Time series of the cross-sectionally averaged velocities at Swift & Brown 
(1983) stations, as calculated by ADAM. Solid line shows the field data and 
the dashed line shows the model output.
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T5 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
Seavey 0.99 0.15 0.10 0.11 0.99
T il 1.00 0.09 0.05 0.06 1.00
T12 1.00 0.17 0.08 0.11 0.99
T13 1.00 0.15 0.08 0.11 0.99
T14A 0.99 0.19 0.10 0.15 0.98
T14 1.00 0.20 0.13 0.19 0.96
T16 0.99 • 0.22 0.13 0.21 0.96
T-UNH 0.99 0.26 0.16 0.25 0.94
T19 1.00 0.31 0.19 0.29 0.92
Table 6.12 Summary of elevation time series comparison errors. Error norm definitions 












C104 0.99 0.14 0.07 0.21 0.96
Cl 19 0.99 0.20 0.13 0.26 0.93
C124 0.99 0.38 0.16 0.15 0.98
C131 0.97 0.15 0.06 0.28 0.92
Table 6.13 Summary of cross-sectionally averaged velocity time series comparison 
errors. Error norm definitions are given in Appendix A.
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where VR is the residual velocity vector, T is the M2 tidal period (12.42 hours), U is the 
vertically averaged model velocity and t is time. These results are reviewed in this 
section. In Little Bay (Figure 6.19), the Piscataqua River (Figures 6.20 through 6.22) and 
on the northeastern side o f the New Castle Island (Figure 6.23), where inter-tidal areas 
can be found adjacent to relatively deep main channels, residual velocity vectors are 
generally flood directed over the tidal flats and ebb directed over the main channels. The 
flood oriented residual velocities are much weaker than the ebb oriented ones. Such a 
residual velocity pattern suggests flood dominance in the drying areas and ebb dominance 
in the main flow channels. The area between the 3 m and 7 m isobaths (these correspond 
approximately to l.S and 5.S m isobaths respectively on the GBES10 grid since the datum 
at zero corresponds to the mean water level) appears to be the zone where the transition 
from flood to ebb dominance occurs. This transitional zone is characterized by small 
scale eddies where exchange between flood dominant and ebb dominant areas takes 
place.
The landward transition from ebb to flood dominance is partly due to the partially 
progressive nature of the tidal wave, which is characterized by flood currents at the crest, 
as well as ebb currents at the trough, as shown in Figure 6.24. Frictional effects also play 
an important role in this situation. Over tidal flats (Figure 25-a, the averaged depth is 
shallower at low tide, causing more friction as expected. This causes low tide to 
propagate slowly with smaller velocities. High tide, however, propagates faster with 
higher velocities due to decreasing friction, causing flood dominance. Over channels 
surrounded by relatively large tidal flats (Figure 25-b), this situation is reversed. The 
average depth is shallower at high tide because the tidal flats are covered with water. This
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Figure 6.19 M2 tidal velocity residual vector distribution in Little Bay. Mean low water 
(MLW), 3 meter and 7 meter isobaths are also shown.
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Figure 6.20 M2 tidal velocity residual vector distribution in upper Piscataqua River and 
around Dover Point. Mean low water (MLW), 3 meter and 7 meter isobaths 
are also shown.
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Newington
Portsmouth
Figure 6.21 M2 tidal velocity residual vector distribution in middle section of the 
Piscataqua River. Mean low water (MLW), 3 meter and 7 meter isobaths 
are also shown.
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Figure 6.22 M2 tidal velocity residual vector distribution in the lower Piscataqua River 
and around Portsmouth Harbor. Mean low water (MLW), 3 meter and 7 
meter isobaths are also shown.
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Figure 6.23 M2 tidal velocity residual vector distribution around the northeastern side of 
the New Castle Island and at the estuarine mouth. Mean low water (MLW), 
3 meter and 7 meter isobaths are also shown.
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Figure 6.24 Tidal wave characteristics over drying flats, (a.) shows the variation of an 
asymmetrical tidal elevation, 7 , over a tidal cycle. The tidal flat will be 
covered with water between the times of tl and t2 . (b) shows the velocity 
profile o f a standing wave over the flat. The area A is equal to the area B, 
causing no residual velocities, (c) shows the same wave as in (b) moved 
forward in time by Dt. The resulting partially progressive tidal wave will 
cause higher and longer flood currents. Since area A is larger than the area 
B, the residuals will be flood oriented. Near progressive behavior could 
cause only flood velocities on a  tidal flat.
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Figure 6.25 Variability of average depth with channel geometry. The average depth is 
weighted by the cross-sectional distance, (a) shows a flat area with a tidal 
range of 2 meters. The high tide and low tide average depths are 4 and 2 
meters respectively, which results in higher friction at low tide, (b) shows a 
deep channel surrounded by tidal flats with a tidal range o f 2 meters. The 
high and low tide average depths are 12 and 20 meters respectively, which 
causes the flow to experience more friction at high tide.
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yields to a slow propagating high tide with smaller velocities. Low tide, in return, 
experiences less friction because the flow is more or less constrained in the deep main 
channel, which increases the average depth. This causes low tide to propagate faster with 
higher speeds, thus leading to ebb dominance. In summary, on tidal flats, flooding current 
at high water dominates since the low water ebb is more restrained by bottom friction or 
may be missing all together due to drying. The net volume transport into the estuary over 
the shallow boundary areas must then be balanced by outward residual current in the 
main channel. Similar situations have also been observed in other estuaries that are 
shallow with respect to their tidal range (see Friedrichs et al. (1992), Bowers and Al- 
Barakati (1997), Li and O-Donnell (1997)). Further evidence that this pattern is a basic 
feature is provided by similar results o f ADAM applications to a series o f geometrically 
defined test cross-sections described by Ip etal. (1998).
Figures 6.26 through 6.28 show the residual current pattern in Great Bay proper. 
In the northern section (Figure 6.26), where the channel is deeper, there is a trend similar 
to the one explained above for the case of inter-tidal areas adjacent to deeper channels. 
Over the extensive mudflats, the model residual current vectors are flood oriented and 
generally directed towards the relatively shallow main channel, which shows ebb 
dominance. This convergence results in several relatively larger-scale, small-amplitude 
gyres in the southern portions and also in an along-shore flood dominant residual velocity 
pattern in areas close to the shoreline (Figures 6.27 and 6.28).
In the shallow back channels on the southwestern side of New Castle Island 
(Figure 6.29), the velocity residuals are mostly flood oriented, except in Sagamore Creek. 
These may be functioning as the shallow flood dominant tidal flats with respect to the
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Figure 6.26 M2 tidal velocity residual vector distribution in northern Great Bay. Mean 
low water (MLW), 3 meter and 7 meter isobaths are also shown.
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Figure 6.27 M2 tidal velocity residual vector distribution in southwestern Great Bay. 
Mean low water (MLW), 3 meter and 7 meter isobaths are also shown.
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Figure 6.28 M2 tidal velocity residual vector distribution in southeastern Great Bay. 
Mean low water (MLW), 3 meter and 7 meter isobaths are also shown.
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Figure 6.29 M2 tidal velocity residual vector distribution in the back channels o f the New 
Castle Island. Mean low water (MLW), 3 meter and 7 meter isobaths are 
also shown.
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deeper ebb dominant main channel, although separated by the New Castle Island. The 
magnitudes o f the current residual vectors decrease considerably towards upper reaches 
of the Great Bay Estuary, probably due to a combination of decreasing progressiveness of 
the tidal wave and generally lower current velocities found upriver. As the scale 
difference between Figures 6.19 through 6.23 and 6.26 through 6.29 shows, this decrease 
is especially important around flow constrictions like Boiling Rock, Dover Point and 
Furber Strait.
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CHAPTER 7
BED-LOAD TRANSPORT OF COARSE SEDIMENTS 
IN THE PISCATAQUA RIVER’S NAVIGATION CHANNEL
Due to strong tidal currents, the bottom sediments of the main channel o f the 
Great Bay Estuarine System consist mainly o f coarse sands and gravel (Armstrong et al., 
1976). Thus bed-load transport is an important mechanism of sediment movement. In this 
chapter, tidal currents simulated by the non-linear kinematic model ADAM in Chapter 6 
are used to model bed-load transport in the vicinity of a rapidly growing shoal in the main 
channel o f the mid-Piscataqua River region. Consisting of coarse sand and gravel, the 
shoal must be dredged every 5 to 9 years. Two approaches are taken -  an Eulerian 
parametric method in which nodal bed-load flux vectors are calculated at each time step 
using the velocities computed by the model, and a Lagrangian particle tracking approach 
in which a finite number o f sediment particles are released into the flow field computed 
by ADAM and tracked over an M2 tidal cycle.
7.1 Background
Under the combined effect of geometry, strongly non-linear hydrodynamical 
characteristics and coarse bottom sediments, the lower section of the Piscataqua River is 
subject to a high rate o f bed-load transport and resulting shoaling o f the navigational 
channel (Figure 7.1). This shoaling occurs in the form of three large sand waves with a 
height o f  about 3 meters and a wavelength o f about 49 meters, whose side-scan sonar
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Figure 7.1 Bottom features o f the shoal and disposal areas, as interpreted from a side- 
scan sonar survey in 1991. Also shown are the transects used in bed-load 
budget calculations. G7, R8 and R6 are the navigational buoys in the area. 
The coordinates are in NHSPC, NAD83 meters.
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image is shown in Figure 7.2. Sedimentation in this area has required frequent dredging 
operations on a cyclic basis to deepen and widen the main channel to allow port access to 
terminals on the New Hampshire side o f the river. Historically, sedimentation rates at the 
shoal have been about 0.3 meter per year (Bilgili, 1993). The last dredging operation took 
place in December o f 1991 and resulted in the removal o f some 15,300 m3 o f coarse 
bottom material and its disposal at the downriver disposal site shown in Figure 7.1. The 
choice of a nearby riverine disposal site has lead to concerns about the fate of the 
disposed sediment. These concerns were addressed by many studies, which showed that 
at least a part o f the disposed sediment is likely to be transported back to the dredge site 
(Bilgili et al., 1996, Clere, 1993, New Hampshire Fish & Game Department, 1989, Maine 
Geological Survey Department, 1988).
7.2 Eulerian Approach
While there is a wide range of bed-Ioad transport models available which take 
into account grain size, density, bottom shear stress and current speed (see Yalin, 1977, 
Simons and §enturk, 1977 and Garde and Ranga-Raju, 1985), in most of these, bed-Ioad 
flux is taken to be proportional to bottom stress and/or current to some power (see 
Laursen, 1956, Van de Kreeke and Robaczewska, 1993, and Jago and Mahamod, 1999). 
In this study, as a first step in the Eulerian bed-Ioad calculations, a “residual sediment
transport vector”, f R, is defined to characterize the hydrodynamic potential of the flow to 
induce net sediment transport without reference to specific sediments. The vector f R, 
defined by
174
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Figure 7.2 Side scan sonar image of the shoal area.
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is proportional to the average power per area exerted by the flow on the bottom. This 
power is then available to initiate and sustain benthic movement of non-cohesive 
sediment particles. While not actually equal to the sediment specific bed-Ioad flux 
quantitatively, the residual sediment transport vector gives an idea about the direction and 
relative magnitudes of potential transport.
After this first test, Eulerian sediment transport potential is also calculated using 
the parametric models of Brown-Einstein (Bogardi (1974), Einstein (1942), Brown 
(1950)), Bagnold (1966, 1973), Meyer-Peter and Muller (1948), Engelund and Fredsee 
(1976) and Van de Kreeke and Robaczewska (1993). These models, unlike the residual 
sediment transport vector defined by equation 7.1, are sediment specific and consider all 
the parameters that play a role in the bed-Ioad transport o f coarse sediments, including 
the sediment movement initiation threshold velocities and/or stresses. At the present time, 
there is no agreement as to which model is best, so several were used for comparative 
purposes. One should keep in mind that these models are based on the assumption that 
the sediment is in continual supply.
The Eulerian bed-Ioad analysis includes calculation of the distribution of the 
residual transport vector, fR, and sediment-specific, quantitative transport predictions 
according to parametric models described in the next section. Currents were supplied by 
the ADAM M2M4M6 run. The overall bed-Ioad patterns, throughout the estuary, as 
predicted by the residual transport vector and one parametric model are discussed and
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compared with known geological features. An in-depth, quantitative analysis, making use 
of all the parametric models, is then applied to the shoal region.
7.2.1 Parametric Model Descriptions
7.2.1.1 Brown-Einstein Model. The Brown-Einstein relation is based on the 
probability of a bed sediment grain starting to move within a certain period of time. This 
probability can be expressed in two forms. In the first, probability is written as a function 
of the rate of transport, the diameter of the particle, the specific gravity of the particle and 
a time factor related to the ratio of the fall velocity and the diameter of the particle. In the 
second form, probability is taken as a function of the ratio .of fluid force to resistance to 
movement. The Brown-Einstein formula is then obtained by equating these two relations, 
defining the same probability.
Rubey (1933) assumed that the total resistance to the motion of a sediment 
particle is the sum of the viscous resistance and the impact resistance, and he defined the 
fall velocity of a particle o f diameter, ds, as
where wy is the fall velocity of the particle, ps is the sediment density and ds is the 




where p ' is the relative density given by p  = — —— . Substituting equation 7.2 in to
P
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where y, is the specific weight of the sediment and v is the kinematic viscosity o f the 
fluid. A transport parameter, <Pbe, also called the intensity of bed-Ioad transport, is then 
given by
Hb
F r A (3/2) g
Y, - I
(7.5)
where qs is-the unknown bed-Ioad discharge by dry weight per unit width per unit time. 
The intensity of bed-Ioad transport is a function of a parameter, TV, called the intensity of 
flow and defined as:
w - (y* -Y )d ,
F ~ (7.6)
■a
where xb is the magnitude of the bottom shear stress. The Brown-Einstein formula is then
defined by relating the intensity of bed-Ioad transport and the intensity of flow together:
/  ^  \
\ Tp ;
(7.7)
The quantity ds in the formulae above is the representative size of the bed particles and is 
usually taken as the median size, dso, o f the bed sediments. The functional/TV) is shown 
in Figure 7.3, as given by Rouse (1950) who evaluated the Brown-Einstein relation on the 
basis o f several experimental results. Using the Rouse (1950) result, the Brown-Einstein 
relation, i.e. equation 7.7, becomes
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Figure 7.3 Brown-Einstein function (Rouse, 1950).
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for (I/'Pf) > 0.09. The Brown-Einstein formula has been tested with flume data by 
Gilbert (1914) and Meyer-Peter and Muller (Vanoni, 1977) and is known to have a stable 
character and give good results with non-uniform sediments and minor water courses.
7.2.1.2 Bagnold’s Model. Bagnold (1966, 1973) observed that bed-Ioad transport, 
by saltation (successive jumps on the seabed), occurs in the absence of fluid turbulence 
and must therefore be due to a separate dynamic process from that of transport in 
suspension by the internal eddy motion of a turbulent fluid. He also observed that the 
forward motion of saltating solids is opposed by a frictional force o f the same order as the 
immersed weight of the solids, the friction coefficient approximating that given by the 
angle of slip. He then concluded that the maintenance of steady motion requires a 
predictable rate of energy dissipation by the transporting fluid. Based on these 
observations, he obtained a basic energy equation by relating the rate of transporting 
work done to available fluid transporting power. This formulation regards the solids 
realistically as discrete objects, irrespective of their size, having the known inertial and 
frictional properties of solids, rather than as mere “particles”.
From the physical viewpoint, his formula states that the bed-Ioad work rate is
equal to the product of the available stream power (U  x£) and an efficiency factor, e*. The 
bed-Ioad work rate, in its turn, is defined as the product of bed-Ioad transport rate (or 
discharge), q% expressed as submerged weight per unit width per unit time and (tan /), 
where % is the dynamic friction angle. Equating these together yields:
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will be used in this study. As Bagnold states, equation 7.9 is valid when the moving 
particles are sufficiently numerous to interpose an effective flow boundary between the 
free fluid above and stationary bed below. The ranges o f the Garde-Albertson parameter
(or the dimensionless shear stress), given as r* = ------ ------ and d, in which equation 7.9
i y , - y ) d ,
is not applicable are provided in Table 7.1. As far as and x  are concerned, Bagnold 
presents two curves for their estimation under various flow and sediment conditions, as 
shown in Figures 7.4 and 7.5. One can see that e*, decreases with increasing U , as well as 
with increasing ds. The value o f (tan x) vanes from 0.375 to 0.75 and is a function oft* 
and ds, as shown in Table 7.1 and Figure 7.5. For a detailed derivation, the reader is 
referred to the original papers by Bagnold (1966, 1973).
7.2.1.3 Meyer-Peter and Muller’s Model. This model is based on a bed-Ioad 
formula proposed by Meyer-Peter, Favre and Einstein (1934). Derived for uniformly 
sized material with different relative densities, the formula is written as .
qB = 2A 6 U^ R ^ S  -20.70 (7.11)
r ^ d S y , - Y Y > ds (T s -r )
1S1
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Figure 7.4 Efficiency Factor, after Bagnold (1966).
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Figure 7.S Variation o f the coefficient of inter-granular dynamic friction angle, x  (a in 
the figure) after Bagnold (1966).
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Characteristic Sediment Diameter, d ,




0.30 Not Applicable 0.42 0.375
0.40 Not Applicable 0.52 0.40 0.375
0.60 NotApplicable 0.75 0.71 0.55 0.47 0.38 0.375
LOO 0.75 0.73 0.67 0.48 0.42 0.375 0.375
2.00 0.73 0.68 0.58 0.45 0.38 0.375 0.375
Table 7.1 Variation of (tan /) in Bagnold’s equation (after Garde and Ranga-Raju, 198S).
/
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in metric units, where S  is the bed slope. Meyer*Peter and Muller later observed that the 
constants in equation 7.11 were different if the material was non-uniform. Further, they 
found that the total shear stress is not available for sediment transport and that a part of it 
is used up in overcoming the form resistance of the bed and that the bed-Ioad transport is 
a function of the shear stress acting on the grains only. This part of the shear stress is 
called the skin friction stress. With these assumptions, Meyer-Peter and Muller obtained 
the following non-dimensional equation:
' O *  yr s
n )  iy ,~ Y )d s
= 0.047 + 0.25 L
V.
<1b I
7 s J ( y . - r ) * d ,
(7.12)
where n, is the Striclder’s roughness coefficient defined as ns = in which dgo is the
grain diameter of which 90% of the total sediment is finer. Equation 7.12 can be modified 
as:
' n Vs




_ Qb_ I P 
Y, \ P , ~ P v s * ; )
(7.14)
The equation 7.13 can be written in the following form, as given by Chien (1954):
0 = 8 ( r '* -0.047)* (7.15)
where x'* is the dimensionless skin friction stress. Equation 7.15 relates bed-Ioad 
sediment transport to an effective shear stress and defines the beginning o f motion, so 
that the bed-Ioad transport becomes zero when x'* is equal to 0.047.
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The Meyer-Peter and MtiUer formula is one of the most commonly used bed-Ioad 
equations, and the wide range of data employed in its derivation permits confident 
application o f equation 7.12, especially for stable water courses with coarse bed material. 
It does not give satisfactory results, however, when applied to highly sloped channels 
with fine-grained sediments.
7.2.1.4 Engelund and Fredsee’s Model. Engelund and Fredsae attempted to 
develop a semi-empirical law for the mean transport (or migration) velocity Ub o f a 
particle moving as bed-Ioad. To this end, they considered the most important forces that 
act on an immersed particle: the agitating forces of drag (Fd)  and lift (FL), and the 
stabilizing forces of gravity (immersed weight) and friction, the latter resulting from the 
occasional contacts between particle and bed. To establish a “model” equation, they 
assumed that the velocity o f flow at a distance of about one or two grain diameter (ds) 
from the fixed bed is aU* where a is a constant which depends on sediment
characteristics and U• is the frictional velocity, given by , where t b is the bed shear
where Q  is a bottom stress coefficient which includes the effects of both drag, lift and
stress. Based on these assumptions, the agitating forces can then be written as:
agitating (7.16)
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where x  >s the dynamic friction angle. Assuming that the particle is moving at constant 
speed, the model equation can then be written by equating equations 7.16 and 7.17 
together. In the simplified form, this yields
2 a . = 
u .
i - . tanOr) (7.18)






in terms o f the frictional velocity, and <po is defined as
3(7 2C„
(7.20)
As can easily be seen from equation 7.18, the case <p = <p0 corresponds to the one for 
which a particle located on the bed is immobile. Since this defines a threshold for the 
initiation of movement, it is natural to relate (po to the Shields parameter, <pc, given by
<pc = •sc (7.21)
O', -  r K
in which tbc is the critical (or incipient) shear stress. Considering the experiments by 
Luque and Van Beek (1976), who found that (po is equal to approximately 0.5<pc, equation 
7.17 can be rewritten as
U
U.
— =  <T 1-0.7  j£ s -  
9
(7.22)
With a  chosen as 9.3 for sand (Engelund and Fred see, 1976) and <pc obtained from the 
Shields curve (Figure 7.6), equation 7.22 can be used to compute the velocity of sediment 
particles.
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Figure 7.6 Shields diagram. F* is the Shields parameter, <pc (after Simons and §entiirk, 
1976).
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From the knowledge of mean particle velocity, Ub, Engelund and Fredsoe (1976) 
then developed an expression for the rate of bed-Ioad transport, under the assumption that 
the bed-Ioad is the transport of a certain fraction p  (probability) of the particles in a single 
layer. As the total number of surface particles per unit area is 1 Id,2, they wrote
*.« (7.23)
or, after insertion of equation 7.22 into 7.23 :
r
qB =9.3 -p d ,U . 1-0 .7 (7.24)
Assuming that (<p-<pc) is transmitted as drag on the moving particles on a plane bed, the 
probability p  can be computed from the following equation, based on Luque and Van 
Beek (1976):
1




V \  ) y
y* (7.25)
The dynamic friction coefficient, (tan /) , is generally taken as (tan 27°) for ordinary sand, 
where 27° is the dynamic friction angle. This is based on the investigations of flow in 
meanders by Engelund (1975) and Gottlieb (1976).
7.2.1.5 Van de Kreeke and Robaczewska’s Model. Van de Kreeke and 
Robaczewska (1993) developed their tide-induced residual bed-Ioad sediment transport 
model for well-mixed channels based on the assumption that the rate o f transport is 
proportional to some power of the local current speed, i.e.
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qB = I\U\Z sign(U) (7.26)
where /  is a function of sediment and fluid characteristics and x  is power varying between 
3 and S. Note that for x=3 and /  equal to
I  = , - P  x Cd , (7.27)
[ p , - p ) g  tan*
the equation 7.26 reduces to the formula by Bagnold (equation 7.9). They also assumed 
that the velocity field is dominated by the M2 tidal current constituent and that the 
amplitude of M2 is an order o f magnitude larger than the amplitudes of the other 
fundamental tidal constituents and overtides and the magnitude of the Eulerian mean 
current, Mo, a condition that is reasonably satisfied in the Great Bay system. They then 
derived the following expression for the residual (time-average over a tidal cycle) bed­
load transport rate that considers only the amplitudes and phases o f the Mo. M2, M4, Me 
and S2 tidal constituents:
1 3 3 3
-  \ q Bdt =C/3/ [  - e 0 + - e ,  cos / ? 4_2 + - e ,e 6 c o s if i^  - / ? « ) + . . .  
h-% 1 (7.28)
 - .......................................COs(tU2/, + /?4 _ 2 ) + 3 £ 2£ 0 COS(<u2/ |  — 0 2 - z )  ]
In equation 7.28,
with
U  = amplitude of the M2 current; 
-  amplitude of the M4 current;
A
U6 = amplitude of the M« current;
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A
U 2 = amplitude o f the S2 current;
U 0 = Eulerian residual velocity;
/?4-2 = phase of the tidal current M4  relative to the M2 tidal current;
^ 6-2 = phase of the tidal current Nfc relative to the M2 tidal current;
($2-2 = phase of the tidal current S2 relative to the M2 tidal current; 
a>2 = beat frequency o f M2 and S2; 
a>S2 = S2 frequency; and 
coM 2 = M2 frequency.
In equation 7.28, the five terms in the brackets are the results o f interactions among the 
following tidal constituents respectively: (M2, M o), (M2, M 4), (M2, M 4, Mo), (M2, M», S2) 
and (M2, Mo, S2). As stated by Van de Kreeke and Robaczewska (1993), the first three 
interactions lead to a constant net flux of sediment. The last two interactions that involve 
S2 cause a sediment flux that varies in time with the beat frequency co2, which 
corresponds to a period o f 14 days. Therefore, the long-term tide induced bed-Ioad flux is 
given by the three first terms of equation 7.28:
I 3 3 3-  j  qBdt =£/3/ [  - e 0 + - e 4 cos + - e 4e6 cos(/?4_2 -  /?6_2) ] (7.29)
ti~rA
Throughout this study, equation 7.29 will be used with I  given as in equation 7.27. This 
makes the Van de Kreeke and Robaczewska’s model a residual version of the model by 
Bagnold (equation 7.9) with the additional information o f tidal current phase and 
amplitude built into it.
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7.2.2 Input Parameter! and Computational Setup
The sediment properties that the parametric bed-Ioad models require were 
acquired from Clere (1993) who did an extensive sediment field survey at the shoal area 
in the lower Piscataqua region (Figure 7.1). His field survey included grab sampling, bed­
load sampling and sieve analyses. These sediment parameters of the shoal are provided in 
Table 7.2, together with other variables specifically required by individual models.
One common input to all models is the bottom stress, computed using the 
velocities output by the hydrodynamic model, according to the quadratic stress law:
Here, the bottom stress coefficient, Cd, represents the total retarding effects of the bottom, 
including the form drag of topographic features and other roughness elements as well as 
the skin friction portion applied to the sediment particles. However, as emphasized by 
Smith (1977) and as clearly explained in Meyer-Peter and Muller’s model definition, it is 
just the skin friction constituent, not the total bottom stress, which should be used in bed­
load flux models. Smith found total bottom stress to skin friction stress ratios of 4.1 to S.7 
in the case of Columbia River. In this study, a total stress to skin stress ratio of 6 is used 
based on the findings o f Bilgili el al., 1996. Thus, all of the bottom stress, xB, terms that 
appear in the parametric models described in the Parametric Model Descriptions section 
are replaced by the skin friction stress, r& according to:
The sediment-dependent parametric bed-Ioad transport models are used with a 
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Parameter Description and/or Value
Characteristic Sediment Diameter, ds. dso
Median Sediment Diameter, d$o. 1 mm
dgo 2.2 mm
Maximum Sediment Diameter, dg. 4.8 mm
Fluid Density, p. 1030 kg/m3
Sediment Density, ps. 2800 kg/m3
Sediment Density including porosity, p,p. 1750 kg/m3
Gravitational Acceleration, g. 9.80665 m/sec2
Fluid Kinematic Viscosity, v. 1.9x10^ m2/sec
Manning’s Roughness Coefficient, n. Acquired from the hydrodynamic model (see Table 6.9)
Depth Averaged Velocity, U . Acquired from the hydrodynamic model
Total Bottom Stress, xb. Acquired from the hydrodynamic model
Total Stress /  Skin Stress Ratio 6
Critical Mean Velocity (m/sec) Vc=3Qd,u'43 (after Bogardi and Yen. 1978)
Bed-Ioad Transport Efficiency, t?b. 0.12 (after Bagnold, 1966)
Dynamic Friction Angle for Sand, x 27* (after Bagnold, 1966)
Frictional Velocity Ratio, a. 9.3 (after Engelund & Fredsoe, 1976)
Shields Parameter, <pc. Acquired from Shields Curve (Figure 7.6)
Dredge Site Area 237,600 m2
Disposal Site Area 480,000 m2
Shoal Area 122,700 m2
Table 7.2 Input parameters for the parametric bed-Ioad sediment transport models and 
sediment budget calculations.
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For a sediment diameter o f  1 mm, this threshold is consistent with the findings o f Bogardi 
and Yen (1938) who suggest the following expression for the approximate estimation of 
the critical depth averaged velocities:
Here Vc is the critical mean velocity in cm/sec and d$o is the mean particle diameter in 
millimeters.
The M2, and M6 tidal velocity constituent amplitudes and phases that the 
residual bed-Ioad sediment transport model o f Van de Kreeke and Robaczewska requires 
are computed during the hydrodynamic model run using appropriate Discrete Fourier 
Transform (DFT) routines. These are saved in the computer memory until the end of the 
last tidal cycle and then input directly into the model.
The bed-Ioad sediment transport study runs were performed on the GBES10 grid 
with the same hydrodynamic model input variables summarized in Table 6.9. The model 
run procedure was the same as the one explained in Chapter 6 with the addition of 
instantaneous bed-Ioad fluxes calculated by the first four models described in the 
Parameteric Model Descriptions section using nodal velocities and bottom stresses 
predicted by the model throughout the domain at each time step. The calculated bed-Ioad 
fluxes are also averaged over an M2 tidal cycle to yield residual bed-Ioad vectors, 
according to
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discharge vector calculated using the parametric transport models. In the case of the Van 
de Kreeke and Robaczewska’s model, only the residual bed-Ioad vectors were calculated.
The bed-Ioad transport residuals calculated by the parametric models were 
qualitatively analyzed and related to the geological features throughout the lower estuary. 
Sediment budget studies were also performed over an M2 tidal cycle using calculated 
bed-Ioad at transects defining the upriver and downriver boundaries o f the disposal and 
shoal areas, shown in Figure 7.1. These were then used to predict yearly accumulations, 
defined as the accumulation over an M2 cycle times the number o f tidal cycles per year, 
for the zones in question. Average sedimentation rates, defined as the yearly 
accumulation divided by the site area times sediment density including porosity, were 
also calculated for both sites and compared with field data.
7.2.3 Results
7.2.3.1 Qualitative Analysis. Figures 7.7 through 7.16 illustrate the sediment- 
independent residual (time average over an M2 tidal cycle) bed-Ioad transport pattern, 
calculated using equation 7.1, at dynamical equilibrium (steady-state). It is observed that 
all o f the residual sediment transport vectors are oriented towards the inner estuary at 
upper estuary locations beyond Dover Point, suggesting an upriver transport of sediments 
(Figures 7.7 and 7.8). The magnitudes are several orders higher in Little Bay than in 
Great Bay, with strong southerly transport occurring in Furber Strait (Figure 7.8), due to 
higher currents experienced in this area. This suggests that Little Bay could be an 
immediate bed-Ioad sediment supply for Great Bay. The magnitudes are also higher in 
the main channel than on the tidal fiats. The transport due to tidal action is almost
194
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Dover Point
1 cm3/s3
Figure 7.7 Sediment independent residual transport in Little Bay. The bold line shows 
the mean low water level.
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Figure 7.8 Sediment independent residual transport in northern Great Bay and Furber 
Strait. The bold line shows the mean low water level.
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stagnated on the mud flats o f the Great Bay, with a very small flood oriented movement 
towards land (Figures 7.9 and 7.10).
The constriction at Dover Point shows large flood oriented sediment transport 
residuals because of the higher velocities in the center channel (Figure 7.11). This flood- 
oriented trend is replaced by a flood-oriented transport on the flats and eb.b-oriented 
transport in the center channel just downriver of the constriction. Around the southern 
side o f Frankfort Island, this ebb-oriented center channel transport intersects with a flood- 
oriented transport, which dominates the channels and flats o f the lower Piscataqua. This 
suggests a depositional zone, which may be justified by the existence o f the muddy 
Frankfort Island and an approximately 4 meter deep shoal area in the vicinity of the 
convergence zone (see Figure 4.5 or 4.5A). In the lower section of the Piscataqua River, 
the overall direction of the transport is upriver (Figure 7.12). There is also strong upriver 
transport from the constricted deeper channel at Boiling Rock. This transport decreases 
considerably towards upriver and forms two small amplitude gyres. This decrease is 
consistent with the existing sand waves, since the sediment transport into the shoal area 
from downriver is much greater than that out upriver o f the shoal. The divergence zone 
south o f Boiling Rock may be acting as an immediate sediment source for the 
depositional area in the Piscataqua River (Figure 7.13). This divergence prediction is also 
consistent with an approximately 19 meter deep trough observed just downriver from 
Boiling Rock (see Figure 4.5 or 4.5A). Weaker upriver transport is also experienced on 
the flats o f this section.
In the lower section of the Piscataqua River and in Portsmouth Harbor, the 
general trend is a weak flood-oriented residual sediment transport in the shallow areas
197
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Moody1!  Point
0.1 cm3/s3
Figure 7.9 Sediment independent residual transport in southwestern Great Bay. The bold 
line shows the mean low water level.
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Figure 7.10 Sediment independent residual transport in southeastern Great Bay. The bold 
line shows the mean low water level.
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Ntwington
3 cm3/s3
Figure 7.11 Sediment independent residual transport in the Little Bay - Piscataqua River 
intersection. The bold line shows the mean low water level.
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0.5 cm 3/s3
Figure 7.12 Sediment independent residual transport in the lower Piscataqua River and 
around the shoal area. The bold line shows the mean low water level.
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Figure 7.13 Sediment independent residual transport at the Boiling Rock constriction. 
The bold line shows the mean low water level.
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and flats and veiy strong ebb-oriented transport in the deeper channels (Figure 7.14). The 
magnitudes are especially higher around Portsmouth Harbor. As the mouth of the estuary 
is neared, the residual bed-load transport weakens but still continues to transport 
sediments out of the estuary (Figure 7. IS). On the flats southwestern of the New Castle 
Island, the transport is weak and mostly flood-oriented with a relatively strong transport 
in the Little Harbor channel (Figure 7.16).
The residual results, q 0 r, of the sediment-dependent parametric bed-load 
transport models more or less repeat this general trend predicted by the residual sediment 
transport vector, f R. However, due to the addition of the mean critical velocity and 
sediment dependent parameters, there are some considerable differences, especially in the 
mid-Piscataqua region, where the observed sand waves are. Since all of them predicted 
the same residual patterns with only quantitative changes, only the results of the model 
by Engelund and Fredsoe will be shown here as a representative o f all the models.
As Figure 7.17 shows, the bed-load transport is completely stagnated in Great 
Bay, except Furber Strait where the velocities are relatively higher because of the 
constricted channel geometry. The direction of the residual transport is upriver, 
suggesting a flood dominant bed-load transport pattern. In the entire Little Bay, the bed- 
load transport is non-existent, except some small amplitude transport at isolated areas 
around Fox Point where velocities exceed the critical mean velocity (Figure 7.18). The 
direction of this transport is again flood oriented. The channel west of Dover Point 
appears as a bed-load divergence zone with residual vectors pointing upriver on the 
upriver side and downriver on the downriver side (Figure 7.19). On the southeastern side 
o f Dover Point, the trend is an ebb-oriented transport in the main channel and a flood-
203
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Figure 7.14 Sediment independent residual transport in lower Piscataqua River and 
Portsmouth Harbor. The bold line shows the mean low water level.
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Figure 7.15 Sediment independent residual transport at the estuarine mouth. The bold 
line shows the mean low water level.
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Figure 7.16 Sediment independent residual transport in the tidal flats of the New Castle 
Island. The bold line shows the mean low water level.
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Distance In East-Wast DtractkNi (motors) x 1fl»
Figure 7.17 Sediment dependent bed-load transport residual vectors in northern Great 
Bay and Furber Strait, as calculated by the model by Engelund and Fredsoe 
(1976).
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Figure 7.18 Sediment dependent bed-load transport residual vectors in Little Bay, as 
calculated by the model by Engelund and Fredsee (1976).
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oriented transport hugging the channel sides. The ebb-oriented main channel residuals 
then meet a group o f small amplitude upriver directed residuals to form a convergence 
zone right on the eastern side o f the point. Further downriver, the bed-load residuals 
constrict themselves to the main channel and are directed downriver until Frankfort 
Island is reached (Figure 7.20). South of Frankfort Island, the downriver-directed 
residuals suddenly increase in amplitude, disappear, then encounter upriver-directed 
transport, suggesting a depositional zone. However, this region between Dover Point and 
Frankfort Island is probably stripped of any soft sediment, leaving only hard packed 
material and/or exposed bedrock, as stated in the chirp sonar survey by Allen (1993). 
Thus there is likely to be no bottom bed-load material available in the short term for the 
flow to carry.
In the Piscataqua River (Figure 7.21), where sediment in the form of coarse sand 
and gravel is available for the flow to carry (Clere, 1993 and Allen, 1993), the bed-load 
transport is stagnated on the flats and shallows as expected and looks concentrated in an 
approximately 300 meter wide center section of the river, which corresponds to the 
deeper main channel with higher tidal velocities. The shoal area shows converging bed- 
load flux vectors indicating sediment accumulation. Along the 10 meter contour line, 
accumulation occurs as upriver headed vectors with larger magnitudes at the downriver 
transect and smaller magnitudes at the upriver transect. The deeper disposal area is 
erosional with residuals carrying the sediments mostly in the upriver direction. The 
diverging vectors at the southeastern boundary of this area are consistent with the hard 
bottom holes shown in Figure 7.1. The overall direction o f the sediment movement is 
upriver. This trend extends until the constriction located south o f Frankfort Island where
209
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Figure 7.19 Sediment dependent bed-load transport residual vectors around Dover Point, 
as calculated by the model by Engelund and Fredsee (1976).
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x 10*
Dtetanc* In EmI-Wm! Direction (matora)
Figure 7.20 Sediment dependent bed-load transport residual vectors in the Piscataqua 
River around Frankfort Island, as calculated by the model by Engelund and 
Fredsoe (1976).
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Figure 7.21 Sediment dependent bed-load transport residual vectors in the lower 
Piscataqua River and around the shoal area, as calculated by the model by 
Engelund and Fredsoe (1976).
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it coincides with a downriver directed transport and dies off. Around the Boiling Rock 
constriction (Figure 7.22), there is a residual trend similar to the one at Dover Point, with 
downriver transport in the main channel and upriver transport hugging the sides. The 
stronger downriver transport suggests that the channel is eroded down to bedrock, which 
is consistent with the deeper area and holes shown in Figure 7.1. The downriver transport 
in the main channel then continues until the southeastern end o f the Seavey Island is 
reached (Figures 7.23 and 7.24) and stagnates with the slowing down of the tidal 
velocities beyond that. This sudden stop suggests deposition, which is consistent with 
NOAA Chart No: 13283 of the area that describes the bottom as sand and gravel. As 
Figure 7.24 shows, there is no bed-load transport o f coarse sediments at all in the mouth 
o f the estuary and in the back channels o f the New Castle Island.
7.2.3.2 Quantitative Analysis. Since there was no available quantitative bed-load 
transport data for the majority of the Great Bay system at the time of this study, this 
analysis is focused on the shoal area in the lower Piscataqua region, where some 
quantitative data was available because of the frequent dredging operations. As described 
in the Input Parameters and Computational Setup section, this is accomplished by 
calculating the sediment budgets for the dredge and disposal sites over an M2 tidal cycle, 
according to
= £ ( $ « , » ' . )  (7.34)
m
where Ac is the sediment accumulation (deposition (+) or erosion (-)); denotes a
m
summation over elements located on the transects shown in Figure 7.1; q Br is the
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Figure 7.22 Sediment dependent bed-load transport residual vectors at the Boiling Rock 
constriction, as calculated by the model by Engelund and Fredsoe (1976).
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Figure 7.23 Sediment dependent bed-load transport residual vectors in the lower 
Piscataqua River and Portsmouth Harbor, as calculated by the model by 
Engelund and Fredsoe (1976).
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Figure 7.24 Sediment dependent bed-load transport residual vectors at the estuarine 
mouth, as calculated by the model by Engelund and Fredsoe (1976).
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residual bed-load discharge calculated by any o f the parametric flux models and We is the 
element width, taken as the element length perpendicular to the flow direction (along the 
transect). Yearly accumulation is found as accumulation over a tidal cycle, Ac, times the 
number of M2 tidal cycles per year (approximately 697). The average sedimentation rate 
is then calculated as the yearly accumulation divided by the site area times the sediment 
density, including porosity. The bed-load transects 1, 2 and 5, shown in Figure 7.1 are 
chosen so that they correspond to the boundaries o f the disposal and dredge areas used 
during the 1991 maintenance dredging of the area. Two additional transects, 3 and 4, are 
also chosen immediately downriver and upriver of the shoal to isolate it from the rest of 
the dredge area.
Figures 7.2S through 7.29 show the cross-sectionally averaged current and bed- 
load discharge time series, as predicted by the parametric models, at transects shown in 
Figure 7.1. These show that the Engelund & Fredsee’s and Meyer-Peter and Muller’s 
models predict higher bed-load discharges than the Bagnold and Brown-Einstein models 
for smaller velocities. As Figure 7.25 shows, however, the Brown-Einstein model is more 
sensitive to peak currents, because of its higher order velocity dependence, as given by 
equations 7.6 and 7.8, and it predicts larger discharges than other models in high velocity 
regimes. Figures 7.25 through 7.29 also show that the cross sectionally averaged flood 
currents, given by negative values, have higher peaks and shorter durations than the ebb 
currents at all transects.
The quantitative results, summarized in Table 7.3, show deposition at the dredge 
site and erosion at the disposal site in all cases, except the model by Brown-Einstein, 
which also shows a depositional regime in the disposal area. The deposition in the dredge
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Figure 7.25 Cross-section averaged current and bed-load discharge time series at 
Transect 1. Positive values correspond to ebb currents and discharges.
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Figare 7.26 Cross-section averaged current and bed-load discharge time series at 
Transect 2. Positive values correspond to ebb currents and discharges.
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Figure 7.27 Cross-section averaged current and bed-load discharge time series at 
Transect 3. Positive values correspond to ebb currents and discharges.
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Figure 7.28 Cross-section averaged current and bed-load discharge time series at 
Transect 4. Positive values correspond to ebb currents and discharges.
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Figure 7.29 Cross-section averaged current and bed-load discharge time series at 
Transect 5. Positive values correspond to ebb currents and discharges.
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area, which is between the 2nd and 5th transects, occurs in the form o f converging bed- 
load discharge vectors for all models. The deposition in the disposal area, as predicted by 
the Brown-Einstein model, takes place in the form of a larger upstream discharge into the 
disposal area from the downriver transect 1 and a smaller upstream discharge out o f it 
from the upriver transect 2. The erosion in the disposal area occurs as diverging bed-load 
discharge vectors for all other models.
As one would expect from parametric sediment models, results show some 
scatter. However, the overall agreement is good for the shoal area, and in the case of the 
Brown-Einstein and Bagnold’s models, the yearly accumulation rate o f 0.3 meter is more 
or less replicated for the dredge area. The models by Engelund & Fredsee and Meyer- 
Peter & Muller appear as over-predictors with yearly sedimentation rates of 0.92 and 0.S3 
meter respectively and the model by Van de Kreeke & Robaczewska appears as an under­
predictor with a yearly sedimentation rate of 0.23 meter.
The sedimentation rates between the 3rd and 4* transects, which define the boundaries o f 
the actual sand wave shoal, show values very slightly higher than the ones obtained for 
the entire dredge area. This suggests that most of the sediment transported into the 
dredge area (between the 2nd and 5th transects) from the upriver and downriver boundaries 
converge and directly go to the actual shoal zone (between the 3rd and 4th transects) and 
gets deposited there, explaining the rapid growth of the shoal and the stable character of 
the other sections of the dredge area. For the shoal area, the Van de Kreeke & 
Robaczewska’s model predicts a yearly accumulation of 0.28 meter and Brown-Einstein 
and Bagnold’s models slightly overpredict the historical yearly rate o f 0.3 meter with 
values o f 0.3 5 and 0.36 meter per year respectively.
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1“  T r a n s e c t 114,033 -528,215 296,587 152,336 139,985
2"* T r a n s e c t -79,317 -126,019 -278,634 -120,166 -58,671
V* T r a n s e c t -87,714 -123,616 -279,393 -132,624 -55,659
4 *  T r a n s e c t 27,288 -12,814 25,391 40,571 32,496
5 “  T r a n s e c t 136,760 48,668 278,459 204,063 81,996
Dredee Site 
IBetween 2 d  51
M ,
A c c u m u la t io n
(dry kg)
216,078 174,687 557,093 324,229 140,667
Y e a r ly
A c c u m u la t io n
(dry kg)
149,238,693 120,651,729 384,768,085 223,935,768 97,154,476
S e d im e n ta t io n
R a t e  (m/year) 0.359 0.290 0.925 0.538 0.233
DisDosal Site 
(Between I d  21
M ,
A c c u m u la t io n
(dry kg)
-193,350 402,196 -575,221 -272,502 -198,656
Y e a r ly
A c c u m u la t io n
(dry kg)
-1 3 3 ,5 4 1 ,6 9 2 2 7 7 ,7 8 5 ,0 8 6 -3 9 7 ,2 8 8 ,4 7 8 -1 8 8 ,2 0 9 ,4 0 5 -1 3 7 ,2 0 5 ,7 3 9
S e d im e n ta t io n  
R a t e  (m/year) -0.158 0.330 -0.472 -0.224 -0.163
Shoal Site 
(Between 3 d  41
M ,
A c c u m u la t io n
(dry kg)
115,002 110,802 304,785 173,195 88,155
Y e a r l y
A c c u m u la t io n
(dry kg)
79,428,752 76,528,222 210,506,078 119,621,097 60,886,013
S e d im e n ta t io n  
R a t e  (m/year) 0.369 0.356 0.980 0.557 0.283
Table 7.3 The quantitative bed-load sediment transport results for the dredge and 
disposal sites. For the residual discharges, (+) marks a downriver direction 
and (-) marks an upriver direction. For the accumulations and sedimentation 
rates, (+) shows accumulation and (-) shows erosion.
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All models, except the Brown-Einstein, predict erosion at the disposal site, 
ranging from an average sediment accumulation rate o f -0.15 to -0.47 meter per year. 
This trend is consistent with the deeper hard bottom area and holes shown in Figure 7.1. 
The Brown-Einstein model predicts an overall upriver directed bed-load transport in the 
disposal area, which causes a deposition because of the slower velocities experienced by 
the upriver transect 2. This causes a yearly sediment deposition o f 0.33 meter. This result, 
however, does not agree with the field picture of Figure 7.1.
The models by Bagnold, Meyer-Peter & Muller and Kreeke & Robaczewska 
predict 1.72, 1.69 and 1.39 times larger transport into the dredge area from the upriver 
boundary (5th transect) than the downriver boundary (2nd transect) respectively. This ratio 
drops down to 0.99 in the case of the model by Engelund & Fredsee and to 0.38 for the 
model by Brown-Einstein. This raises questions on which model predicts the actual trend 
in the dredge site: Is the deposition at the dredge site fed mostly by an upriver sediment 
source? How much o f the sediment dumped into the disposal site will return to the dredge 
site and be redeposited there? Unfortunately, these questions can only be answered if the 
coarse sediment availability is known throughout the estuary and if the continuity is also 
incorporated into the sediment bed-load transport models. Parametric models assume that 
the sediment is available at all times and only give an idea about the potential of flow to 
carry sediments. However, all models agree that there is net upstream bed-load sediment 
transport from the disposal area into the dredge area, suggesting that this downriver 
riverine disposal site is not the best choice for the disposal o f  the dredged sediment since 
there is a potential that all or some o f it will be redeposited back at the dredge site.
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7.3 Lflgrangian Apprp^h
7.3.1 Program Description
Lagrangian particle tracking was used as a second approach to compute the bed- 
load movement trend in the lower Piscataqua region. A time stepping, three-dimensional 
drogue tracking Fortran 77 program, called DROG3DDT (Blanton, 1995-1), developed at 
the University of Carolina at Chapel Hill, was used for this purpose. DROG3DDT is the 
time-stepping version o f the DROG3D (Blanton, 1995-2), which tracks passive drogues 
using a given harmonic velocity field in a three-dimensional layered finite element grid. 
Instead o f a harmonic input velocity field, DROG3DDT uses real-time velocities, as they 
are made available by the main program (ADAM in the present study), and it is called as 
a subroutine by the hydrodynamic program at each time step to accomplish this. 
However, the original DROG3DDT code, written for a flow field on a three-dimensional 
grid, had to be modified to incorporate the two-dimensional, depth-averaged flow field 
generated at each time step by ADAM. This was done by limiting the number o f layers in 
the input grid to one and constricting the flow into that layer by setting the vertical 
velocities to zero at the beginning of each time step. To save run-time, the layer vertical 
level finding routine was also disabled since it is unnecessary for a vertically averaged 
model. DROG3DDT uses a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme to advance the solution 
over a time interval and computes the coordinate o f the endpoint o f the integration step. 
Up to 1000 drogues can be launched using the current version o f the DROG3DDT. The 
reader is referred to http://www.opnml.unc.edu/Particle Tracking/part track.html for 
more information on the particle tracking program.
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7.3.2 Computational Setup and Input Parameters
ADAM runs that incorporate Lagrangian drogue tracking use the same parameters 
given in Table 6.9, with the exception of the model time step, which is set to 27.946352 
seconds. This was necessary due to high velocities in the lower Piscataqua region, which 
caused the particles that are very close to the boundary to leave the finite element domain 
when the velocity component across the element face is large enough and the time step 
big enough. Recall that the Runge-Kutta integrator takes two half time steps to get from 
one time step to the next and this may or may not be large enough for drogue tracking 
purposes depending on what the model velocities are. The other solution of increasing the 
spatial grid resolution was not chosen here because of the additional time that the 
generation of a new grid requires. Note that this property of the drogue tracking program 
can be used in a profitable manner to model the settling and the movement initiation of 
bed-load particles, since it is possible to keep a particle in the domain as “stuck” to the 
boundary until there is a flow component into the domain which would move it off the 
boundary and resume tracking.
Sediment related input parameters to DROG3DDT are the movement initiation 
threshold velocity and the ratio of the bed-load particle velocity to model velocity. The 
first parameter was set to 6 6  cm/sec, according to Levi’s (Bogardi, 1978) expression for 
the bed-load of graded sediment material:
Here, h  is the bathymetric depth and is taken as a constant o f 15 m throughout the 
simulation, which approximates the average depth in the Piscataqua River’s main
(7.35)
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channel. The sediment parameters median grain size, dso, and maximum grain size, dg, 
were set 1 mm and 4.8 mm respectively. Above this threshold velocity, all parameters are 
assumed to travel at one-sixth o f the current velocity predicted by the hydrodynamic 
model, ADAM. This value quantifies the second parameter above and is necessary to 
take into account the effects of the boundary layer that ADAM ignores as a vertically 
averaged model and the frictional retarding of the fixed bottom on bed-load particles 
during contact. This quantitative assumption of one sixth is consistent with the following 
range, given by Bogardi (1978):
± V i U , > ± V  (7.36)
To investigate the sediment paths of finer uniform bed-load material with a dso of 0.50 
mm, another Vc o f 30 cm/sec was also implemented during another program run, 
according to the equation
ye =33dioOM (7.37)
by Bogardi (1978). The equation 7.37 is only valid for sands with mean particle 
diameters between 0 .1  and 1 mm.
A total of 198 sediment particles were tracked over an M2 tidal cycle throughout 
the estuary, with increasing density in the lower Piscataqua Region where the shoal is 
located. The drogues were released at high tide, at mean water level during ebb, at low 
tide and at mean water level during flood to investigate the effect of release time in the 
final displacements. The final location and the entire path o f each sediment particle was 
saved and analyzed after each run.
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7.3.3 Results
The results show that particles subject to a movement initiation threshold velocity 
of 6 6  cm/sec show an upstream displacement from the disposal area into the shoal area in 
the lower Piscataqua River region, regardless o f the time of release (Figures 7.30, 7.31,
7.32 and 7.33). This pattern can be explained in part by depth-averaged current being 
asymmetric over a tidal cycle, resulting in a net upriver transport in the case of coarse 
sediments, which are more sensitive to peak velocities. The displacements are more 
pronounced and concentrated along the northeast (Maine) side of the channel. This may 
be due to an abrupt flood current direction change towards the north located just 
southwest of Boiling Rock, which creates a tidal flow hugging the Maine side o f the 
channel with increased velocities. The upstream transport extends until halfway between 
Boiling Rock and Frankfort Island and meets a downriver transport in the center channel 
right on the shoal, suggesting a bed-load convergence zone, thus deposition. The release 
of particles at low tide or at mean water level during flood increases the magnitudes of 
the upriver displacements from the disposal area into the shoal area, as seen in Figures
7.32 and 7.33. Releasing of particles at high tide and at mean water level during ebb 
decreases the magnitudes of the displacement from the disposal area into the shoal area 
and also pushes the upriver boundary of the bed-load convergence zone further up along 
the Piscataqua River (Figures 7.30 and 7.31).
Particle displacements around Boiling Rock and between Dover Point and 
Frankfort Island depend largely on the time of release. As can be observed in Figures 
7.30 and 7.31, a high tide or an ebb release causes downriver displacements around the 
bend at Boiling Rock, while a low tide or a flood release causes mostly upriver
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Figure 7.30 M2 displacements o f  particles released at high tide in the lower Piscataqua 
River and subjected to a threshold velocity of 6 6  cm/sec. Dots show the 
initial location and the endpoints o f lines show position after one M2 cycle.
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Figure 7.31 M2 displacements of particles released at mean water level during ebb in the 
lower Piscataqua River and subjected to a threshold velocity of 6 6  cm/sec. 
Dots show the initial location and the endpoints of lines show position after 
one M2 cycle.
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Figure 7.32 M2 displacements of particles released at low tide in the lower Piscataqua 
River and subjected to a threshold velocity of 6 6  cm/sec. Dots show the 
initial location and the endpoints of lines show position after one M2 cycle.
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Figure 7.33 M2 displacements of particles released at mean water level during flood in 
the lower Piscataqua River and subjected to a threshold velocity o f 6 6  
cm/sec. Dots show the initial location and the endpoints o f lines show 
position after one M2 cycle.
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displacements. Between Frankfort Island and Dover Point, particles released at low tide 
or during flood end their excursions further upriver than their initial positions, and larger 
displacements occur at the Dover Point constriction because of increased velocities. A 
high tide or ebb release in this zone causes the magnitudes of the upriver displacements 
to become smaller and in some cases to reverse. It is important to note that the larger 
displacements around Dover Point occur not because of larger excursions in both 
directions but because the coarse sediment threshold velocity increases the flood 
dominance bias. All particle displacement vectors downriver o f Boiling Rock show 
movement towards the mouth o f the estuary in all cases, until Seavey Island is reached. 
The bed-load particles released further upriver of Dover Point and further downriver o f 
Seavey Island stay still at all times because o f smaller velocities experienced in these 
areas.
Particle tracks in the lower Piscataqua Region indicate that the current, and 
consequently the particles, follow the channel axis, staying almost on the same track 
during ebb and flood. Figure 7.34 shows sample particles released at high tide, moving 
upriver with incoming tide for a short while then moving downriver and upriver again to 
end their journey. These clearly indicate that particle excursions are considerably larger 
in the center channel than along the sides because of higher velocities.
Figure 7.3 5 displays displacements of finer particles subjected to a critical 
velocity, Vc, o f 30 cm/sec over an M2 cycle. It is observed that most o f  the displacements 
are directed downriver, and sediment particles end their trajectories downriver of their 
initial positions. This suggests an overall downriver bed-load transport o f  sediments with 
a mean diameter o f  0.5 mm. The difference between these results and the ones obtained
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Figure 7J4 Sample tracks for various sediment particles with a threshold velocity o f 66 
cm/sec and a particle velocity to depth averaged current velocity ratio o f 
1/6. Cyan stars marie the initial drogue positions.
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Figure 7.35 M2 displacements of particles released at high tide in the lower Piscataqua 
River and subjected to a threshold velocity o f  30 cm/sec. Dots show the 
initial location and the endpoints o f lines show position after one M2 cycle.
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by using a 6 6  cm/sec threshold velocity reveals that simulations are sensitive to particle 
size through the threshold velocity, indicating a significant sediment sorting 
characteristic. These results are consistent with hydrodynamic model predictions, which 
show longer ebb with smaller current velocities and shorter flood with higher current 
velocities for this section o f the estuary (Figure 7.2S).
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS
The FUNDY5 results show that the linear harmonic model can be used as a 
preliminary modeling tool very successfully in the case of the Great Bay Estuary. It is 
able to capture the realistic nature o f the M2 tidal wave, which shows a highly dissipative 
progressive wave regime seaward and a less dissipative standing wave regime landward, 
with Dover Point acting as a separation point between two regimes. It also shows that the 
effect o f the smaller Great Bay tributaries on the overall circulation is negligible and that 
the tidal flow is mostly constrained in the deeper main channel. Besides these qualitative 
results, the quantitative results are also remarkably good and the M2 surface elevation and 
velocity field results given by Swift & Brown (1983) are approximated fairly accurately. 
The model is very sensitive to the correct input o f the boundary conditions and the 
bottom stress coefficient and it gives results that are very close to measured values in the 
case these are specified correctly. This allows FUNDY5 to be used as a development tool 
and check for boundary condition generation and bottom stress coefficient distribution. 
The model is also sensitive to the domain bathymetry, which makes it a very handy tool 
in identifying grid anomalies and bathymetry errors. These properties make FUNDY5 a 
fast and resource-friendly tool for preliminary diagnostic studies o f overall estuarine 
flow.
The non-linear kinematic model ADAM results show that the essential physics 
included in the model (i.e. the balance between the bottom friction and the pressure
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gradient) is able to simulate the highly dissipative regime in the Piscataqua River and, to 
a lesser extent, the less dissipative standing character of the tidal wave in Little Bay and 
Great Bay, as expected. The elevation phases are also captured successfully. There are, 
however, some important issues, especially in the case of the tidal elevation amplitudes, 
which the model fails to simulate correctly beyond the Dover Point constriction. Initially, 
this was thought to be due to a relaxation in the bottom stress coefficient distribution in 
Little Bay and Great Bay that could not be accurately represented using the 
geographically constant, depth varying Manning’s coefficient approach. However, model 
test runs performed using a geographically varying depth dependent Manning’s n 
formulation revealed that ADAM still fails to find a working combination of the tidal 
elevation amplitudes and phases beyond Dover Point (Ip, J.T.C., personal 
communication). It was either the elevations or phases that were matched, with errors in 
the other; a result which is consistent with one-dimensional analytical solutions that 
indicated that you can match phase change or amplitude change but not both.. At this 
time, the slight increase in the M2 amplitude beyond Dover Point that could not be 
replicated by ADAM is thought to be due to the local accelerations. This idea is 
consistent with the fact that the linear diagnostic model FUNDY5, which includes all the 
accelerations, was able to capture the elevation trend beyond Dover Point successfully 
(see Chapter S). It should also be recalled that the usual standing wave solution for 
estuarine tides includes local acceleration as a non-negligible term.
The ADAM velocity amplitudes and phases are in very good agreement with 
observed values. The model is able to capture the asymmetry between the flood and ebb 
stages successfully. The simulated pattern for M2  residual current in channels with
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adjacent shallow areas (ebb-directed in channels and flood directed over the flats) has 
been recorded in similar estuaries (Kjervfe, 1978, Speer, 1984, Friedrichs et. al, 1992, 
Bowers and Al-Barakati, 1997, Li and O’Donnell, 1997). It is also important to note that 
the method for incorporating flooding and dewatering of the tidal flats appears as one o f 
the very strong points of the model, which realistically addresses continuity issues in a 
numerically stable manner, allowing the use o f highly resolved fixed grids.
Using the predicted currents for sediment transport calculations is an even more 
severe test of the performance o f a numerical model than just a basic comparison o f 
hydrodynamic variables since spatial resolution, residual of currents raised to various 
powers, and residuals of Lagrangian currents subject to thresholds must also be accurate. 
The general agreement of predicted bed-load sediment flux with the formation o f 
geological features indicates that ADAM does simulate the flow details well. All bed- 
load models tested in this study predict accumulation in the shoal area and sediment 
movement from the disposal site into the dredge site. The use of several Eulerian bed- 
load flux vector models, having different quantitative outcomes, reflects the present 
situation in which there is no overall agreement as to which one is best. Based on the 
comparison presented here, the Van de Kreeke and Robaczewska, Bagnold and Brown- 
Einstein models are somewhat more consistent with the long-term estimate of the 
sedimentation rate based on dredge removal quantities. It is especially satisfactory to see 
the Brown-Einstein model nicely approximate the yearly sedimentation rate at the dredge 
site. This model gave very similar results during a study by Bilgili et al. (1996) when 
used with current input acquired thorough field tidal current measurements.
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The Lagrangian study also yielded net movement associated with the shoal 
buildup. This trend is found to be independent o f the sediment particle release time in the 
tidal cycle. A particle release right before or during flood, however, increased the amount 
o f upriver transport from the disposal area into the shoal area, suggesting that a high tide 
or ebb disposal should be planned to keep the immediate movement of the disposed 
sediment into the shoal area at a  minimum level in the case a downriver riverine disposal 
o f the dredged sediments is used. In addition, the Lagrangian models revealed that 
simulation results are sensitive to sediment particle size through the threshold velocity, 
which indicates a sorting characteristic. This suggests upriver coarse sediment movement 
and downriver fine sediment movement in the lower Piscataqua River.
Future numerical modeling work should include the incorporation of the Darcian 
groundwater flow approach on the tidal flats and the fully non-linear three-dimensional 
equations o f motion with accelerations in the deeper channels. This would allow smooth 
and natural modeling o f flooding and drying processes on fixed grids while including the 
accelerations and the effects o f three-dimensional processes. Field work should also be 
carried out to investigate the sediment sorting characteristic that the Lagrangian particle 
tracking study predicts.
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ERROR NORM DEFINITIONS
The following statistical measures are used in the space and time convergence 
analyses and in evaluating the performance of the models throughout this study:
* Correlation coefficient (C) is a measure of the strength o f the relationship 
between the model output and the observed data. Having a high correlation 
coefficient does not guarantee a good match between the comparison deck and 
the solution deck, but it is a necessary condition to such a match. The 
correlation coefficient is given by
C ov(f,F )
(A.1)
where /  is the comparison deck (model result), F  is the solution deck
(observational data), Cov(f, F) is the covariance matrix given by
Cov( /,F )  = 2 / ^ (A.2)
in which N  is the number of data points in the comparison and solution decks,
Var(F) is the variance o f the solution deck given by
For(F) = — N - \ (A.3)
where F  is the mean o f the solution deck defined as
(A-4)
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and Var(f) is the variance of the comparison deck obtained by replacing F, by 
f  in equation A.3.
• La norm (maximum difference error) is used to evaluate the errant behavior at 
isolated points and is given by
La)=mdx\fi - F \  (A. 5)
•  L 2 norm (root mean square or RMS error) is a reliable general measure of the 
convergence o f the calculation and is given by
U . - F , ) 2 (A.6)
•  Normalized L2 (nLi) error is defined as the L2 (RMS) error normalized by the 
standard deviation o f the solution deck and is given by
n L  -  ———  (A. 7)
^  Std(F) K }
where Std(F) is the standard deviation o f the solution deck defined as
Std(F) = yjVar(F) . (A.8)
•  Skill is a measure o f the average accuracy of the model predictions relative to 
the accuracy o f observations. It can be based on any error norm. In the present 
study the RMS skill, given by
SkilF l-fnL i)2 (A.9)
is used.
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